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Abstract
The goal of high-recall information retrieval (HRIR) is to find all, or nearly all, rele-
vant documents while maintaining reasonable assessment effort. Achieving high recall is a
key problem in the use of applications such as electronic discovery, systematic review, and
construction of test collections for information retrieval tasks. State-of-the-art HRIR sys-
tems commonly rely on iterative relevance feedback in which human assessors continually
assess machine learning-selected documents. The relevance of the assessed documents is
then fed back to the machine learning model to improve its ability to select the next set
of potentially relevant documents for assessment. In many instances, thousands of human
assessments might be required to achieve high recall. These assessments represent the main
cost of such HRIR applications. Therefore, their effectiveness in achieving high recall is
limited by their reliance on human input when assessing the relevance of documents. In
this thesis, we test different methods in order to improve the effectiveness and efficiency
of finding relevant documents using state-of-the-art HRIR system. With regard to the
effectiveness, we try to build a machine-learned model that retrieves relevant documents
more accurately. For efficiency, we try to help human assessors make relevance assessments
more easily and quickly via our HRIR system. Furthermore, we try to establish a stopping
criteria for the assessment process so as to avoid excessive assessment. In particular, we
hypothesize that total assessment effort to achieve high recall can be reduced by using
shorter document excerpts (e.g., extractive summaries) in place of full documents for the
assessment of relevance and using a high-recall retrieval system based on continuous active
learning (CAL). In order to test this hypothesis, we implemented a high-recall retrieval
system based on state-of-the-art implementation of CAL. This high-recall retrieval system
could display either full documents or short document excerpts for relevance assessment.
A search engine was also integrated into our system to provide assessors the option of con-
ducting interactive search and judging. We conducted a simulation study, and separately, a
50-person controlled user study to test our hypothesis. The results of the simulation study
show that judging even a single extracted sentence for relevance feedback may be adequate
for CAL to achieve high recall. The results of the controlled user study confirmed that hu-
man assessors were able to find a significantly larger number of relevant documents within
limited time when they used the system with paragraph-length document excerpts as op-
posed to full documents. In addition, we found that allowing participants to compose and
execute their own search queries did not improve their ability to find relevant documents
and, by some measures, impaired performance. Moreover, integrating sampling methods
with active learning can yield accurate estimates of the number of relevant documents, and
thus avoid excessive assessments.
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In many application areas, such as electronic discovery (eDiscovery), systematic review,
and the construction of test collections for information retrieval research, the need to find
all, or nearly all, relevant documents is critical. Any solution to this research problem
has as its goal high-recall information retrieval (HRIR), or finding as many relevant doc-
uments as possible for a given information need with minimal assessment effort. In the
fields of eDiscovery and information retrieval evaluation, many methods to achieve high
recall require the help of search experts [Hogan et al., 2008] or topic- or database-specific
training [Zhang and Zhang, 2010; Zhang et al., 2009].
Information retrieval (IR) is finding relevant information (usually documents) that sat-
isfies an information need (usually a query) from a large data collection. One of the
traditional IR tasks is ad-hoc search on the Web. The commercial search engines (e.g.,
Google or Bing) return 10 blue links for a user query. These web search tasks may not di-
rectly address the need of high recall (finding all the relevant documents) but focus on high
precision (showing top-ranked results to users). In such cases, users may stop reviewing
documents once their information needs are satisfied. In contrast to these high-precision
tasks, HRIR aims at finding all or substantially all the relevant documents for an infor-
mation need, using the least amount of (human) effort possible. In the early days without
the invention of computers and software, assessors need to review through mountains of
documents. The only solution to find all the relevant documents is reviewing documents
one by one, until the entire set is complete [Borden, 2010]. However, this process is usually
both time- and money- consuming. Meanwhile, assessors may waste a lot of time reviewing
non-relevant documents. To solve this problem, the HRIR methods always try to select
the relevant documents for assessors to review in order to reduce the review effort. More
specifically, the HRIR methods allow users to use keyword searches or some other methods
1
(e.g., machine learning) to find all the relevant documents with the least effort possible.
The judgments from users can be utilized to help improve the HRIR methods.
State-of-the-art HRIR methods heavily rely on a large number of human inputs, either
to issue queries and judge documents returned by the search engine (interactive search and
judging) or to assess the relevance of machine learning-selected documents. The effective-
ness of current HRIR methods in achieving high recall is limited by their reliance on such
human inputs. In most cases, the effort of human assessment when judging documents
represents the primary cost of such high-recall tasks. Being able to reduce the assessment
cost of finding relevant documents will be beneficial for achieving high recall within a lim-
ited monetary and temporal budget. In addition, knowing when to stop further assessment
during high-recall retrieval will help avoid excessive review cost.
For this thesis, we developed various methods to improve state-of-the-art HRIR system
from different perspectives. First, we tried to improve the effectiveness of document re-
trieval by applying different machine-learned classifiers, incorporating additional document
features, and integrating query expansion. Second, we tried to enhance the efficiency of
document assessment by using shorter document excerpts for the assessment of relevance,
enabling the human assessors to judge documents more quickly. Third, we integrated var-
ious sampling methods into the active learning process to estimate when to stop assessing,
thereby avoiding excessive assessments while still ensuring high recall.
We first approached the high-recall problem by participating in TREC Total Recall
Track 2015 [Roegiest, Cormack, Grossman and Clarke, 2015]. The organizers of Total
Recall Track provided a baseline method—baseline model implementation (BMI) — which
is based on continuous active learning [Cormack and Grossman, 2014]. We modified BMI
to incorporate more document features and submitted runs for evaluation. The results
revealed that no other method was able to beat BMI consistently. We have yet to find a
mode that is demonstrably superior to the continuous active learning protocol with respect
to the accurate retrieval of relevant documents. For that reason, approaching the problem
from another angle, we tried to improve the efficiency of document assessment by helping
assessors find a larger number of documents within a certain time limit.
One of our main contributions is our evaluation of whether assessors can find a larger
number of relevant documents within a limited time by confining their interactions to the
assessment of shorter document excerpts. Past research has shown that humans can as-
sess the relevance of documents faster and with little loss in accuracy by judging short
document excerpts (e.g., extractive summaries) in place of full documents [Smucker and
Jethani, 2010]. To test the hypothesis that using short document excerpts can reduce
assessment time and effort required for high-recall retrieval, we conducted a simulation
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experiment, and separately, a 50-person controlled user study. We designed a high-recall
retrieval system based on continuous active learning (CAL) that could display either full
documents or short document excerpts for relevance assessment. In the simulation study,
we tried to answer two question: (1) Is assessing short document excerpts as effective for
achieving high recall as assessing full documents? (2) How could we integrate document
excerpt-level relevance feedback into CAL? Some research has helped to find suitable ap-
proaches to selecting documents for assessors to review [Cormack and Grossman, 2014,
2015a]. There is relatively less research about selecting short document excerpts for rele-
vance assessment [Tombros and Sanderson, 1998; Sanderson, 1998; Smucker and Jethani,
2010], especially in a high-recall scenario. For this thesis, we implemented various strate-
gies to incorporate document-excerpt-level relevance feedback into CAL. In a simulation
study, in which assessors were simulated by a predefined relevance label set, we found that
presenting a single sentence from each document for relevance assessment in CAL was
enough to achieve recall as high as assessment based on full documents [Zhang, Cormack,
Grossman and Smucker, 2018]. In a follow-up controlled user study, we investigated the
effects of assessing document excerpts for high-recall retrieval [Zhang, Abualsaud, Ghelani,
Smucker, Cormack and Grossman, 2018]. We deployed a high-recall retrieval system to
evaluate whether human assessors were able to find a large number of relevant documents
by assessing document excerpts alone [Abualsaud, Ghelani, Zhang, Smucker, Cormack and
Grossman, 2018]. The participants of the controlled study were asked to use our HRIR
system to find as many relevant documents as possible within one hour. We found that: (1)
assessors were able to find a larger number of relevant documents within a limited time by
viewing the machine-learning-selected document excerpts than by viewing full documents;
and (2) giving assessors more options to interact with our HRIR system did not improve
their ability to find relevant documents. In our experiment, some variants of our HRIR
system allowed assessors to view the full document content or to use a search engine. We
compared the number of relevant documents found by using each variant within the same
limited time frame. The results showed that these additional options slowed down asses-
sors’ assessments, thus, reducing the total number of relevant documents found within a
limited time. In addition, we considered the log of user behaviour and measured the effects
of different user interactions on the effectiveness of finding relevant documents. We found
that some user interactions significantly reduced the assessment speed (e.g., viewing the
full document). Other interactions, improved the precision of assessments (e.g., using a
search engine). We detail this analysis in Chapter 6.
Another problem in high-recall retrieval is when to stop assessing, especially when the
dataset is huge. In other words, the number of remaining relevant documents should be
estimated during the assessment process to determine when to terminate the review. We
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explored several different sampling strategies and integrated them to CAL into estimate the
number of relevant documents [Zhang et al., 2016]. The results showed that the combina-
tion of sampling methods and CAL was able to estimate the volume of relevant documents
accurately without requiring a large assessment effort.
1.1 Motivation
High-recall information retrieval (HRIR) is integral to many tasks that require the finding
of all, or nearly all, relevant documents in a collection [Cormack and Grossman, 2014]. Ex-
ample applications of HRIR include electronic discovery (eDiscovery), systematic review,
and the construction of information retrieval (IR) test collections. The high-recall applica-
tion most relevant to the context of this thesis is eDiscovery (the discovery of electronically
stored information) [Oard et al., 2013]. eDiscovery is a rapidly growing field that originates
from “civil discovery.” In civil law, each party to a lawsuit must provide the other party
all the documents that are relevant to a given information request by the opposing party.
Some IR methods (e.g., a simple keyword search) have been widely and successfully applied
in eDiscovery [Oard et al., 2010]. However, high-recall retrieval requires the retrieval of a
complete set of relevant documents at reasonable monetary and temporal costs [Cormack
and Grossman, 2015b]. In theory, an ideal eDiscovery retrieval would achieve 100% recall,
that is, the complete set of relevant documents (no False Negatives), and 100% precision,
that is, accurate retrieval of only the relevant documents (no False Positives). However,
such a perfect search does not exist in the real world. 1
Web-search systems such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo do not adequately address the
needs of high recall [Roegiest, 2017]. In most cases, these web search systems focus on
improving the early precision of returned results (“10 blue links”), because users tend to
be more interested in top-ranked results than in all the relevant documents. Therefore,
the challenges faced by high-recall IR methods are quite different from the challenges
faced by IR methods in other fields (such as web search) [Oard et al., 2013]. There are
some differences between high-recall IR methods and other precision-oriented IR methods.
First, Oard et al. [2013] point out that the evaluation of high-recall retrieval emphasizes the
returned set of results rather than the rankings of results. Second, the target of eDiscovery
is to achieve high recall with minimal assessment effort. For many other common IR
applications, such as web search, users are more interested in the highly ranked results.
Therefore, achieving high precision for those top-ranked results is more important than
1https://www.brainspace.com/blog/e-discovery-searching-for-the-narrative/
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achieving high recall. In a nutshell, the high-recall task and the evaluation of high-recall
methods are quite different from many other common information retrieval problems.
The global market for vendors of eDiscovery software and services has been estimated
at US$1 billion in 2016, and is expected to reach $13 billion by 2023 [Wood, 2017]. The
primary cost of eDiscovery lies in manual assessment of documents, which takes up 70%
of total cost [Peacock, 2009]. With the digitization of information, the sizes of collections
to search have grown rapidly. One eDiscovery firm reports that a typical case requires
the review of between 600,000 and 1 million documents [Tredennick, 2011]. For legal
discovery, each document in a collection would traditionally be reviewed by an attorney,
and review would take a few minutes per document [Oard et al., 2013], This is called linear
review. A study of “Second Request” concerning Verizon’s acquisition of MCI [Roitblat
et al., 2010] found that a team of 225 attorneys spent about 4 months, 7 days a week,
and 16 hours per day assessing over 2.3 million documents (1.6 million documents after
eliminating duplicates). The team found nearly 200,000 relevant documents, at a cost
of over US$13.6 million. It cost approximately around $8.50 to assess each document.
A similar scenario exists in the construction of test collections for information retrieval
research. The TREC Legal Track [Baron et al., 2006] was run from 2006 to 2011, and two
reusable test collections were developed: one collection contained nearly 7 million scanned
business records; the other comprised roughly half a million email messages. Baron et
al. reported an average assessment rate of 24.7 documents per hour for different topics
at the TREC 2006 Legal Track. At the TREC 2008 Legal Track [Oard et al., 2008], the
organizers reported that it took a collective 631.2 hours to review 13,543 documents, or
a rate of 21.5 documents per hour. Based on these statistics, we can infer that several
factors affect the final total assessment cost. Important factors to consider include the
total number of relevance assessments required, the time spent per assessment, the hourly
pay rate for assessors, and the quality of the assessor.
By combining these factors, we can devise different ways to evaluate the total assess-
ment cost for reaching high recall. One way is to evaluate the effectiveness of a HRIR
method. In other words, an effective HRIR method should be able to achieve high recall
or find a majority of relevant documents using the least number of assessments. Therefore,
maintaining high precision (avoid selecting non-relevant documents for assessors to review)
is critical for improving effectiveness. Some tasks in the TREC Legal track and TREC To-
tal Recall track created different measures to evaluate the effectiveness of HRIR methods.
The evaluation emphasizes the total number of assessments to achieve a certain recall but
ignores the total time spent on those assessments. Therefore, another perspective of high
recall evaluation is to measure the total time of the assessments. This thesis focuses on
evaluating high-recall retrieval methods according to the number of relevant documents
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retrieved within a certain time limit.
The effectiveness of a high-recall retrieval system is determined by its underlying meth-
ods. There are several generations of high-recall methods. During the initial stage of
eDiscovery research, keyword search methods dominated the applications in this area.
Assessors kept reformulating their search queries and judging documents returned from
a search engine. Thus, the early eDiscovery systems relied heavily upon human-issued
queries. However, state-of-the-art HRIR methods suggest that the manual issuance of
queries can be replaced by a continuous active learning (CAL) protocol in which the asses-
sors only assess the documents selected by a machine learning model. The learning model
in CAL is able to automatically select likely relevant documents for assessors to judge.
In each iteration of CAL, the learning model continuously retrains and improves continu-
ously after receiving the relevance assessments of judged documents. For some tasks of the
TREC Legal Track [Cormack and Mojdeh, 2009] and TREC Total Recall Track [Roegiest,
Cormack, Grossman and Clarke, 2015; Grossman et al., 2016], CAL showed high effec-
tiveness and outperformed other methods (including manual methods) for achieving high
recall with limited assessment. In this thesis, we designed and implemented a high-recall
retrieval system based on state-of-the-art CAL implementation: baseline model implemen-
tation (BMI). BMI is an implementation of the CAL protocol [Grossman et al., 2017]
employed in the TREC 2015 and 2016 Total Recall Tracks. BMI automatically selects full
documents for relevance assessment, and then the relevance feedback from the assessed full
documents is fed back to improve the learning model. For our HRIR system, we incorpo-
rated document-excerpt-level relevance feedback into CAL. In addition, different strategies
for integrating document-excerpt-level relevance feedback into BMI were compared.
As mentioned above, we tried to improve state-of-the-art HRIR method from three per-
spectives: (1) enhancing the effectiveness of retrieving relevant documents, (2) improving
the efficiency of making relevance assessment, and (3) determining when to stop assess-
ment. This thesis presents an investigation and evaluation of proposed methods. We
next summarize the work in this thesis that addresses how to improve and evaluate the
performance of high-recall information retrieval.
1.2 Overview
The demand for high-recall information retrieval has existed for a long time, and many
high-recall retrieval systems have been developed to solve this problem. In this thesis,
we try to improve state-of-the-art HRIR system in order to find relevant documents more
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effectively and efficiently. I next describe how we approach and tackle this problem in each
chapter.
For Chapter 3, we approached the problem of achieving high recall by participating
in the TREC Total Recall Track in 2015 [Roegiest, Cormack, Grossman and Clarke,
2015] and implementing a high-recall system based on the baseline model implementation
(BMI) [Zhang et al., 2015]. Our system made some modifications to the BMI, including
extending document features, applying different classifiers, and adding different strategies
for selecting a seed set of documents. We submitted our results to Total Recall Track 2015
for evaluation and compared our modified BMI with other submitted retrieval systems
using the provided test collections.
To improve the effectiveness of finding relevant documents using limited assessment
effort, for Chapter 4, we examined whether assessing a single extracted sentence from the
document, instead of the whole document, would provide effective relevance feedback in
CAL. We modified BMI and incorporated the sentence-level relevance feedback into the
CAL process. In each iteration of relevance feedback, there exist binary choices (selecting
excerpts or documents) on three different dimensions. These dimensions are (1) presenting
excerpts or full documents to assessors for relevance assessment; (2) retraining the machine
learning model using the judged documents or judged excerpts; and (3) scoring and ranking
documents or excerpts in order to select the next-most-likely to be relevant document for
assessment. In this thesis, we investigated different choices in each of these dimensions and
determined the best combination for achieving high recall.
For Chapter 5, we conducted, to the best of our knowledge, the first controlled study
using human subjects to test human assessment performance in judging document excerpts
in CAL. For a given topic, assessors were required to find as many relevant documents as
possible within one hour, using different CAL system variants. We implemented a high-
recall information retrieval system (HiCAL) for conducting the experiment. The basic
system allowed assessors to judge the machine learning-selected paragraph-length excerpts.
The other system variants differed either in the presentation of the full document content,
or in offering the option of using a search engine. We compared different system variants
according to the number of relevant documents found within a limited time frame.
For Chapter 6, we delved further into the assessor behaviour data collected from the
user study and tried to understand the underlying behaviours that led to the observed
results. We also measured the judging performance of users under each system variant.
For Chapter 7, we investigated the problem of when to stop the assessment process in
CAL. In this thesis, we applied several different sampling strategies in CAL to estimate
the number of relevant documents. CAL usually reaches a plateau (knee point) when the
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prevalence of relevant documents drops significantly. At that point, sampling strategies
can be used to estimate the prevalence of relevant documents in the rest of the collection.
We evaluated different sampling methods for estimating the number of documents for given
topics.
I review related work in Chapter 2 and conclude the thesis in Chapter 8.
1.3 Contributions
In this thesis, we make the following contributions:
• By participating in TREC Total Recall Track 2015, we found that no system consis-
tently outperforming the baseline model BMI run. Our modified BMI implementation
shows some improvements on certain topics. However, overall improvements are not
significant, nor are they consistent on all topics and datasets. (Chapter 3)
• By simulating the continuous active learning process and using document excerpts for
relevance assessment to achieve high recall, we found, based on the same number of
assessments, that judging a single extracted sentence for relevance retrieves the same
number of relevant documents as judging the full document in CAL. (Chapter 4)
• According to the simulation results of incorporating sentence-level relevance feedback
into CAL, the best combination of choices from the three dimensions is to select the
highest-scoring sentence from the highest-scoring document for assessors to review,
and retrain the machine learning model using judged documents to improve its rele-
vance ranking. (Chapter 4)
• In our 50-person controlled user study, by comparing the number of relevant doc-
uments found within one hour, we found that CAL combined with judging only
paragraph-length excerpts helps users find the largest number of relevant documents.
(Chapter 5)
• In the controlled user study, allowing users to view full documents in CAL and
allowing to conduct searches significantly reduced the rate at which users found
relevant documents. Restricting interactions improved users’ ability to find a larger
number of relevant documents. (Chapter 5)
• A combination of sampling strategy and CAL protocol can be used to estimate the
number of relevant documents accurately without requiring a large number of extra
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assessments. After CAL reaches its plateau, where the prevalence of relevant docu-
ments drops, sampling methods can be used to estimate the prevalence of relevant
documents in the remaining collection. (Chapter 7)
• Among different sampling strategies, the stratified sampling method yields the most




Background and Related Work
2.1 High-Recall Information Retrieval: The Problem
High-recall information retrieval (HRIR) refers to the problem of assessors’ needing need
to identify all, or nearly all, relevant documents for a given topic using a reasonable review
effort, in terms of assessment time and budget. Examples of applications of HRIR include
electronic discovery (eDiscovery), systematic review, and the construction of test collections
for information retrieval research. Currently, most HRIR research focuses on improving the
effectiveness of technology-assisted review (TAR), a tool for eDiscovery in litigious, regula-
tory, and access-to-information contexts that use human assessments to find substantially
all documents that meet specified criteria [Grossman and Cormack, 2014; Cormack and
Grossman, 2014; Carroll, 2013]. The underlying methods applied in TAR include, but are
not limited to, active learning, uncertainty sampling, and interactive search and judging
(ISJ). These approaches in TAR aim to help assessors find as many relevant documents as
possible using a reasonable review effort.
A similar HRIR problem also exists in the area of systematic review. One example
comes from the field of evidence-based medicine, where there is a need to find all relevant
research related to a certain topic (e.g., a treatment or diagnostic test). Kanoulas et
al. [Kanoulas et al., 2017; Goeuriot et al., 2017] recently launched a systematic review task
in CLEF 2017 eHealth lab to study this problem.
Constructing an ideal test collection for information retrieval research similarly needs
to achieve high recall. If a test collection contains all the documents relevant to a given
topic, different retrieval systems can be evaluated accurately. Large reusable test collec-
tions for information retrieval evaluation have been developed by the information retrieval
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evaluation community active in forums such as the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC),
the Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum (CLEF), and the NII Testbeds and
Community for Information Access Research (NTCIR).
2.2 High-Recall Information Retrieval Methods
2.2.1 Search-Based Approaches
Evolution of Search Technologies in eDiscovery
The earliest eDiscovery method is called linear review. It entailed lawyers’ manually re-
viewing mountains of poorly organized documents in serial order [Borden, 2010; Oard
et al., 2013]. The process is tedious, time-consuming, and extremely inefficient. With the
advent of widespread use of computer systems and software, Boolean search was added
to improve document retrieval. Many common legal search tools such as Lexis R© 1 and
Westlaw R© 2 apply Boolean searches in which assessors can use logical operators (e.g.,
AND, OR, and NOT) to improve recall. In general, Borden [2010] states that the Boolean
search represents the first generation (1G) of search methods in eDiscovery.
In the same paper, Borden summarizes the evolution of search technologies used in
eDiscovery. Second generation (2G) technologies began to incorporate more complicated
feature engineering methods to represent documents. Among different 2G methods, TF-
IDF, short for term frequency inverse document frequency, is one of the most widely used
ranking methods. Another commonly used method among 2G technologies is concept clus-
tering. It groups the documents that overlap to some degree together. Assessors can code
the documents to form a single cluster and judge the grouped documents together. An-
other method in 2G is using synonymy. A synonymous search engine can return documents
containing terms synonymous with the query terms. The synonymous terms are generated
based on their context.
According to Borden, third-generation methods (3G) leveraged all the meaningful in-
formation in the document and helped alleviate the 2G methods’ dependence on search
terms. 3G methods return not only the documents containing the search terms but also
documents that do not contain the search terms but show other similarities. These similar




same person. Strong cohesion among these similar documents allows assessors to assess
these documents together.
One of the earliest studies about the use of Boolean search to achieve high recall was
conducted by Blair and Maron [1985]. In this 1985 experiment, a team of lawyers and
paralegals were allowed to perform as many Boolean queries as they thought necessary to
achieve high recall. They continued assessing until they were satisfied with the retrieved
set of documents, which they believed represented 75% of the relevant documents. In fact
they had only found 20%.
Blair and Maron concluded that recall was so low [Blair, 1996], because it is extremely
difficult for human assessors to predict all the related query terms, or all the combinations
of different terms that would retrieve all the relevant documents. Blair and Maron argued
that, faced with such a large dataset, two lawyers and two paralegals were insufficient
for a comprehensive understanding of all aspects of the information need. In general, the
lawyers were able to retrieve only a small subset of important information.
Interactive Search and Judging
One commonly used method for the HRIR is to conduct multiple searches. This is called
interactive search and judging (ISJ) [Cormack et al., 1998]. In ISJ, assessors repeatedly
reformulate queries and assess the top-ranked results returned from a search engine [Zhang,
Abualsaud and Smucker, 2018].
A study conducted by Cormack et al. [1998] found that using ISJ to find relevant
documents can yield a set of relevance judgments (qrels) whose quality is comparable to the
gold standard relevance set provided by NIST but requires considerably less review effort.
The Waterloo team composed of Cormack et al. implemented and used an interactive
search system (MultiText), which performed well in TREC 4 and TREC 5 [Clarke et al.,
1995; Clarke and Cormack, 1996]. The MultiText system supported the use of Boolean
query and relevance ranking based on the length and number of passages that satisfy
the query. A principal difference between the study by Blair and Maron and the one by
Cormack et al. was that the MultiText system used the “shortest substring ranking and
an interface that displayed relevant passages with the search terms highlighted and allowed
judgments to be recorded,” whereas Blair and Maron used Boolean searches and reviewed
printed versions of entire documents. The Waterloo team spent in total 105 hours, on
average 2.1 hours judging 261 documents per topic on the TREC 6 collection.
The judgments collected from the Waterloo team showed reasonable agreement with
the NIST gold standard. Qrels derived from the Waterloo team and NIST qrels identified
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almost the same number of relevant documents (3, 900 for Waterloo and 3, 923 for NIST).
However, only 40% of the judgments were the same in both qrels sets. The Waterloo team’s
judgments achieved macro-averaged recall of 0.8 (per topic). According to Kendall’s tau
(τ) rank correlation (refer to Equation 2.14 for a definition of Kendall’s τ) , with respect to
the NIST’s mean average precision (MAP) results, the Waterloo team’s ISJ qrels achieved
τ = 0.89, which was slightly lower than Voorhees’s Kendall’s τ threshold of 0.9 (indicating
that the qrels generated by the Waterloo team were not distinguishable from the NIST
gold standard qrels [Voorhees, 2000, 2001a]). Nevertheless, the judgment pool composed
of NIST assessors was five times larger than the ISJ judgment pool (refer to Section 2.2.3
for a definition of the pooling method). Cormack et al. further explained the lower τ
correlation compared to NIST qrels was due mainly to the use of different approaches to
building the relevance judgment set. Cormack et al. concluded that disagreements between
the Waterloo team and the NIST assessors was also a factor.
In another study, Sanderson and Joho [2004] further confirmed the effectiveness of ISJ
for building test collections. In this study, Sanderson and Joho collected all the manual runs
submitted to the ad-hoc task of TREC 5, 6, 7, and 8. They treated each of the submitted
manual runs as a simulation of the ISJ process. They formed a qrels set using the top-1, 000
ranked documents from each of the manual runs and then padded the remaining ranks with
the NIST qrels. The automatic runs submitted were then ranked by mean average precision
(MAP) scores. The resulting ranked list was then correlated (using Kendall’s τ) with the
ranked list generated from the NIST qrels. From all the submitted manual runs, they
found that using 69% of manual runs can form a qrels set of as high quality (Kendall’s
τ > 0.9) as NIST qrels. As a conclusion, Sanderson and Joho [2004] reported, “ISJ is
broadly applicable regardless of retrieval system used or people employed to conduct the
searching process.”
Soboroff and Robertson [2003] applied a variation of ISJ in constructing the relevance
judgment set for the TREC 2002 Filtering Track [Robertson and Soboroff, 2002]. Sobo-
roff and Robertson conducted an ad-hoc search to retrieve and label the 100 most-likely-
relevant documents for each topic. Then these labelled documents were sent to different
retrieval systems and used to provide relevance feedback. The top-ranked documents re-
turned from each retrieval system were then fused using CombMNZ fusion [Montague and
Aslam, 2002] for further human assessment. The above process was repeated until very few
relevant documents could be found by the ad-hoc search engine, or until the assessment
budget was exhausted. Soboroff and Robertson augmented the labelled set using a pooling
method after receiving the submitted runs from different participants. They found that the
Kendall’s τ correlation between the MAP scores produced from the ISJ labelled set and
the MAP scores derived from the augmented labelled set was 0.91. Soboroff and Robertson
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also observed that additional assessment after ISJ judgment did not significantly affect the
evaluation results.














Figure 2.1: The pool-based active learning cycle from Settles’s active learning overview
paper (page 9) [Settles, 2009].
Recent research has started to use machine learning methods to select documents for
assessors to judge [Cormack and Mojdeh, 2009; Cormack and Grossman, 2014]. Without
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any need to conduct search queries, assessors need only to keep assessing the machine-
learning-selected documents to achieve high recall. This process is similar to the active
learning protocol, which is a subfield of machine learning [Settles, 2012; Prince, 2004].
According to Settles’s definition [Settles, 2009], an active learning system aims to achieve
high accuracy using as few labelled instances as possible, thereby reducing the cost of
labelling. An active learner can pose queries to select unlabelled instances for labelling by
a human annotator.
Pool-based sampling in active learning was introduced by Lewis and Gale [1994]. It uses
a small set of labelled data L and a large pool of unlabelled data u, as shown in Figure 2.1.
The active learner selects informative instances from the pool for a human annotators to
label. All the instances labelled thus far are then used to retrain the machine learning
model. The above process repeats until the annotation budget is exhausted.
Each iteration of a pool-based active learning protocol for a document classification task
selects only a subset of documents from the pool for labelling, thereby reducing the total
assessment effort [Settles, 2012; Lewis and Gale, 1994]. There are three main sampling
methods for active learning:
• Uncertainty sampling selects hard-to-classify documents to label;
• Relevance sampling selects the most likely to be relevant documents to label;
• Random sampling selects random documents from unassessed documents to judge.
Lewis and Gale [1994] conducted a study to compare different sampling methods in
active learning that used the Bayes’ Rule to estimate the posterior probability of document





where Ci is a disjoint set of classes to which a document d might belong. n is the total
number of classes. d is the document vector containing the features of multiple words.
Given a classifier that estimates P (Ci|d), uncertainty sampling selects a document d with
the P (Ci|d) value closest to 0.5. Lewis and Gale state that the classifier is most uncertain
about the class label of the document d when P (Ci|d) = 0.5. For relevance sampling, the
classifier chooses the document with the highest P (Ci|d) value to label.
Lewis and Gale compared uncertainty sampling, relevance sampling and random sam-
pling in performing a text categorization task for titles of news articles. The results suggest
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that the effectiveness (F1 score) of uncertainty sampling and relevance sampling using a
large sample size is similar. Random sampling yielded the lowest F1 score. In addition,
Lewis and Gale found that uncertainty sampling can generally yield the best classifier
within a limited assessment budget (when only a limited number of samples labelled).
Continuous Active Learning
ALGORITHM 1: The continuous active learning (CAL) algorithm.
Step 1. Find a set of documents (a seed set) using ad-hoc search or random
sampling;
Step 2. Label as “relevant” or “not relevant” each document in the initial training
set of seed documents identified in step 1; Step 4. Using the classifier, rank all the
unassessed documents U in the collection;
Step 5. Select the highest-scoring B documents from U ;
Step 6: Assess the selected B documents, labelling each as “relevant” or “not
relevant”;
Step 7: Add the labelled documents to the training set;
Step 8: Repeat steps 3 through 7 until enough relevant documents have been found.
As described in Section 2.2.2, Settles states that the goal of active learning is to yield a
better classifier. The experiments conducted for building a better classifier usually require
a training set for training the learner and a test set to measure the effectiveness of the
trained learner [Settles, 2012]. However, in the area of technology-assisted review (TAR)
for eDiscovery, the problem is different [Cormack and Grossman, 2014]. TAR starts with
no knowledge and continues until the majority of the relevant documents have been found.
The target of TAR is to achieve high recall, while maintaining reasonable assessment
effort [Carroll, 2013]. Therefore, there is no predefined training set or test set for TAR.
Cormack and Mojdeh [2009] used a method which combined active learning with in-
teractive search and judging (ISJ) for the TREC Legal Track in 2009 [Hedin et al., 2009].
Cormack and Mojdeh called this interactive learning process.
Cormack and Mojdeh began by using ISJ to find an initial set of documents to comprise
the training set for the first stage of assessment. These labelled documents set were used
to build a learning model. Then, using relevance sampling, a new subset of documents
were selected for labelling. The interactive learning process was repeated until enough












Top K unassessed documents
Figure 2.2: The human-in-the-loop framework of continuous active learning.
runs achieved the highest recall, precision, and F1 in the 2009 TREC Legal Track [Hedin
et al., 2009] and remained the state of the art in the TREC Legal Track [Cormack et al.,
2010; Grossman et al., 2011]. The steps of the CAL algorithm are detailed in Algorithm 1.
The corresponding human-in-the-loop relevance feedback framework of CAL is shown in
Figure 2.2.
In a later study, Cormack and Grossman [2014] compared three different sampling
strategies in active learning to determine which was able to achieve the highest recall
following a fixed number of assessments. The underlying general algorithm of the three
strategies was similar. First, an initial set of documents (a seed set) was selected by
keyword search or random sampling and then labelled by human assessors. The labelled
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documents in the initial document set were then used to train a learning algorithm. The
learning algorithm scored each unassessed document in the collection and ranked all the
documents. Then k unassessed documents were selected and assessed by assessors. The
set of all the documents labelled thus far were used to retrain the learning algorithm.
The process was repeated until a certain stopping criterion was met. The three strategies
developed by Cormack and Grossman [2014] differed mainly in the way they selected k
documents.
• Simple Passive Learning SPL: k unassessed documents are randomly selected. Se-
lection does not rely on a learning algorithm.
• Simple Active Learning SAL: The uncertainty sampling method applied by Lewis
and Gale [1994] samples k hard-to-classify documents.
• Continuous Active Learning CAL: k most-likely-to-be relevant documents as ranked
by the learning algorithm are selected.
By comparing these three strategies, Cormack and Grossman found that SPL and SAL
achieved lower recall compared to CAL at different levels of assessment effort (number of
assessments). Cormack and Grossman also found that using keyword search to build the
initial training set generally yielded better results compared to using random sampling
documents to select the initial set.
In a follow-up study, Cormack and Grossman [2015a] created an effective TAR tool
(AutoTAR) which extended the CAL protocol. The steps of the AutoTAR algorithm are
detailed in Algorithm 3. Cormack and Grossman showed that a topic statement can be used
in place of the seed set of documents to train the initial model. AutoTAR outperformed
ISJ on the TREC 6 Legal Track task of building test collections [Cormack and Grossman,
2015a].
Recently, for the systematic review task of CLEF 2017 eHealth lab [Kanoulas et al.,
2017], Cormack and Grossman submitted a run using AutoTAR and achieved the highest
recall after a given number of assessments [Cormack and Grossman, 2017]. The second-
place team used a method similar to CAL, but they applied learning to rank with relevance
feedback in CAL [Anagnostou et al., 2017]. In short, the applications of CAL are very
effective in achieving high recall with less effort [Grossman et al., 2017].
Scalable Continuous Active Learning
Cormack and Grossman further extended the continuous active learning protocol to a new
variant: scalable continuous active learning (S-CAL) [Cormack and Grossman, 2016b]. S-
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ALGORITHM 2: The scalable continuous active learning (S-CAL) algorithm
Step 1. Find a relevant seed document using ad-hoc search or construct a synthetic
relevant document from the topic description;
Step 2. Label as “relevant” the initial training set of seed documents identified in
step 1;
Step 3. Draw a large uniform random sample U of size N from the document
populations;
Step 4. Select a subsample size n;
Step 5. Set the initial batch size B to 1;
Step 6. Set R̂ to 0;
Step 7. Temporarily augment the training set by adding 100 random documents
from U , temporarily labelled “not relevant”;
Step 8. Construct a classifier from the training set;
Step 9. Remove the random documents added in step 7;
Step 10. Select the highest-scoring B documents from U ;
Step 11. If R̂ = 1 or B ≤ n, let b = B; otherwise let b = n;
Step 12: Draw a random subsample of size b from the B documents;
Step 13: Assess the subsample, labelling each as “relevant” or “not relevant”;
Step 14: Add the labelled subsample to the training set;
Step 15: Remove the B documents from U ;
Step 16: Add r·B
b
to R̂, where r is the number of relevant documents in the
subsample;
Step 17: Increase B by d B
10
e;
Step 18: Repeat steps 7 through 17 until U is exhausted;
Step 19: Train the final classifier on all labelled documents;
Step 20: Estimate the prevalence of relevant documents ρ̂ = 1.05R̂
N
.
CAL was created to reduce the labelling effort and to build a classifier with effectiveness
comparable to that of running CAL over the entire collection. Cormack and Grossman
state that there are several differences between S-CAL and CAL. The first difference is
that S-CAL selects only a finite sample from the document collection to build the classifier.
The second difference is that only a subsample of documents is selected for assessors to
review in each iteration of S-CAL instead of the whole batch of documents. Once the
S-CAL process has exhausted all the sampled documents, a classifier is built and used to
classify the whole data collection. In contrast to CAL, in which the target is to find all
the relevant documents, S-CAL is targeted at building the best classifier with minimum of
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labelling effort. This goal is similar to the goal of uncertainty sampling in the active learning
protocol described in Section 2.2.2. Nevertheless, compared to uncertainty sampling, S-
CAL incorporates the advantage CAL offers of using relevance sampling to select most
likely relevant documents for assessment, hence reducing total review effort. Furthermore,
the labelled documents in S-CAL comprise a stratified statistical sample of the entire
collection, which can be used to further provide calibrated estimates of recall, precision,
and prevalence.
The steps of the S-CAL algorithm are detailed in Algorithm 2. In steps 1 and 2,
similar to the first step of CAL, an initial seed set of documents is derived from an ad-
hoc search or from the topic description. The documents in the seed set are labelled
as relevant. A uniform subset of documents U of size N are randomly sampled in step
3. Then 100 randomly selected documents from U are temporarily labelled in step 7 as
non-relevant. A classifier is trained upon these labelled documents. In steps 8-9, the
classifier then ranks all the unassessed documents from U . In each batch, only the B
highest-scoring documents are selected, as elaborated in step 11. In Steps 12–13, a random
subsample of size b = min(B, n) is selected from B documents for review. In steps 14–
17, the labelled subsample is added to the training set and used to retrain the classifier.
The above process repeats until the documents in U are exhausted. In the meantime,
S-CAL estimates the prevalence of relevant documents ρ̂ = 1.05R̂
N
. R̂ is the estimated
number of relevant documents, calculated based on the labelled relevant documents r from
subsample b. The value 1.05 is used to estimate ρ̂, Cormack and Grossman [2016b] found
a small positive bias yields a more accurate estimate. The estimated prevalence ρ̂ can be
further used to estimate precision and F1.
2.2.3 Pooling
As mentioned in Section 2.1, one application of high-recall information retrieval is the
construction of a robust test collection for evaluating different information retrieval sys-
tems [Voorhees et al., 2005]. To properly evaluate a retrieval system, each document in the
test collection should have a relevance label of “relevant” or “not relevant.” Therefore, the
construction of a relevance label set is also a high-recall problem (finding as many relevant
documents as possible) that requires a large amount of human assessment effort [Voorhees,
2001b].
The “pooling” method has been widely applied in TREC conferences to reduce label
effort [Voorhees et al., 2005]. Pooling selects the top k ranked documents from each retrieval
system to compose a judgment pool. Using this method, assessors need only to assess the
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documents in the pool. Documents outside of the pool are deemed to be non-relevant. In
the context of the TREC conferences, the size of k usually varies from 10 to 100. The
pooling method yields a stable evaluation of IR effectiveness [Voorhees, 2000].
Zobel [1998] argues that “recall (for TREC) is overestimated: it is likely that many
relevant documents have not been found.” Zobel estimates that relevant documents in the
pool comprised only 50% to 70% of total relevant documents. Blair [2002] also pointed out
that “there are no shortcuts to accurate recall estimations.” Overestimated recall can be
mitigated by searching all the unassessed documents for the documents that are relevant
to particular topics. However, conducting such an evaluation process can be expensive and
time consuming [Blair, 2002].
Subset pooling applies statistical sampling to select a subset of documents for assess-
ment [Yilmaz and Aslam, 2006]. Subset sampling draws a uniform or stratified random
sample from the pool for assessment, and then applies to it a statistical estimator to es-
timate the effectiveness of a run (e.g., average precision or P@k). Yilmaz, Kanoulas and
Aslam [2008] used infAP to estimate average precision and normalized discounted cumu-
lative gain (NDCG). In infAP, a sampling strategy is used for random sampling and an
estimator estimates each stratum independently. The results collected from each stratum
are combined to estimate overall results. Another family of statistical sampling methods
used in subset pooling is statAP [Pavlu, 2008]. It attempts to select documents that can
most accurately estimate mean average precision (MAP). It applies the Horvitz-Thompson
estimator [Pavlu and Aslam, 2007; Zhang et al., 2016; Cormack et al., 2019] to form an
overall estimation of the strata based on the inclusion probabilities of the relevant docu-
ments. Another method of subset pooling is minimal test collections (MTC) [Carterette
et al., 2006]. MTC selects the documents that can cause the biggest change in MAP scores
for different systems.
Cormack et al. [1998] used a cost-effective pooling strategy—move-to-Front pooling
(MTF) —which compared well with traditional ISJ in terms of the quality of constructed
relevance judgments. In contrast to the depth-pooling method in which documents are
judged in arbitrary order, MTF examines the documents in the order of their probability
of relevance. The submitted runs that produce more recently found relevant documents
get more documents judged. Cormack and Grossman [2018] mention that MTF follows
the idea of active learning by selecting the top-ranked documents from participating runs
for assessment based on the relevance assessment of the previously selected documents.
Cormack et al. [1998] found that the relevance judgment set generated by MTF correlated
well with the gold standard qrels built using depth-100 pooling, but required much less
effort.
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Aslam et al. [2003] adapted a Hedge algorithm for online learning to learn which run
yields better quality. Using this method, more documents are selected from high-quality
runs to form the judgment pool. The results show that the Hedge algorithm can also
find relevant documents with fewer judgments than the standard pooling methods [Aslam
et al., 2003]. Their study also shows that applying machine learning approaches is more
effective than the simple pooling methods for building relevance judgment sets.
In the TREC 2017 Common Core Track [Allan et al., 2017], the organizers of the
Common Core Track formulated a pooling-based document selection problem as a multi-
armed bandit problem [Losada et al., 2016; Voorhees, 2018]. Allan et al. [2017] found
that using the MaxMean Bandit strategy performed as well as using MTF, while a non-
stationary version of MaxMean (in which recent rewards are given more weight than older
rewards) performed better than MTF.
2.3 Evaluating High-Recall Retrieval
2.3.1 Evaluation Methods
Evaluating Assessment Cost
The manual review process has been the most expensive portion of eDiscovery—estimated
at around 70% of total cost in any given litigation [Mazanec, 2014]. In contrast, the
collection of documents accounted for only 8% of total cost, and processing these documents
accounted for about 19%3.
A junior-level associate in an average law firm might cost US$200 per hour.4. In a
study cited by Borden [Borden, 2010], a team of five assessors used Boolean searches and
reviewed documents for 110 working hours at a rate of about 45 documents per hour. The
industry average for eDiscovery is around 50 to 60 documents per hour. In short, reviewing
a single document might cost more than US$3.
Assessment cost in the eDiscovery industry can measured in different dimensions, such
as time, money, labour, or number of assessments [Zhang, Abualsaud, Ghelani, Smucker,
Cormack and Grossman, 2018]. Zhang et al. found that there are several factors that effect




• Total number of relevance assessments required;
• Time spent per assessment;
• Hourly pay rate for assessors;
• Quality or experience of the assessors.
Review speed depends on several factors. Rahbariasl, Shahin [2018] studied the effects
of time constraints and document excerpts on relevance judgments. In Rahbariasl’s study,
users were shown either full documents or document excerpts and asked to judge these
documents within a time constraint of 15, 30, or 60 seconds. Rahbariasl found that time
constraints can increase the judging speed rate of assessors without hurting judgment
quality.
Maddalena et al. [2016] also reported that applying time constraints on assessment
would not lead to loss of judgment quality. Wang and Soergel [2010] evaluated the effects
of different parameters on relevance assessment. The results showed no significant differ-
ence in the assessment speed of different groups of assessors. But assessment speed did
vary among individuals. In a follow-up study, Wang [2011] tested a number of influencing
factors, such as document subject, length, and legibility, assessor reading skill and sub-
ject knowledge, relevance guidelines, and learning effects. The results indicated a strong
correlation between perceived difficulty and assessment speed. Some difficult documents
took noticeably longer for assessors to review. Document length also influenced assessors’
speed. Review speed also varied significantly between different topics.
The assessments were performed by volunteers from government, law firms, legal tech-
nology firms, and law schools. In the TREC 2006 Legal Track [Oard et al., 2013], review
rates for different topics varied from 12.3 to 67.5 documents per hour. The average rate
was 24.7 documents per hour in 2006, 20 documents per hour in 2007, and 21.5 documents
per hour in 2008 [Tomlinson et al., 2007; Oard et al., 2008].
Cost factors affecting the review effort, are important in the real eDiscovery industry.
5 Normally, legal fees are charged at an hourly rate. 6 Macaulay [2014] reported that 85%
of all legal work done in Canada is still billed hourly. In the report by Hannaford-Agor
[2013], senior- and, junior-level lawyers, and paralegals were surveyed about billable hourly
rates. The results showed that the billing arrangements also vary dramatically from law






One common evaluation method for high-recall retrieval is to use set-based metrics, in
which the effectiveness of a given retrieval system is evaluated by the intersection of re-
trieved results and the relevance set [Oard et al., 2010]. Retrieved results are the documents
returned by the high-recall retrieval system. These documents are assessed by human as-
sessors. The relevance set is the set of documents labelled relevant according to some gold
standard (e.g., NIST assessors). This intersection has four subsets, shown in Table 2.1:
• True Positive (TP): Both retrieved and relevant.
• False Positive (FP): Retrieved but not relevant.
• True Negative (TN ): Neither retrieved nor relevant.
• False Negative (FN ): Relevant but not retrieved.
Table 2.1: Confusion matrix table for relevance assessment. The retrieved documents are
retrieved by the system. These retrieved documents are also reviewed by assessors. The






Commonly used set-based metrics include recall, precision, and F1 [Oard et al., 2010].
These metrics can be derived from the four subsets of the intersection of the retrieved set
and the relevance set. Recall measures the proportion of relevant documents that are re-
trieved, as shown in Formula 2.2. Precision measures the proportion of retrieved documents
that are relevant, as shown in Formula 2.3. If one system achieves higher recall while other
system achieves higher precision, it is not immediately obvious which system is superior.
There is always a trade-off between precision and recall [Baeza-Yates et al., 2011]. Increas-
ing one might lead to a decrease in the other. For instance, recall can be optimized to 1.0
by returning all the documents in the collection. Similarly, precision can be increased if
only the most certainly relevant documents are returned for assessment. Achieving higher
recall might generally lower precision. In order to evaluate both metrics in one measure-
ment, Fβ combines precision and recall, as shown in Equation 2.4. β is an non-negative
value that can be used to assign different weights to precision and recall. A traditional
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F measure is F1 (shown in Equation 2.5), a harmonic mean of precision and recall where
they are assigned equal weights. F1 rewards results achieving both high recall and high










Fβ = (1 + β
2)× Precision ·Recall






Other commonly used statistical evaluation metrics include sensitivity (true positive
rate or TPR) and specificity (true negative rate or TNR), which are defined in Equation 2.6
and Equation 2.7, respectively. Sensitivity is equal to recall. Specificity measures the
proportion of non-relevant documents that are correctly identified. Fallout (false positive
rate or FPR), shown in Equation 2.8, measures the proportion of non-relevant documents
that are wrongly identified as relevant. However, all these set-based metrics ignore any
ranking of the retrieved documents [Oard et al., 2013].
True Positive Rate =
TP
TP + FN
= Recall = Sensitivity (2.6)








Another evaluation method is to measure the total assessment effort required to achieve
a certain recall, such as 75% recall [Webber and Pickens, 2013; Schieneman et al., 2013;
Grossman and Cormack, 2014; Roegiest, Cormack, Clarke and Grossman, 2015]. However,
the selection of a reasonable recall value is an arbitrary decision. For some datasets, where
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the prevalence of relevant documents is low, it is hard to decide this value [Cormack and
Grossman, 2014].
Rank-sensitive metrics extend the use of set-based metrics to evaluation at different
ranking depths, such as average precision (AP), precision-recall curves, and the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves [Oard et al., 2013]. Rank-sensitive metrics take
the ordering of the documents into consideration. However, these metrics are far more















Average precision (AP) is a rank-sensitive metric widely used for evaluating ranked
lists. For a ranked list of documents returned by a retrieval system, AP (shown in the
Equation 2.9), measures the order in which the returned documents are ranked. R is
the number of relevant documents in the returned ranked list. P (k) is the precision at
cut-off k in the ranked list. r(k) is the relevance of the k-th document. r(k) = 1 if
the k-th document is relevant. Otherwise, r(k) = 0. The maximum depth of AP is n.
Average precision approximates the area under the uninterpolated precision-recall curve.
Mean average precision (MAP) measures the mean of average precision AP (q) on different

















Graded relevance can be used to evaluate the quality of a ranked list. Documents with
higher relevance should be ranked higher than ones with lower relevance [Voorhees, 2001a].
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Discounted cumulative gain (DCG) shown in Equation 2.11, penalizes the highly relevant
documents in the lower ranks by reducing the graded relevance value r(i) logarithmically
proportional to the position of the result [Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002]. The length of
the search result list varies for different queries. To evaluate multiple queries, DCG is
normalized by ideal DCG (IDCG) on each query. The definition of IDCG is shown in
Equation 2.12. IDCG is measured by sorting all the relevant documents according to their
graded relevance, thereby producing the maximum possible DCG through position p. Then
normalized DCG (NDCG) for all queries can be averaged to obtain an overall evaluation
result for the ranked list returned by the retrieval system.
Evaluating the Quality of Relevance Judgment Sets
In some cases of information retrieval evaluation, several different relevance judgments
sets can be generated for the same test collection [Cormack et al., 1998; Voorhees, 2000].
These relevance judgments might be the product of different retrieval systems or labelled
by different assessors. In most cases, a test collection should be provided with a gold
standard relevance judgment set (also called “qrels”). For instance, the test collections
used in TREC conference are usually labelled by NIST assessors [Voorhees and Harman,
2005]. A corresponding gold standard qrels set is derived to evaluate different retrieval
systems. Using different relevance judgments for evaluation, different retrieval systems can
be given different evaluation scores (e.g., MAP scores) [Voorhees et al., 2005]. Correspond-
ingly, ranked lists from these retrieval systems are generated. In this way, different sets
of relevance judgments are compared with the gold standard qrels to measure the overall
quality of these judgments. If a ranked list generated from a relevance judgments set has
a high correlation with the ranked list derived from the gold standard qrels, this relevance
judgment set is similar or highly correlated to the gold standard judgment set [Voorhees,
2001a]. In other words, the quality of this relevance judgment set is high and reliable.
Kendall’s τ [Kendall, 1938; Yilmaz, Aslam and Robertson, 2008] and Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient [Wackerly et al., 2007] are two widely used methods of measuring the
rank correlation between different ranked lists. Kendall’s τ correlation between two ranked
lists is proportional to the number of pairwise swaps needed to covert one ranking list
into the other. When various relevance judgments are used to compare different retrieval
systems, Kendall’s τ measures which relevance judgment set is relatively closer to the gold
standard set. The higher Kendall’s τ between the ranked list of a judgment set and the
ranked list from the gold standard set, the higher the quality of the relevance judgment set.
Kendall’s τ has become the standard way to measure the correlation between two ranked
lists. Two ranked lists are often considered effectively equivalent with Kendall’s τ values
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at or above 0.9 [Voorhees, 2001a; Yilmaz, Aslam and Robertson, 2008]. The formula of





where C is the number of the concordant pairs (pairs that are ranked identically in both
ranked lists) and D is the number of discordant pairs (pairs that are ranked in different
order in the two ranked lists). N is the total number of ranked items in the ranked lists.
There are in total N(N − 1)/2 pairs in the ranked list. The sum number of concordant
and discordant pairs is equal to the total number of pairs so that C +D = N(N − 1)/2. If
two ranked lists are identical, then τ = 1, while if the two ranked lists completely disagree,
τ = −1.
Yilmaz, Aslam and Robertson [2008] and Carterette [2009] pointed out that Kendall’s
τ penalized inversions across a ranked list equally. Therefore, for the purpose of evaluation,
there is no difference between documents at different ranks. However, documents ranked
higher in the ranked list should be treated as more important than the documents ranked
lower [Yilmaz, Aslam and Robertson, 2008]. Evaluation measures should also assign more
weight to highly ranked documents.
Yilmaz, Aslam and Robertson [2008] applied a new rank correlation coefficient (AP
correlation) to measure rank correlation between two ranked lists. AP correlation (τap)
is based on average precision and gives more weights to the top-ranked documents. The












where C(i) is the number of documents ranked above i that are correctly ranked with
respect to the document at rank i according to the gold standard. N is the length of
the ranked list. Thus, τap computes the probability that each item is ranked correctly
with respect to the items above the current item and averaged over all items [Yilmaz,
Aslam and Robertson, 2008]. Similar to Kendall’s τ , the value of τap ranges from −1 to 1.
The higher the τap value, the higher correlation is achieved between two ranked lists. In




The TREC Legal Track (2006–2011) [Baron et al., 2006; Tomlinson et al., 2007; Oard
et al., 2008; Hedin et al., 2009; Cormack et al., 2010; Grossman et al., 2011] investigated
search technology for eDiscovery. The goal of the Legal Track was to evaluate the ability of
information retrieval methods to “meet the needs of the legal community for tools to help
with retrieval of business records.” [Baron et al., 2006] Accordingly, the tasks in the Legal
Track have evolved from relatively simple ad-hoc searches to more complicated learning
tasks (using relevance feedback), a reflection of the fact that the research direction (in
real electronic discovery) has evolved from simple keyword searches to more complicated
methods involving machine learning. Similar to all other TREC tracks, the Legal Track
aimed to build reusable test collections and establish baseline results for future research.
Three main tasks were developed during the TREC Legal Track: a ranked-retrieval task,
a learning task, and an interactive task [Oard et al., 2013]. The ranked retrieval task started
in TREC Legal 2006 as an ad-hoc task [Baron et al., 2006]: a single-pass automatic search.
In the ad-hoc task, participants were asked to produce relevant documents. However, this
kind of ad-hoc task was operated without any interaction with users and based only on
search queries.
In the TREC 2007 Legal Track [Tomlinson et al., 2007], a relevance feedback task was
added. The goal of this relevance feedback task was to automatically discover previously
unknown relevant documents based on the available relevance assessment from TREC 2006.
Teams were allowed to use the positive or the negative judgments from the judged docu-
ments to improve their models. This task followed a two-pass search process in a controlled
setting, by providing some labelled training samples in the first pass and improving the
model in the second pass. The ad-hoc task and the relevance feedback tasks were merged
as a single batch task in TREC 2009 [Hedin et al., 2009]. The batch task was basically a
continuation of the relevance feedback task, but some teams could skip using the available
relevance assessment and regarded the batch task as a simple ad-hoc task.
TREC 2007 Legal Track also included an interactive task. In this task, real users
could iteratively reformulate their search queries based on their examination of search
results. Users could perform more than one iteration of query reformulation and spend
as much review effort as they desired. For their retrieval system, participants in the
interactive task could use any combination of: a system they designed themselves, the
Legacy Tobacco Document Library system (LTDL, a web-based system provided by the
University of California, San Francisco), or the Tobacco Documents Online system (TDO,
the same web-based system that was used for relevance assessment in the TREC 2006
Legal Track) [Tomlinson et al., 2007].
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In the TREC 2008 Legal Track, the interactive task was completely redesigned to more
accurately model real practice of eDiscovery settings [Oard et al., 2008]. A lead attorney
formulated a conception to define the purpose and scope of the topic. Participants were
allowed to seek clarification of the relevance of a topic from the TREC coordinators. The
target of the task was to provide a binary assessment (relevant or non-relevant) for all
documents in the collection. Relevance ranking could be submitted but the final deliverable
was a binary classification. In case assessors made assessment errors, an appeals process
was introduced to correct any possible errors.
The batch task was replaced by a learning task in TREC 2010 [Cormack et al., 2010].
Given a seed set of documents that had been coded as relevant or non-relevant, partici-
pants were required to estimate the probability of relevance for each remaining document
in the collection. The seed set was constructed by the TREC coordinators or directly
derived from the previous relevance assessment. The learning task involved a multi-stage
document review process. In the beginning, the seed set documents were provided to the
assessors so that they could learn what constituted relevance according to the sampled
documents. Then a learning model was used to rank and estimate the relevance of each
document. The learning model was either an information retrieval method or a human
manual assessment process. In the human review process, different strategies could be
used to review documents. Sometimes reviewers only reviewed documents above a certain
rank.
Related TREC Tracks
Some other TREC Tracks are related to this thesis. Routing and filtering tasks [Robert-
son, 2002] were introduced in the TREC Filtering Tracks, which ran from 1995 [Lewis,
1995] to 2002 [Robertson and Soboroff, 2002]. From a stream of incoming documents, a
filtering system retrieved relevant documents to meet a set of user needs (user profiles). By
incorporating the relevance feedback from the users, user profiles were updated to better
represent the needs of users. Another important factor in the filtering track was time. The
potentially relevant documents had to be presented to the user immediately. There was
no time to accumulate and rank the incoming documents. The retrieved documents were
ordered by time of retrieval. The results were then evaluated based on the quality of the
retrieved set.
The TREC Interactive Tracks in 2001 and 2002 also investigated the interactive search
process with users [Hersh and Over, 2002; Hersh, 2002]. Searchers were allowed to use
retrieval systems to find relevant information for a given subject. Effectiveness and effi-
ciency of and user satisfaction with the searches were evaluated. Effectiveness measured
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completeness of the tasks and efficiency measured the time cost of each search. However,
the Interactive Track did not aim to achieve high recall.
The TREC High Accuracy Retrieval from Documents (HARD) Track [Allan, 2003,
2004, 2005] was held from 2003 to 2005. The task of the HARD Track was to explore
methods for improving the accuracy of retrieval systems. Participants were able to have
time-limited interaction with the searchers to clarify the definition of the topic. Some
additional metadata about the topic and the context of the search were also provided to
participants to improve the accuracy of their searches. Passage-level relevance judgments
and retrieval were incorporated into the task to focus attention only on relevant material.
To evaluate the effectiveness of passage retrieval systems, the TREC 2004 HARD Track
employed an adapted form of test collection, in which assessors were asked to partition each
relevant document, separating the regions of text containing relevant information from the
regions containing no relevant information.
The TREC Relevance Feedback Track 2008 [Buckley and Robertson, 2008] examined
how the amount of relevant information could affect the performance of retrieval. The
results showed that using relevance feedback consistently improved system performance.
However, the effect of varying the size of the inputted relevance feedback was not consistent
for different systems. With more relevant information, the performance of retrieval was
not always improved.
2.3.2 Stopping Criteria for High Recall
For recall-oriented retrieval, knowing when to stop the review process is crucial, especially
when the assessment budget is limited [Cormack and Grossman, 2016a]. The goal is to
achieve high recall while minimizing the cost of labelling data. A similar scenario exists
when building better classifiers [Lewis and Gale, 1994]. In many cases, the researchers
aim to build a better classifier with the least labelling effort [Bagdouri et al., 2013]. A
classifier is built from a set of labelled training samples (training set), and then evaluated
on another set of randomly sampled documents (test set). Developers might want to add
training samples to improve the effectiveness of a classifier.
Webber et al. [2013] conducted sequential testing to evaluate classifiers. The perfor-
mance of a classifier can be re-examined when new samples are added to the training set
or the test set or both sets. In their experiment, three different conditions were compared:
variable test and fixed training; fixed test and variable training; and variable test, variable
training. In each run of these three conditions, 20 randomly sampled documents were
added to the corresponding set. Webber et al. [2013] assumed that the developer had set
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a target value of F1. If the lower confidence interval of F1 exceeded the target, the devel-
oper would stop the training and test the process. The results showed that, for all three
conditions, the developer stopped early. The actual performance of the classifier was lower
than the target performance. The fixed training and variable test scenario, in which the
early stop appeared at 31.6% of the time, was the worst.
In a follow-up study, Bagdouri et al. [2013] noted that using a control test set to decide
when to stop increasing the training set could introduce a biased estimate. The stopping
rule (exceeding a target F1 score) is more likely to stop training at an overestimate than
at an underestimate. As an alternative, they used cross-validation to estimate the true
effectiveness of a classifier. Then they used a “hold out” certification test set to certify
the classifier once. Based on estimated classifier performance, the smallest size of effective
certification test-set can be inferred in order to minimize total annotation cost. This model
avoids sequential bias when certifying classifiers.
In the TREC Total Recall Track 2015, there was a subtask called “call your shot.”
Participants were allowed to indicate when they would have stopped their review to opti-
mize different criteria (70% recall, 80% recall, and “reasonable and proportional”) without
actually stopping. Cormack and Grossman [2016a] investigated three different “when to
stop” strategies for high-recall retrieval. These three strategies are defined as follows:
• Target method : 10 random relevant documents are chosen as the target. A retrieval
method retrieves the documents without the knowledge of these 10 documents, until
each document in the target set has been found.
• Knee method : This is a geometric method based on the shape of the gain curve
(recall versus effort) derived from continuous active learning. The normal gain curve
is generally convex, with high slope in the beginning, and near-zero slope once most
relevant documents have been found. For a given rank r, the slope up to rank r is




knee method stops when ρ is larger than a given value. In difference to the target
method, the knee method is independent of the number of relevant documents in the
collection.
• Budget method : This variation of the knee method adjusts for low prevalence topics,
which have a relatively small numbers of relevant documents. The upper bound of
the review effort is determined by the Target method. The Budget method retrieves
documents using CAL until the review effort exceeds the upper bound.
Cormack and Grossman’s results showed that all three methods can achieve high recall
(around 0.9). The Knee method achieves higher recall than the Target method while
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requiring much less review effort. The Budget method achieves higher recall and superior
reliability compare to both the Target method and the Knee method. However, the Budget
method sometimes costs more review effort than the Knee method. In addition, the Budget
method provides consistently high recall at the expense of high effort for low prevalence
topics.
Di Nunzio [2018] used a stopping strategy based on the geometry of two-dimensional
document space. This method also applied relevance feedback to determine “when to stop”
but the process is not the same as a CAL protocol. A probabilistic model was proposed
based on a two-dimensional BM25 model. One dimension measures the probability of a
document d that is relevant—P (d|R)—and the other dimension measures the probability
of non-relevant—P (d|NR). Both dimensions were calculated based on the BM25 scores.
Two interpolated lines composed from these two-dimensional representations and different
parameters divide the document space into three areas: a possibly relevant document set,
a possibly non-relevant document set, and the documents in between. In each iteration,
the slopes and the intercepts of the two interpolated lines are updated based on the new
probabilistic model generated from relevance feedback. A fixed number of highly ranked
unjudged documents between the two interpolated lines are judged. The review process
stops when (1) the slope of the interpolated line equals 1; or (2) the precision of total
judgments thus far is lower than 0.1.
2.4 Document Excerpt Retrieval and Assessment
2.4.1 Summary-Based Retrieval
Many retrieval methods rely on retrieval if the full document. However, a relevant docu-
ment can be very long and can contain much irrelevant information. Many IR researchers
have investigated using different granularities of relevant information from documents to
improve ad-hoc retrieval [Bendersky and Kurland, 2010].
One common way is to extract passages from the documents and build a retrieval model
based on these passages [Callan, 1994]. The relevance of these passages can capture the
relevance of the full document. A document can be regarded as a set of passages, in which
each passage is a contiguous sequence of text [Kim and Kim, 2004; Kaszkiel and Zobel,
2001]. The earliest research on passage retrieval dates back to the early 1990s [Salton et al.,
1993; Hearst and Plaunt, 1993], and various types of passages have been defined and tested
for their effectiveness in document retrieval.
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The first step of passage retrieval is extracting passages from the documents. Callan
[1994] classified the types of passages into three classes: discourse passage, semantic pas-
sage, and window passage. These three passage types are defined as follows:
• discourse passage is based on textual discourse units such as sentences, paragraphs,
and sections.
• semantic passage is based on the subject or content of the text.
• window passage is based on a number of subsequent words.
Callan states that a discourse passage can be effective if the discourse boundaries are
well defined by content. However, there are some problems with discourse passages. Some-
times writers of documents are not consistent when defining the discourse boundaries. In
addition, poorly structured documents without passage demarcation are sometimes sup-
plied [Kaszkiel and Zobel, 2001]. Another problem with discourse passages is the great
variation in their lengths. Some passages can be very long; others can be very short.
Segmenting documents into semantic passages that correspond to a topic or subtopic
is an alternative method. Many algorithms have been developed for dividing a document
into semantic passages. One well-established method used with TREC data is that of
Hearst [1994], known as TextTiling. It partitions document into coherent multiparagraph
units. The subtopic structure of a document can be represented by this segmentation. The
TextTiling algorithm splits a document into small text blocks and measures the similarities
between adjacent blocks. The similarity measurement is based on word frequencies. Adja-
cent blocks with high similarity are merged while ones with low similarity are separated.
Segmenting based on window passages is another simple way to extract passages. It
is based on the sequence of words. There are two types of window passages: overlapping
windows and non-overlapping windows. An overlapping window shares some text with its
adjacent window at the boundary. In contrast, non-overlapping windows are derived when
documents are evenly divided into fixed-length sequences of words.
Callan [1994] compared different types of passages on four TREC 1 and 2 collections
using the INQUERY retrieval system. The results showed that using fixed-length window
passages was much more effective than using paragraph-based passages.
Kaszkiel and Zobel [2001] introduced an arbitrary passage that is defined as any se-
quence of words of any length starting at any point in its document. There are two types
of arbitrary passages: fixed-length and variable-length. Test results show that ranking ar-
bitrary passages can substantially improve retrieval effectiveness compared to ranking full
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documents. Moreover, there is no unified passage length that achieves the best effectiveness
for different collections and different query sets.
After extracting passages from documents, the next step is to build a retrieval model
based on these passages. Many methods have been developed to incorporate passages into
retrieval models. Callan [1994] found that using the single best-scoring passage from the
document to rank the collection is 20.7% better in terms of precision than ranking based
on the full document. In a MultiText experiment, Cormack et al. [1997] retrieved short
document passages of around 20 words in length. They used the shortest substring ranking
method and Boolean queries to match segments. The retrieved passages were assessed as
being either relevant or non-relevant. The relevance feedback of the retrieved passages
were used to refine the new query terms.
Allan [1995] examined the effectiveness of using fixed-length window passages for rel-
evance feedback. In Allan’s relevance feedback experiment, a query was modified based
on the relevance of retrieved documents. The terms that appeared frequently in the rele-
vant documents were extracted, weighted, and added to the new query. The results showed
that using fixed-length passages for relevance feedback was consistently more effective than
using full documents.
Liu and Croft [2002] applied a language-modelling approach to overlapping window
passages. Their results showed that in the language-modelling context, ranking documents
by their best passage score achieves effectiveness comparable to ranking based on the full
document. Bendersky and Kurland [2010] combined passage-level language models with
full-document language models and assigned different weights to each. They found the com-
bination of the two models is more effective than the standard passage-relevance model or
document relevance model alone. Krikon and Kurland [2011] further integrated document-
based, passage-based, and cluster-based information to improve the ranking method.
Salton et al. [1993] developed a vector-space passage retrieval model on an encyclopedia
collection. Their results revealed that paragraph and section retrieval yield a significant
improvement on mean average precision over full-document retrieval.
Wang and Si [2008] developed two different discriminative probabilistic models for
passage-based retrieval. The independent passage model was based on a language mod-
elling. In contrast to previous work that considered only the best-matching passages in
each document for ranking, their independent passage model measured each individual
passage independently. The other model was a correlated-passage model, based on a TF-
IDF vector space. They also developed a combination of both models that significantly
improved the effectiveness of document retrieval and passage retrieval over either model
separately.
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Ai et al. [2018] developed a neural passage model. Their neural passage model uses a
convolutional neural networks and an aggregated-passage model with a fusion network.
Compared to Bendersky and Kurland’s state-of-the-art passage-language model, their
neural-passage model made a significant improvement in ranking performance.
Yulianti et al. [2018] used external community question answering (CQA) data to im-
prove passage ranking. They used a CQA service to obtain the best answers to a given
query. Then they derived several passage quality features based on the overlap between
document passages and CQA answers. The sequential dependency model (SQM) [Met-
zler and Croft, 2005] was integrated with passage-quality features to rank the documents.
They found that incorporating answer-passage quality features significantly improved the
retrieval model.
Yang et al. [2019] used BERT to measure the relevance degree between query and each
sentence in a document. The sentence-level relevance scores were interpolated with the
document-level relevance scores to help rerank documents. The results were significantly
improved on Robust04 dataset compared to other neural methods.
2.4.2 Evaluation of Summary Assessment
The TIPSTER Text Summarization Evaluation Conference (SUMMAC) was the first large-
scale conference for evaluating automatic text summarization systems [Mani et al., 2002].
The ad-hoc evaluation task asked participants to generate indicative summaries according
to the full context of documents. The relevance of the document summaries was measured
in terms of the relevance of the full text.
In total 16 systems participated for the SUMMAC evaluation. In each task, participant
submitted a fixed-length summary S10% (10% of full text) and a summary without length
limitation Svar for evaluation. For the ad-hoc task, 20 TREC topics were selected and the
documents evaluated in the data collection were all newspapers. The relevance judgments
on submitted documents and summaries were judged by 51 professional information ana-
lysts. Each of these information analysts took from 16 to 21 hours to assess documents for
different tasks.
The evaluation results showed that “automatic text summarization is very effective in
relevance assessment tasks on newspaper articles.” In the ad-hoc task, the summaries with
varied length Svar were compressed to 17% of full text length on average. Judging Svar took
only 33.12 seconds while full-text assessment took 58.89 seconds. More importantly, the
accuracy of judging summaries was only 4% less than that of judging full documents, not a
significant difference. In short, the length of different summaries ranged from 10% to 17%
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of the length of the full document but were able to reduce assessment time by 40% to 43%
without impairing accuracy significantly. Mani et al. [2002] also found False Negatives
(FNs) to be the main reason for the loss of accuracy in summarization. This means that
document summaries were missing information relevant to the topic leading assessors to
misjudge the relevant document as non-relevant. The disagreements of assessments between
assessors could be another factor affecting the results.
Smucker and Jethani [2010] confirmed the effectiveness and efficiency of using query-
biased document summaries for relevance assessment in a controlled user study. Smucker
and Jethani reported that summaries of news articles containing no more than 50 words
(approximately 2 sentences or less) were judged in approximately 16 seconds while full
documents took 49 seconds. Smucker and Jethani also reported that the accuracy of
relevance judging for these short summaries ranged from 62% to 72% depending on the
quality of the ranked list and that the accuracy of judging full documents was from 75%
to 76%.
Tombros and Sanderson [1998] found that users can judge the relevance of documents
from summaries as accurately as they can from full documents. In their study, users were
required to judge as many relevant documents as possible within 5 minutes. They compared
the users’ judgments on topic-related and generic summaries. In their study setting, users
were allowed to refer to the content of full document for a given document summary.
They found the average time to judge document summaries was only 24 seconds whereas
the average time to assess the full document was 61 seconds. Showing only document
summaries helped assessors retrieve nearly 75% of the relevant documents, as identified by
those who had access to the full document.
In the same paper, Tombros and Sanderson [1998] found that reviewers could use query-
biased summaries for relevance judgments without needing to refer to the full text of the
document. In a subsequent study, Sanderson [1998] found that “the results reveal that
reviewers can judge the relevance of documents from their summary almost as accurately
as if they had had access to the document’s full text.” An assessor took, on average, 24
seconds to assess each summary and 61 seconds to assess each full document.
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Chapter 3
Participation in the Total Recall
Track 2015
3.1 Task of the Total Recall Track 2015
The purpose for the Total Recall track 2015 is to evaluate methods to achieve very high
recall through a controlled simulation study –with a human assessor in the loop [Roegiest,
Cormack, Grossman and Clarke, 2015]. More detailedly, the task for the participants to
tackle in Total Recall Track is quite simple. Give a simple information need, similar to the
simple query words in the ad-hoc and web search, identify the documents in a corpus, one
at a time, such that, to find nearly all the relevant ones. Immediately after each document
is identified, its relevance or non-relevance is given by the simulated assessor for relevance
feedback. The set of documents returned so far can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
a high-recall method. Rank-based and set-based evaluation metrics were used to evaluate
the results.
The organizers of Total Recall Track provided datasets, topics, and automated relevance
assessment via a web server. The participants can download the datasets and topics from
the web server. They can also submit documents for relevance assessment via the same
online web server. The web server simulated the role of a human-in-the-loop assessors
in real time. The retrieval method can either be fully automated (automatic) or semi-
automated (manual). A fully automatic solution would contact the web server and conduct
the task without any human intervention. In contrast, manual method allowed human
intervention, hence the participants were allowed to manually select documents and judge
the relevance of selected documents.
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In total eight collections were used in Total Recall Track 2015 to evaluate different
runs. Three of them are for “Practice”, three for “At Home” participation, and two for
“Sandbox”. Practice test collections were severed as test runs for participants to test
their model before the final submissions. The At Home and Sandbox collections were
used for official evaluation. The Practice and At Home runs were conducted via the
open web. The participants can run their own systems and connect to the server using
an open address. While for the Sandbox runs, participants were required to encapsulate
their autonomous solutions into VirtualBox virtual machines. The virtual machine was a
Web-isolated platform hosting the data collection. The solutions provided by participants
should contact the Web server automatically and conduct the task without any human
intervention. The purpose of sandbox run is preventing the disclosure of sensitive test
data to participants.
In addition, the Total Recall also introduced another subtask–“call your shot”, in which
participants were required to indicate when they thought a “reasonable” number of relevant
documents had been achieved. In general, the prevalence of relevant documents decreases
as the review effort increases. After reaching a certain review effort, the benefit of finding
a larger number of relevant document cannot compensate the increase of the review cost
to find them. The point of call your shot is to indicate when the participants would
recommend terminating the review process since further effort would be disproportionate.
When submitting runs for evaluation, the participants were not required to actually stop
further assessment. They just need to indicate the point, hence the recall, precision, and
F1 achieved at that point can be measured.
Our goal for us to attend the Total Recall Track 2015 was to investigate the methods to
achieve high recall with the help of simulated relevance feedback. We tried to achieve higher
recall or find a larger number of relevant documents within limited amount of assessments.
The Total Recall Track organizer provided a baseline model implementation (BMI) based
on the Continuous Active Learning for comparison. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, we find
that the CAL based approaches achieved high effectiveness in the Legal Track [Cormack
et al., 2010]. In this paper, we decided to modify BMI and incorporate more features into
it. We first implemented our model and tested it on the Practice collections. Then we




The TREC Total Recall Track 2015 used a total of eight test collections [Roegiest, Cor-
mack, Grossman and Clarke, 2015; Grossman et al., 2016]. Three of them are just practice
test collections. One of them is the 20 Newsgroups Dataset 1, consisting of 18, 828 docu-
ments from each of 20 newsgroups. Three of the newsgroup subject categories: “space”,
“hockey”, and “baseball” were used as practice topics in the test practice collection. The
second practice test collection is the Reuters-21578 Test Collection 2, consisting of 21, 578
newswire documents. Four of the subject categories: “acquisitions”, “Deutsche Mark”,
“groundnut”, and “livestock” were used. The third practice dataset is the Enron Dataset
used by the TREC 2009 Legal Track. The track organizers used a version of the University
of Waterloo from its participation in TREC 2009. It was a corpus of 723, 537 documents
after excluding the vacuous documents. Two of the topics from the TREC 2009 Legal
Track “Fantasy Football” and “Prepay Transactions” were used for this biggest practice
collection. The relevance assessment on Enron dataset were derived from the judgments
of University of Waterloo team and the official TREC assessments.
For the rest five test collections, three for “At-Home” participation, and two for “Sand-
box” participation.
Athome1—The Jeb Bush Emails 3, consisting of 290, 099 email messages from Jeb
Bush’s eight-year tenure as the Governor of Florida.
Athome2—The Illicit Goods dataset was collected for the TREC 2015 Dynamic Domain
Track. 465, 147 documents were collected from Blackhat World 4 and Hack Forum 5. For
the Athome2 test collection, the track organizers used ten topics that were composed and
partially assessed by NIST assessors from the Dynamic Domain Track [Yang and Frank,
2016].
Athome3—The Local Politics dataset—was also collected for the TREC 2015 Dynamic
Domain Track. 902, 434 articles were collected from news sources in the northwestern
United States and southwestern Canada. Similar to Athome2, 10 topics were composed
and partially assessed by NIST assessors for use by the Dynamic Domain Track 2015.







Collection at the Library of Virginia 6. Among the 1.3M email messages from Kaine’s
eight-year tenure as Governor of Virginia, 401, 953 that had previously been labelled by
the Library archivist were used. Four categories were used as a topic in the Kaine test
collection. The runs themselves were executed on an isolated computer installed at the
Library of Virginia and operated by the Library of Virginia staff.
The MIMIC II Clinical Dataset 7, consisting of anonymized records for 31, 538 patient
visits to an Intensive Care Unit. The textual record for each patient was consisted of
one or more nurses’ notes, radiology reports, and discharge summaries. The runs were
executed on an isolated computer at the University of Waterloo and operated by the Track
Coordinators.
Collection Type Description # Docs # Topics # Rel (R)
20 Newsgroups Practice 20ng 18,828 3 987-999
Reuters Practice oldreut Newswire 21,578 4 10-2,448
Enron Practice TREC09 Legal Track 723,537 2 2293-7,798
Athome1 Athome Jeb Bush public email 290,000 10 227-17,135
Athome2 Athome Hacker forums 465,147 10 179-9,517
Athome3 Athome Local news 902,434 10 23-2,094
Kaine Sandbox Tim Kaine non-public email 401,953 4 14,341-166,118
MIMIC II Sandbox MIMIC II Clinical Database 31,538 19 180-19,182
Table 3.1: The statistics of practice, Athome, and Sandbox test collections.
For building the relevance label set for these test collections, the track coordinators as-
sessed the documents using the continuous active learning method of Cormack and Mojdeh
[2009] to identify as many of the relevant documents for each topic as reasonably possible.
They used ISJ and CAL with two different feature engineering techniques and two different
base classifiers to identify and label substantially all relevant documents prior to running
the task. These relevance labels were used to simulate assessors feedback and to evaluate
the retrieval results of different high-recall retrieval systems.
3.3 Baseline Model Implementation
State-of-the-art high-recall information retrieval method is the Baseline Model Implemen-




and Clarke, 2015; Grossman et al., 2016]. BMI was supplied to Total Recall Track partici-
pants in advance, and used as the baseline method for comparison. AutoTAR is a version
of CAL and BMI is an implemented version of AutoTAR, which is effectively a relevance
feedback method.
The details of AutoTAR algorithm are listed in Algorithm 3. In AutoTAR, an initial
classifier is built from topic description. The initial classifier ranks all the documents in
the collection and selects the highest-scoring unassessed document for assessors to label.
The relevance feedback of the judged documents are fed back to retrain the classifier. The
whole documents collection is then re-ranked and the next most likely to be relevant and
unassessed document is selected for assessor to review. The above process is repeated until
a sufficient number of relevant documents have been found.
ALGORITHM 3: The autonomous TAR (AutoTAR) algorithm. BMI is imple-
mented based on AutoTAR.
Step 1. Treat the topic statement as a relevant document and add this document
into the training set;
Step 2. Set the initial batch size B to 1;
Step 3. Temporarily augment the training set by adding 100 random documents
from the collection, temporarily labelled “non-relevant”;
Step 4. Train a logistic regression classifier using the training set;
Step 5. Remove the random documents added in Step 3 from the training set;
Step 6. Select the highest-scoring B documents from the not reviewed documents;
Step 7. Append the selected B documents to system output. The system output
records the list of documents that have been selected by the classifier and labelled
by the assessors;
Step 8. Review the selected B documents, coding each as “relevant” or
“non-relevant”;
Step 9. Add the labelled B documents into the training set;
Step 10. Increase B by d B
10
e;
Step 11. Repeat steps 3 through 10 until a sufficient number of relevant documents
have been reviewed.
Previous research investigated three different strategies to construct the initial training
set for building the first classifier [Cormack and Grossman, 2015a]. The method called
“Auto-BM25” selected the top-ranked documents given by BM25 retrieval method [Jones
et al., 2000]. Another one labelled “Auto-Syn” used a synthetic document created from the
query as the initial training document. The last one was called “Auto-Rand” and simply
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selected a random relevant document at the outset. According to the test results on TREC
2009 Legal Track topics and TREC 2002 Filtering Track topics, Cormack and Grossman
found that the Auto-Syn generated better results than the other two methods.
3.4 Modified Baseline Model Implementation
We participated in Total Recall Track 2015, our proposed method followed the procedure
of CAL algorithm and was modified on the basis of the BMI implementation. We tried to
improve the BMI model from the following perspective.
First, we tried different approaches for selecting the seed documents to train the initial
classifier. Previous research only considered some simple strategies (e.g., random sampling,
BM25, and using query as synthetic document) [Zhang, Rao, Lin and Smucker, 2017].
More complicated strategies were not applied. We assumed that improving the selection
of seed documents can help train a better initial classifier. Furthermore, a superior initial
classifier can help the overall CAL process find a larger number of relevant documents
within limited effort. In this thesis, we implemented and compared different strategies to
explore the benefits of bringing diversity into the selection of seed documents.
Second, the BMI tested only two types of features to represent the documents. They
are TF-IDF word-based features and binary byte 4-gram features respectively. In this
thesis, we explored more types of representation for document features.
Third, a logistic regression classifier is used to classify, score, and rank all documents
in BMI. Cormack and Grossman [2015a] also applied Support Vector Machine (SVM) in
AutoTAR and compared SVM with logistic regression. They found logistic regression was
able to yield slightly superior results. In this thesis, we tried more types of classifiers and
compared their performance with respect to achieving high recall.
Fourth, query expansion is widely used when relevance feedback is available. In this
thesis, we also tried to incorporate query expansion method into CAL procedure. We
hypothesis that query expansion can bring diversity into CAL model hence to help retrieve
a larger number of relevant documents given relevance feedback. We next describe our
modifications on BMI from these perspectives.
3.4.1 Clustering-Based Seed Documents Selection
For selecting the seed documents to construct the initial classifier, we first used clustering
method to group some candidate relevant documents. In this way, similar documents can be
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clustered and grouped together. Different clusters represent different types of documents.
The documents from different clusters can represent different concepts or subtopics of the
topic. Furthermore, how to select documents from different clusters to represent seed
documents set is an interesting problem to explore. This kind of selection problem is a
trade-off between exploration and exploitation. On the one hand, we want to retrieve
a larger number of relevant documents from the cluster which has a high prevalence of
relevant documents. On the other hand, we also want to bring diversity into CAL model
so that different types of relevant documents can be explored. Thus different aspects of
relevance can be used to train the CAL model. In this thesis, we tried four different
strategies and compared their performance on selecting relevant seed documents.
In our experiment, topD retrieved documents ranked by BM25 are selected as candidate
relevant documents for clustering. The probabilistic latent semantic analysis is applied to
learn the conceptual correlations of these retrieved documents [Deerwester et al., 1990]. The
similarity between documents is measured based on the entropy weighted term-document
matrix [Hofmann, 1999]. Clustering is operated upon the features generated from entropy
weighting LSI, which is an effective way to group documents based on their conceptual
similarity.
Sampling method
This sampling approach uses a similar idea from the multi-armed bandit algorithm [Ver-
morel and Mohri, 2005]. The multi-armed bandit studies a trade-off problem between
exploitation and exploration. The exploration represents the attempts to acquire new
knowledge for the relevant documents. In contrast, the exploitation tries to optimize the
decision based on existing knowledge (existing relevant documents). In our experiment,
we first cluster documents into different groups. The different clusters represent different
knowledge about the topic. In order to maximize the gain of finding more knowledge about
the topic and also build a high quality initial classifier, we try to explore and exploit dif-
ferent clusters of documents. The detailed steps of this sampling approach are listed as
follows:
1. Select top D BM25 scoring documents as candidate documents for seed selection;
2. Group these documents into K (1 < K < D) clusters, where K is predefined;
3. Select one document from each cluster and label the document based on relevance
feedback from the assessor;
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4. Initialize cluster-specific counter t to 1 and cluster-specific reward r, based on judg-
ments in step 3;
5. Select the next cluster v based on the following conditions:
(a) the cluster v has at least one unlabelled document;








among cluster set C,
where µ is a constant variable;
6. Randomly pick one unlabelled document from cluster v and label the document based
on relevance feedback from assessor, which is the same as step 3;
7. Update cluster-specific reward rv, based on the judgment in step 6 and increase the
counter tv by 1;
8. Repeat steps 5 to 7 until all D documents are labelled;
Graph method
A graph can be used to represent the relationship between documents. This method is
called as graph approach. The main steps of this graph approach are:
1. Select top D BM25 scoring documents as candidate documents for seed selection;
2. Build a weighted graph for these documents based on the clustering results;
3. Select one unlabelled document d from the documents graph and label it based on
the relevance feedback from assessors;
4. If the selected document d is:
(a) relevant, increase the weights of all the edges connected to the document d;
(b) non-relevant, decrease the weights of all the edges connected to the document
d;
5. Go to step 3 until all D documents are labelled.
In the second step of the graph approach, the weighted graph is constructed by:
1. Each document is considered as a node in the graph;
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2. We run K-means T times to cluster these documents;
3. The weight wi,j of a undirected edge between document i and document j is wi,j =∑T
t=1 It(i, j), where It(·) is an indicator function and It(i, j) = 1 denotes document
i and document j are in the same cluster based on the t-th clustering result of K-
means.
In the third step of the graph approach, a greedy method is used to select the next
reviewed document from each cluster. The detailed steps of the third step is as follows:
1. Initialize a priority queue for documents.
2. If the priority queue is:
(a) empty, select a document i with the highest BM25 score among all unlabelled
documents;
(b) not empty, select a document i with highest weighted score from the queue;
3. Label document i based on the relevance feedback from assessor;
4. If document i is:
(a) relevant, set δ(i) = 1;
(b) non-relevant, set δ(i) = −1;
5. For each unlabelled document j connected to document i:
(a) if document j is not in the queue and the document i is relevant, insert document
j into the queue with weighted score wi,j + δ(i);
(b) if document j is in the queue, increase the weighted score of document j in the
queue by δ(i).
Jumping method
Different from the sampling method and graph method which require complicated selection
algorithms, we also introduced a simple method to select documents from different clusters.
This method is called as jumping method. It jumps among different documents clusters
and greedily selects the highest-scoring document from clusters.
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Here are the detailed steps. We select the document dni (i-th document in n-th cluster)
with the highest BM25 score for judging. Assuming document dni is coded as relevant, then
a document dnj with second-highest score is selected from the same cluster cn; otherwise,
we select the highest-scored document dmk from other cluster cm. This procedure continues
until a certain number of relevant documents have been found.
Weighted method
Similar to the jumping method, we implemented another method called as weighted method.
The difference between the jumping method and the weighted method is that an initial
weight value of 1.0 is assigned to each cluster cn. If a document d
n
i in cluster cn is labelled
as non-relevant, the corresponding cluster cn weight is penalized by a heuristic factor which
is smaller than 1.0. Then the document dmj in the cluster cm with the highest factorized
weight is select for review in the next iteration.
Comparison of different seed documents selection methods
We compared four proposed seed documents selection methods on the test collections
provided by Total Recall Track 2015. Table 3.2 shows the comparison results on the
seven topics (tr0-tr6) on the Reuters and 20ng practice corpora provided by Total Recall
organizers8.
As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, the first step of our modified BMI method is to select
top D BM25 scoring documents for clustering. In our experiment, we set D = 100.
For evaluating the effectiveness of different selection methods, we compare the number of
relevant documents retrieved by each method at the maximum number of 50 assessments.
In other words, the method which is able to retrieve a larger number of relevant documents
by selecting 50 documents from top 100 documents is regarded to be a better selection
method.
It should be noticed that the BM25 algorithm returns only 7 documents for topic tr2
and 63 documents for topic tr3. Therefore, for topic tr2, we just skipped the clustering
algorithm and sent all 7 documents for relevance assessment. For topic tr3, we only selected
top 32 ranked documents out of the 63 BM25 returned documents for review. According
to the number of relevant documents found by each method shown in Table 3.2, the graph
method and sampling method achieve slightly superior results compared to other methods
8http://quaid.uwaterloo.ca:33333/#/doc
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on the majority of topics. All these methods yielded very similar results. No method
outperformed the other methods significantly.
Table 3.2: Comparison of seed documents selection methods from top 100 BM25 scoring
documents. This tables shows the number of relevant documents found by each method
using at maximum 50 times of assessments.
Methods tr0 tr1 tr2 tr3 tr4 tr5 tr6
Sampling 45 1 2 14 48 49 46
Graph 47 2 2 15 45 50 45
Jumping 46 1 2 10 47 49 40
Weighted 46 0 2 10 47 49 42
3.4.2 Feature Engineering
The Total Recall Track BMI implementation utilized two different features engineering
methods to represent document. The document features are vectorized and used as input
to train a logistic regression classifier. One of these features is TF-IDF word-based feature
and the other one is binary byte 4-gram feature (combinations of 4 sequential characters).
In TREC 2007 spam filtering competition [Cormack, 2007; Sculley and Cormack, 2009], the
best performing spam classifier used a binary 4-bytes string feature space. According to
our experiment results on practice datasets, using TF-IDF word-based features performed
better than using binary byte 4-gram feature on the majority of topics. However, we found
that using binary byte 4-gram features achieved slightly higher precision especially when
the query was a complete sentence or composed by multiple words. For keyword query,
TF-IDF is effective enough to train an effective linear classifier.
In Cormack and Grossman [2015a]’s AutoTAR implementation, they also mentioned
the comparison between these two features. They explained their preference on TF-IDF
word-based feature over binary byte 4-gram. Using TF-IDF features for training a logistic
regression classifier via the ML package Sofia-ML 9 or Vowpal Wabbit 10 was able to achieve
the best performance compared to using other feature engineering methods.
With the options of using two different feature engineering methods for building the
machine learning classifier separately, an intuitive idea is to combine or fuse the results




might be able to cover different aspects of relevant information, thus yield better results.
We apply the Reciprocal Rank Fusion (RRF) to fuse the ranked lists R generated from
different classifiers over the set of returned documents D [Cormack et al., 2009]:






where r(d) is the rank of document d in the ranked list r and we set k = 60. RRF
fusion ensures that the highly-ranked documents from different ranked lists are assigned
more weights. In addition, the lower-ranked documents are not ignored. In some cases, a
document might have a low ranking in one ranked list but have a higher ranking in the other
ranked list. RRF method tries to balance the rankings of a document from different ranked
lists. We tried the RRF method by fusing the ranked lists returned from different classifiers.
The results of RRF fusion was not as promising as we expected. RRF generated almost
the same results as using TF-IDF feature, but cost much more computation resources.
In our experiment, we also used entropy gi as a feature to represent the relative fre-
quency of term i within the entire collection of documents. This feature is called as
entropy-weighted LSI. It can be defined as:









where n is the number of documents in the corpus, gfi denotes the occurrences of term
i in the whole corpus and tfij indicates the term frequency of term i in the document j.
LSI performs a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the matrix and reduces the high
dimensional sparse term-document matrix into a compact matrix with a fixed size [Deer-
wester et al., 1990]. The LSI based features are also used for documents clustering in seed
documents selection described in Section 3.4.1. Although the LSI based features extracted
the key information from each document and performed effectively on documents cluster-
ing, we found that these LSI based features were not able to train a more precise classifier
compared to using TF-IDF features. We expect that the dimension reduction on document
features would result in a information loss to some extent. And this kind of information loss
would not bring benefits to distinguish relevant documents from non-relevant documents.
In addition, we notice that there is one query—“Deutsche Mark” from the practice
test collection provided by Total Recall Track 2015. These two terms in this query to-
gether contribute to one meaning. It is a phrases representing the official currency of
West Germany from 1948 to 1990. If we only consider unigram feature for this query, we
find that many documents with the single term “Mark” can be retrieved. Since “Mark”
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is just a personal name in many cases. It would be hard to retrieve the documents in
which terms “Deutsche” and “Mark” co-occurred. In order to improve the effectiveness of
retrieving such documents, n-grams features can be used to represent document. For the
query “Deutsche Mark”, bigram feature can concatenate these two words together. For
the documents containing both these two words, it would be much easier to locate those
documents by checking the bigram terms compared to unigram word.
In our experiments, we tried to build TF-IDF features for each document over bigram
terms, trigram terms, the union of unigram terms and bigram terms, and also the union of
unigram, bigram and trigram. We found that the results of merging unigram features with
bigram features or trigram features were usually superior than that of just using unigram
features. Moreover, the union of unigram and bigrams features and the union of unigram,
bigram, and trigram almost break even on different topics. However, with more features
added into classifier, the number of dimensions of feature vectors increase accordingly.
It takes more time for the classifier to train classifier and rank documents. Taking the
computation cost into consideration, we only applied the union of unigram and bigram as
the final feature set.
Besides using n-grams as features for building document classifier, query terms are
also reordered to form different query pairs for composing the synthetic seed document.
For example, “Deutsche Mark” is regarded as two independent terms in the BMI. The
TF-IDF values of “Deutsche” and “Mark” are calculated separately in order to compose
synthetic document for initializing the seed documents set. In our model, bigram pairs
are composed directly from query terms regardless of the terms’ relative positions. For the
query “Deutsche Mark”, we have four candidate word pairs for composing the synthetic
documents. These pairs are “Deutsche”, “Mark”, “Deutsche Mark”, and “Mark Deutsche”
respectively. If the word pair does not exist in the vocabulary list (we only consider the
terms having document frequency df larger than 1), this word pair would be removed
from candidate query pairs. In this case, “Mark Deutsche” is removed from synthetic seed
documents due to its sparsity. Therefore, the corresponding SVM-light sparse data format





Deutsch Mark : w3
}
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where wi corresponds to the TF-IDF value of i-th word. After normalization, the square
sum of all the wi in one synthetic document is normalized to 1.0 in order to make the
weights of this feature vector consistent with other documents.
In our modified BMI model, we not only incorporated different feature engineering
methods, but also tried different types of document classifiers. The iterations of relevance
feedback in continuous active learning process try to improve the effectiveness (the ability
of relevance ranking) of classifier continuously. On the one hand, the training set gets more
labelled documents as the number of relevance feedback iterations increases. The quality
of classifier usually gets improved with more labelled documents added into the training
set. On the other hand, due to the low prevalence of relevant documents in the corpus,
it usually becomes harder and harder to retrieve relevant documents especially when the
prevalence of relevant documents drops. In other words, if a classifier becomes more precise
and is able to find relevant document more effectively, it can help the continuous active
learning process.
The BMI model that was severed as the baseline method in Total Recall Track used a
logistic regression classifier to classify and score documents. The logistic regression model
is efficient to train and make predictions on a large document set. In the CAL process
where the classifier needs to be retrained after each relevance feedback iteration, the logistic
regression classifier is suitable to be applied due to its efficiency. In our experiment, we
tried to find a more effective classifier to replace the current logistic regression classifier.
We tried the Gaussian kernel support vector machine (RBF kernel SVM), which was
able to fit the maximum-margin hyperplane in a transformed high-dimensional feature
space. We assumed that if the maximum-margin hyperplane can be measured precisely,
the relevant documents can be retrieved more easily. For the soft margin parameter C and
γ used in the RBF-kernel SVM, we used grid search with exponentially growing sequences
of C and γ to select the best combination of these two parameters. For example, C ∈
{2−5, 2−3, ..., 213, 215}; γ ∈ {2−15, 2−13, ..., 23, 25}. Five-fold cross validation was operated in
each iteration to pick up the best combination of parameters. According to our comparison
results, we found that RBF-kernel SVM was more likely to overfit the imbalanced data.
In addition, RBF-kernel SVM took more computation cost and spent around 5 times
training time compared with linear classifier (e.g., logistic regression or linear SVM). In
addition, we also tried some other classifiers, such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
linear SVM, random forest, XGBoosting, and Naive Bayes classifier from different machine
learning packages. None of these methods can significantly beat logistic regression on
the Practice collections. Therefore, we keep using logistic regression classifier with the
same hyperparameters as BMI in our experiments. The detailed implementation of these
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methods can be found 11.
3.4.3 Query Expansion
In our experiment, we also tried to apply a query expansion method to identify potentially
relevant documents in each iteration of CAL. Given the relevant documents and non-
relevant documents already labelled by assessors in previous iterations, informative terms
can be extracted and used to expand query terms. The top ranked documents retrieved
according to an expanded query are considered as potentially relevant documents to be
judged. We adapted simple mixture method [Zhai and Lafferty, 2001] to expand the
query. For query expansion, we want to extract the most informative terms from relevant
documents. However, not all terms in the relevant documents are informative. For simple
mixture method, a background model is used to represent non-informative terms. Simple
mixture method assumes that informative terms in relevant documents can be generated
as follows:
1. Given two models θ0 and θ1. θ0 is a model in which informative terms to be estimated.
θ1 is a known background model;
2. Given a mixing coefficient, −→π = (1− π, π);
3. For the j-th term in the i-th relevant document:
(a) Firstly, independently generate a latent model indicator, zji ∼ Bernoulli(z|−→π );
(b) Then, independently generate a term, wji ∼ d(w|θzji);
where π is given (e.g., 0.9), and d(·) is a family of term distributions.
In this paper, the bag-of-word assumption is used and multinomial distributions are
used as term distributions. Therefore, in our experiment, d(·) is the family of multinomial
distribution. Given a corpus and non-relevant documents obtained from human assess-
ments, we use maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to estimate a corpus model, θcorpus,
and an non-relevant model, θnon-relevant, respectively. The background model θ1 used in this
paper is:
d(w|θ1) = 0.5 · d(w|θcorpus) + 0.5 · d(w|θnon-relevant) (3.3)
The inference process for SM [Zhai and Lafferty, 2001] is calculated as follows:
11https://bitbucket.org/HaotianZHANG/uwtotalrecall
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At k-th iteration for SM,
η(k)(w) =
(1− π)d(k)(w|θ0)












where “voc” denotes the vocabulary list for all the terms appeared in the corpus and tfi(w)
represents the raw term frequency of w in the i-th relevant document.
Once the model θ0 is estimated, we used top K ranked terms in the model to expand
a query. In this paper, given an expanded query, we use the Kullback-Leibler divergence
(KL) algorithm to rank unassessed documents [Kullback and Leibler, 1951; Lafferty and
Zhai, 2001]. w are the words in the expanded query. Top ranked documents are considered
as potential relevant documents to be judged. The KL ranking algorithm uses the KL
divergence, which measures the term distribution difference between a query q and a doc-
ument d. The divergence estimates the relevance of a document with respect to a query.











Note that the KL divergence is asymmetric. Better computation efficiency is the main
reason that an asymmetric divergence is used. Usually, a query is much shorter than
a document. With the help of the inverted index, the divergence between query and
document can be efficiently measured. In contrast, computing a symmetric divergence is
much slower.
3.4.4 Augmented CAL Algorithm
Based on our experiments for the seed documents selection, comparison of different classi-
fiers, augmented feature engineering, and query expansion, we incorporated these potential
promising methods into our modified CAL model. Our modified CAL process has the fol-
lowing steps:
1. Generate TF-IDF values of both unigram and bigram features for each document.
Build index for all the documents in the corpus using Indri 12. Apply BM25 to rank
all the documents and return top 100 highest-scoring documents.
12https://www.lemurproject.org/indri/
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2. Entropy based feature is generated on the basis of TF-IDF value. The entropy vector
of each document is reduced to 200 dimensions using Latent Semantic Indexing(LSI).
3. Perform clustering on the top 100 documents based on their LSI vectors and construct
the corresponding clustering weighted graph described in section 3.4.1. Select docu-
ments using the Graph method discussed in Section 3.4.1 and send these document
for relevance assessment one by one using at most 50 assessments.
4. A synthetic seed document is constructed from the query terms.
5. The initial training set consists of one synthetic seed document and the assessed
documents from step 3. Set initial batch size B as 1.
6. Randomly select 100 documents from the corpus and temporarily label them “not
relevant”. Add these presumptive not relevant documents into train set.
7. Train five logistic regression classifiers with different presumptive train set. Select
d4B
5
e documents with the highest scores from the fusion list for review and label them
as “relevant” or “not relevant”.
8. If the prevalence of relevant documents among the d4B
5
e documents is high, continue
judging the another bB
5
c documents with the highest-ranking scores.
9. Otherwise, obtain expanded terms from judged documents and generate a new ranked
list according to Indri TF-IDF retrieval model. Perform RRF fusion with the lists
generated from step 7 and select top bB
5
c documents for assessment.
10. Add all the reviewed documents to the train set. Increase B by d B
10
e. Return to
step 6 and start the next iteration until all the documents in the corpus have been
assessed.
By following the BMI implementation [Cormack and Grossman, 2015a], our CAL algorithm
combined the unigram and bigram features occurring at least twice in the collection. TF-
IDF values were calculated for each feature. The squared sum of feature vector for each
document is normalized to 1. We also applied Porter stemming method to stem word based
features. Indri package provided both BM25 and TF-IDF ranking methods to retrieve
documents. Therefore, we selected Indri to build index and rank documents for seed
documents selection and query expansion.
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LSI in Step 3 requires the operations of dimensionality reduction and singular value
decomposition (SVD). RedSVD 13 is an effective tool to accelerate SVD computation. For
documents clustering, we used K-Means clustering tool from Scikit Learn package 14. We
selected n top ranked documents with the highest BM25 score for seed documents selection.
We set k = log(n) as the number of clusters. In this case, k = 7 where n = 100.
For the classifier, we still applied the Sofia-ML implementation of Pegasos logistic re-
gression, with the same hyperparameters used in BMI: “–iterations 2000000 –dimensionality
110000”. However, the number of dimensions sometimes needs to be dynamically updated
according to the varied size of features. For some large corpus and n-gram features, we
might need to increase the number of dimensions.
In Total Recall Track 2015, there were two main tasks: At Home task and Sandbox
tasks. For the At Home task, we deployed our high-recall system on local machine and got
the relevance feedback for documents via the online server. The other task was SandBox in
which we were required to deploy our system in a virtual machine environment. In addition,
we need to submit the virtual machine for evaluation so that the Track coordinators were
able to execute our system within a restricted and private environment. We submitted our
run “WaterlooClarke” for both tasks. Our submitted algorithms for both tasks were almost
the same. We only changed some configuration settings in order to adapt our algorithm
into virtual machine environment for Sandbox task.
3.5 Evaluation and Results
The TREC Total Recall track [Roegiest, Cormack, Grossman and Clarke, 2015; Grossman
et al., 2016] used the gain curve as the main evaluation method. The gain curve plots recall
as a function of the number of documents assessed. It provides a visible trade-off between
recall and assessment effort without targeting any arbitrary threshold. By visualizing the
relationship between recall and effort, we can easily compare the effectiveness of different
high-recall retrieval systems or submitted runs.
In addition, Total Recall Track 2015 introduced a “call your shot” subtask, in which
participants need to indicate when to stop a retrieval effort. The density of relevant
documents decreases as the number of assessments increases. At some point, the benefit
of finding a larger number of relevant documents no longer compensates the increase of




Figure 3.1: Comparison on test topic tr0. Figure 3.2: Comparison on test topic tr1.
Figure 3.3: Comparison on test topic tr2. Figure 3.4: Comparison on test topic tr3.
indicate when they believed enough relevant documents had been found. At that point,
the traditional set-based measures, including recall precision, effort, and F1 were reported.
Another evaluation metric used in TREC Total Recall track is recall@aR + b effort,
where R is the number of relevant documents for a topic, a and b are constant variables.
This metric measures recall achieved when aR+b documents have been assssed. It normal-
izes the effort by the number of relevant documents for a particular topic. Then the recall
over different topics can be averaged and the statistical tests can be performed at a certain
aR + b. We can make corresponding gain curves according to different recall@aR + b by
varying a and b.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison on test topic tr4. Figure 3.6: Comparison on test topic tr5.
Figure 3.7: Comparison on test topic tr6.
First, I compared different feature engineering methods (unigram, union of unigram
and bigram, and union of unigram, bigram, and trigram) detailed in Section 3.4.2. I also
tested the value of adding the query expansion method described in Section 3.4.3. The
comparison results of different methods on 3 practice topics of 20 Newsgroups and 4 practice
topics of Reuters are shown from Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.7. The method SD 2gram qe is the
augmented CAL algorithm described in Section 3.4.4. The method Baseline reproduces
the baseline BMI method. The method SD 2gram is the augmented CAL algorithm using
the union of unigram and bigram as document features while SD 3gram uses the union






























Figure 3.8: The averaged gain curves over 10 topics for submitted runs on dataset Ath-
ome1. This Figure is originally from the Total Recall Track 2015 overview paper [Roegiest,
Cormack, Grossman and Clarke, 2015].
The gain curves show that SD 2gram qe can achieve slightly better results compared to
other three methods on these practice topics. Therefore, we adopted SD 2gram qe and
submitted our final runs using this method.
We submitted one automatic run (WaterlooClarke) to Total Recall Track 2015 for
evaluation on both At-Home and Sandbox tasks. The averaged gain curves from different
submitted runs on each data collection are shown from Figure 3.8 to Figure 3.9. The
coordinators of Total Recall Track 2015 also submitted a run (WaterlooCormack) using the
BMI method [Cormack and Grossman, 2015a]. “WaterlooCormack” replicated BMI and
represented the baseline result. According to the official evaluation results, no submitted
run consistently achieved higher recall than other runs at lower effort. Many runs appeared
to have similar results and effectiveness. Some manual or automatic runs achieved higher
recall than the BMI run on some topics at the same effort. However, no run consistently
improved on the baseline. As shown in the averaged gain curves, our submitted run


































































































Figure 3.9: The averaged gain curves over 10 topics for submitted runs on datasets Ath-
ome2, Athome3, Kaine and Mimic.
is worth mentioning that even manual runs were not able to achieve higher recall than
automatic runs at a given amount of assessment effort.
More detailedly, a number of runs can achieve 90% recall within 10, 000 assessments.
For topic athome109 on Athome1 test collection, the BMI run and other automatic runs
only found limited number of relevant documents in the beginning stage. It took those
automatic runs a large amount of effort to find the majority of relevant documents. In
contrast, the manual runs were able to find relevant documents more easily and achieved
nearly 100% recall using much fewer assessments. In other words, the CAL method or
other automatic methods have limitation on retrieving relevant information on certain




Feedback for High-Recall Retrieval
In this chapter we applies a novel simulation framework to evaluate whether the time
and effort to achieve high recall using continuous active learning (CAL) can be reduced
by presenting the assessor with an isolated sentence, as opposed to full document, for
relevance feedback. Under the assumption that more time and effort is required to review
an entire document than a single sentence, we found that the use of isolated sentence from
a document for relevance feedback can reduce the assessment effort without meaningful
reduction in recall, compared to state-of-the-art Baseline Model Implementation (BMI)
of the AutoTAR Continuous Active Learning method employed in the TREC 2015 and
2016 Total Recall Track [Roegiest, Cormack, Grossman and Clarke, 2015; Grossman et al.,
2016].
To simulate the sentence-level relevance feedback, a substantially complete set of rel-
evance labels is needed prior to the simulation study. During the simulation process, the
reviewer’s assessment to any particular document is determined by requesting these pre-
viously determined labels. Furthermore, to simulate the presentation of isolated sentences
to the reviewers for relevance feedback, we also require a prior set of relevance label for
each sentence in every document, with respect to every topic.
In the current study, we augment four publicly available test collections with sentence-
level relevance labels. We use a combination of the existing document relevance labels, new
human assessments, and machine-learning method described in Section 4.2 to generate sen-
tence labels for sentences. We use the available document labels to simulate document-level
relevance feedback, and the newly created sentence labels to simulate sentence-level rele-
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vance feedback. Both sentence-level and document-level relevance feedback strategies are
evaluated in terms of document-level recall—the fraction of relevant documents presented
in whole or in part to the reviewer—as a function of review effort. The review effort is
measured in several different ways. First, we use the total number of assessments rendered
by the reviewer. Second, we also estimate the total number of sentences viewed by the
reviewer to render those assessments. We assume that the reviewer’s actual time and effort
is likely to fall somewhere between these two bounds.
Besides choosing whether to present a full document or isolated sentence to the assessor
for relevance feedback, it is also necessary to determine how to select the right document
or sentence. As a baseline, we used the Baseline Model Implementation (BMI) implemen-
tation of the AutoTAR Continuous Active Learning method (CAL) shown in Section 3.4,
which repeatedly uses machine learning classifier to select and present the next-most-likely
relevant documents to the assessor for labelling. The labelled documents are then added
into the training set. Three binary choices were incorporated into BMI: (1) whether to
present full documents or isolated sentences to the reviewer for relevance feedback; (2)
whether to train the classifier using full documents or isolated sentences; and (3) whether
to select the highest-scoring document, and the highest-scoring sentence within that docu-
ment, or to select the highest-scoring sentence, and the document containing that sentence.
We compared and evaluated all eight combinations which were varied on these three binary
choices described in Section 4.1.
We inferred that sentence-level feedback might be less accurate than document-level
feedback, thus yielding lower recall for a given number of assessments. Nevertheless,
sentence-level feedback could be rendered more quickly, potentially yielding higher re-
call within a given amount of review time and effort. We further inferred that selecting
the highest-scoring sentence (as opposed to the highest-scoring document) and/or using
reviewed sentences (as opposed to reviewed documents) for training the classifier might
help to improve the accuracy and hence the efficiency of sentence-level feedback.
Contrary to our conjecture, we found that sentence-level feedback resulted in no mean-
ingful loss in accuracy shown in Section 4.3. Our results suggest that relevance feedback
based on isolated sentences can achieve higher recall with less time and effort, under the
assumption that sentences can be assessed, on average, more quickly than full documents.
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4.1 Integrate Continuous Active Learning with Sentence-
Level Relevance Feedback
BMI implements the AutoTAR CAL method [Cormack and Grossman, 2015a], shown in
Algorithm 3. The topic statement is regarded as a synthetic relevant document in Step
1. 100 randomly selected documents are labelled as “non-relevant” and added into the
training set shown in Step 3. An initial logistic regression classifier is trained on this
training set in Step 4. The highest-scoring B documents are selected from the unassessed
documents and appended to system output in Steps 6 and 7. The system output records
the list of the reviewed documents. The B documents labelled by reviewer are then added
to the training set in Step 9. 100 randomly selected documents coded as non-relevant in
the training set are replaced by the newly selected 100 random documents in Step 3 and
5. The classifier is retrained using the new training set. The classifier selects the next B
highest-scoring not reviewed documents for review in the new batch. This process repeats
until enough relevant documents have been found.
We modified BMI to use either sentences or documents at different stages of its process.
As part of this modification, we consider the document collections to be the union of
documents and sentences, and choose documents or sentences at each step, depending on
a configuration parameter. For example, a single document of 100 sentences becomes 101
documents, where 1 document is the original document and the other 100 documents are
the document’s sentences.
BMI uses logistic regression as implemented by Sofia-ML1 as its classifier. The logistic
regression classifier was configured with logistic loss with Pegasos updates, L2 normal-
ization on feature vectors with lambda = 0.0001 as the regularization parameter, AUC
optimized training, and 200, 000 training iterations. The features used for training the
classifier were word-based TF-IDF:
w = (1 + log(tf )) · log(N/df ) (4.1)
where w is the weight of the word, tf is the term frequency, N is the total number of
documents and sentences, and df is the document frequency where both documents and
sentences are counted as documents. The word feature space consisted of words occurring
at least twice in the collection and all the words were downcased and stemmed by the
Porter stemmer. We do not remove stopwords.
Algorithm 4 illustrates our modified BMI that enables either sentence-level or document-
level feedback, training, and ranking. The system outputO in Step 6 records the documents
1https://code.google.com/archive/p/sofia-ml/
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ALGORITHM 4: Generic sentence feedback and document feedback algorithm
Step 1. Treat the topic statement as a relevant document and add this document
into the training set;
Step 2. Set the initial batch size B to 1;
Step 3. Temporarily augment the training set by adding 100 random documents
(2d) or sentences (2s) from the collection, temporarily labelled “non-relevant”;
Step 4. Train the classifier using the training set. Then remove the random
documents added in Step 3 from the training set;
Step 5. Derive the top B (best sent, best doc) pairs using the classifier. We have
two choices {3d, 3s} to select the (best sent, best doc) pair. The details of the
{3d, 3s} are shown in Table 4.1;
Step 6. Append the selected B best doc to system output (coded as O). The system
output records the list of best doc that have been selected by the classifier and
labelled by the reviewer;
Step 7. For each of the top B (best sent, best doc) pairs execute steps 8 to 10;
Step 8. Present either the best sent (1s) or best doc (1d) in the pair to the reviewer;
Step 9. Receive the relevance assessment l from reviewer;
Step 10. Add either (best sent, l) as 2s or (best doc, l) as 2d to training set;
Step 11. Increase B by d B
10
e;
Step 12. Repeat steps 3 through 11 until substantially all relevant documents
appear in the system output.
that have been assessed by reviewer. The system output also keeps the order of documents
judged by reviewer so that we can use the system output to measure the recall achieved
at a certain amount of effort. The corresponding human-in-the-loop framework which uses
different level of relevance feedback is shown in Figure 4.1.
Steps 3, 5, 8 and 10 in Algorithm 4 involve three binary choices; we explored two
possibilities for each choice, for a total of 23 = 8 combinations. The principal choice
happens in Step 8: whether to present the best sent or the best doc in the pair to the
reviewer. We label these alternatives as 1s and 1d, respectively. In support of this choice,
it is necessary to decide how to build the training set in steps 3 and 10, and how to use
the classifier to identify the top B (best sent, best doc) pairs in Step 5. In Step 10, we
choose new added training samples either: (2s) the best sent with corresponding label
l; or (2d) the best doc with corresponding label l. In step 3, the 100 randomly selected
non-relevant training examples are chosen by either: (2s) 100 random sentences; or (2d)




































Figure 4.1: The human-in-the-loop CAL framework for sentence feedback and document
feedback algorithm.
the highest-scoring sentence contained in any document not yet in system output O, and
the document containing that sentence; or (3d) the highest-scoring document not yet in
system output O, and the highest-scoring sentence within that document. The sentences
in (3d) were scored by the same classifier that was also used for document scoring. More
formally, if we denote system output by O, 3s is defined by Equations 4.2 and 4.3:
best sent = argmax
sent/∈doc∈O
Score(sent) (4.2)
best doc = d | best sent ∈ d (4.3)
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while 3d is defined by Equations 4.4 and 4.5:
best doc = argmax
doc/∈O
Score(doc) (4.4)
best sent = argmax
sent∈best doc
Score(sent) (4.5)
We investigated three dimensions: either using a sentence or a document for assessment
and relevance feedback, training, and ranking. The description of the three dimensions are
shown as follows and detailed in Table 4.1:
• 1st Dimension (1d or 1s): Present the best document 1d or the best sentence 1s
from (document, sentence) pair for assessor to review;
• 2nd Dimension (2d or 2s): Add a document 2d or a sentence 2s from newly judged
(document, sentence) pair as new training example;
• 3rd Dimension (3d or 3s): Select the best (document, sentence) pair from either
highest-ranking sentence and the document containing that sentence (3s); Or highest-
ranking document and the highest-scoring sentence within that document (3d).
Using documents for each choice of the process (choosing 1d, 2d, and 3d) is our baseline
which replicates BMI, except for the use of the union of documents and sentences to com-
pute word features. For simplicity, we use the notation ddd to represent this combination
of choices, More generally, we use XY Z to denote the choices on three dimensions 1X, 2Y
and 3Z, where X, Y, Z ∈ {d, s}. The choices for all the eight combinations are shown in
Table 4.1.
4.2 Test Collections
We use four public test collections to compare and evaluate the eight different variations
of continuous active learning. We use the three test collections from the TREC 2015 Total
Recall track: Athome1, Athome2, and Athome3. We also use the test collection from the
TREC 2004 HARD track [Allan, 2003; Voorhees and Harman, 2000]. For each collection,
we used NLTK’s Punkt Sentence Tokenizer2 to break all documents into sentences. Corpus
2http://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html
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1 ddd best doc
2d:






not yet in system output, and
the highest-scoring sentence
within that document.
2 sdd best sent 2d 3d
3 dsd best doc
2s:





4 ssd best sent 2s 3d
5 dds best doc 2d
3s:
the highest-scoring sentence
contained in any document
not yet in system output, and
the document containing that
sentence.
6 sds best sent 2d 3s
7 dss best doc 2s 3s
8 sss best sent 2s 3s
statistics for the four collections are shown in Table 4.2. Each document contains on
average 15.9, 22.8, 28.4, and 16.3 sentences for Athome1, Athome2, Athome3, and HARD
test collections, respectively.
In order to compare sentence-level feedback with document-level feedback strategies,
we needed complete relevance labels for all sentences as well as for all documents in the
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Athome1 10 290,099 4,616,934 43,980
Athome2 10 460,896 10,493,480 20,005
Athome3 10 902,434 25,622,071 6,429
HARD 25 652,309 10,606,819 1,682
collections.
The TREC 2004 HARD track’s collection provided pooled assessments with complete
relevance labels for all documents in the pool. In addition, for 25 topics of HARD collection,
every relevant document was divided by the TREC assessors into relevant and non-relevant
passages identified by character offsets. For the HARD collection, the 25 topics with
passage judgments were used for our experiment. We labelled a sentence as relevant if it
overlapped with a relevant passage. Sentences that did not overlap with a relevant passage
were labelled non-relevant.
For both the HARD track collection and the Total Recall collections, sentences from
non-relevant and unassessed documents were labelled as non-relevant. We made such an
assumption since a relevant document should contain at least one relevant sentence. If a
document is non-relevant, all the sentences in it should be regarded as non-relevant.
The test collections from Total Recall Track 2016 provided complete document-level
relevance judgments, i.e., the relevance of every document in the collection is known. Each
relevant document is composed of one or more than one relevant sentences and zero or
more non-relevant sentences. In order to simulate the sentence-level relevance feedback,
we need to know the relevance of each sentence in the collection, with respect to each topic.
To label the sentences as relevant or non-relevant the author employed “Scalable CAL”
(S-CAL) [Cormack and Grossman, 2016b] to build a calibrated high-accuracy classifier that
was used to label every sentence within every relevant document. Our total effort to train
the S-CAL classifier was to review 610, 453, and 376 sentences, on average, per topic, for
each of the three Athome datasets, respectively.
While neither of these methods is able to yield a perfect labelling, their purpose is to
simulate human relevance feedback, which is imperfect as well. The internal calibration
of our S-CAL classifier indicated its recall and precision both to be above 0.8 (F1 =
0.82, 0.87, 0.81 for Athome1, Athome2, and Athome3, respectively), which is comparable to
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human accuracy [Cormack and Grossman, 2016b]. We inferred that this derived sentence-
level label set would be good enough to verify the effectiveness of sentence-level feedback.
Similarly, we inferred that overlap between sentences and relevant passages in the HARD
collection would also yield labels that were good enough for this purpose.



























Athome1 15.9 18.1 7.8 2.0 0.98
Athome2 22.8 19.4 3.8 5.1 0.97
Athome3 28.4 47.2 7.5 19.1 0.97
HARD 16.3 23.2 11.3 4.0 1.00
The results of our sentence labelling are shown in Table 4.3. The average position of
the first relevant sentence in each relevant document is shown in the fifth column, while
the distribution of such positions is shown in Figure 4.2. On Athome1, Athome2 and
HARD three datasets, more than 50% relevant documents in each dataset have their first
relevant sentences located at the first sentences. However, the position of the first relevant
sentence in the relevant document is larger than 2 for all the four datasets. In other words,
the reviewers need to review at least more than two sentences to find the first relevant
sentence in each relevant document under the assumption that reviewer read the document
sequentially. The sixth column shows the fraction of relevant documents containing at least
one sentence labelled relevant. It shows that nearly every relevant document contains at
least one relevant sentence.
4.3 Evaluation Methods
The current study adopts and extends the human-in-the-loop CAL evaluation apparatus
which is simulated by the TREC Total Recall track. It has the following process. A
standard test collection consisting of a set of documents, topic statements, and relevance
assessments (qrels) is provided. The most-likely relevant document is presented to the
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Figure 4.2: The distribution of the position of the first relevant sentence in the relevant
documents for different document collections.
reviewer for assessment. The reviewer’s relevance assessment to a given document is sim-
ulated by consulting the existing qrels. The relevance of the labelled document is then
fed back to the machine learning classifier. The machine-learned classifier then ranks the
document collection and chooses the next-most-likely-relevant document to present. The
process continues until a formal or informal stopping criterion is met, suggesting that
substantially all relevant documents have been presented to the reviewer.
To simulate sentence-level feedback it was necessary to extend the evaluation apparatus
to incorporate a sentence dataset and sentence qrels. The sentence dataset consists of all
sentences extracted from documents in the test collection. The sentence qrels consist of
relevance assessment for each sentence. To simulate sentence-level feedback, the apparatus
presents to the simulated reviewer a single sentence, as determined by the system under
test, and sends the reviewer’s assessment to the system, which then selects the next-
most-likely-relevant sentence for review. The document containing the already reviewed
sentence will not be presented to reviewer for assessment again. Any document in the
test collection is reviewed only once. The “system-selected documents” used for evaluation
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consist of the stream of documents from which the sentences presented to the reviewer
were extracted. In our paper, the “system-selected documents” are recorded in the system
output (O) mentioned in the Step 6 of Algorithm 4. The same evaluation apparatus is
used to simulate document-level feedback, except that here, the system selects a document
to the reviewer for assessment, and the reviewer’s feedback is simulated by consulting the
document qrels. In document-level-feedback mode, the apparatus is operationally the same
as the TREC Total Recall apparatus.
Recall is the fraction of relevant documents presented to the reviewer for assessment,
with respect to the total number of relevant documents (R), regardless of whether document-
or sentence-level feedback is employed. In our experiment, the documents presented to
the reviewer are recorded by the system output (O). We measure the recall (Recall@E)
achieved at a given effort (E) using the Equation 4.6:
Recall@E =
|{O@E} ∩ {Relevant documents}|
|{Relevant documents}|
(4.6)
where the O@E is the system output truncated at the effort E. The relevance judgment
sets are the gold standard relevance assessment (qrels) provided by the TREC Total Recall
2015 Track and HARD 2004 Track for the corresponding datasets and topics.
The Total Recall Track 2015 and 2016 measured recall as a function of effort, where
effort was measured by the number of assessments rendered by the reviewer. Gain curves
were used to illustrate the overall shape of the function, and recall at particular effort
levels. aR + b were tabulated to measure different levels of effort, where R is the number
of relevant documents for a given topic, a is the constant 1, 2, or 4, and b is the constant 0,
100, or 1000. Intuitively, these measures show the recall that can be achieved with effort
proportional to the number of relevant documents R, plus some fixed overhead amount b.
In this paper, we call the number of assessments as Ejudge. This measurement of effort
can only provide a rough estimate of review effort. However, as mentioned in Section 2.3.1,
the review effort (e.g., time cost or monetary cost) to review a sentence or a document can
vary a lot. As mentioned in Section 6.1.1, assessing the relevance of a document usually
takes longer time than assessing a single sentence. Therefore, for sentence-level relevance
feedback strategies, simply using the total number of documents assessed to measure the
total review effort and compare it with that of document-level relevance feedback could be
not accurate and realistic. The number of total assessments Ejudge might not be enough
to reflect the real assessment effort to achieve a certain recall.
We can also measure assessment effort as the number of sentences read, i.e., effort
= Esent. Esent is the number of sentences that must be read by the reviewer to render
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a judgment. If a simulated reviewer provides an assessment on a single sentence, the
reviewer reads one sentence and makes one assessment. When a full document is presented
for assessment, we assume that the reviewer read the document sequentially from the
beginning to the first relevant sentence and then make one assessment. In this case, Esent
is equal to the number of sentences to read till the first relevant sentence in the document.
If the document is non-relevant, the assessor needs to read all of the sentences in the
document.
Besides Ejudge and Esent, we also measure recall as a function of effort E, but in this
paper, we try to measure effort as a linear combination of the number of assessments
rendered by the reviewer Ejudge, and the number of sentences that must be read by the
reviewer to render a judgment Esent.
The ratio of effort required to make an assessment to the effort required to read a
sentence is not necessarily 1.0. To vary and explore different ratios of effort, we express
effort, Eλ, as a linear combination of Ejudge and Esent:
Eλ = (1− λ) · Ejudge + λ · Esent (4.7)
where Ejudge is the number of assessments and Esent is the number of sentences read. At
one extreme, we only care about the number of assessments, i.e., E0 = Ejudge. At the other
extreme, we only count the effort of reading sentences, i.e., E1 = Esent. For sentence-level
feedback, Ejudge = Esent = Eλ, regardless of λ, since the number of sentences needed to
read for a given sentence is just 1.
For single assessment on each document d, the number of assessments on d is Ejudge = 1.
We can simplify the assessment effort defined in Equation 4.7 for a single document d as
Eλ = 1 + λ · (Esent − 1). If the Esent > 1 for the document d, then Eλ > 1. If the number
of sentences needed Esent for reviewing this document d increases, the Eλ also increases.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Results based on Ejudge
We compared the sentence-level feedback strategies with the document-level feedback
strategies on three different dimensions—in total, eight combinations shown in Table 4.1.
As explained in Section 4.3, we measure the performance as recall versus effort. We can
measure effort as the number of assessments (judgments) made by the reviewer, i.e., effort
= Ejudge.
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Figure 4.3: Recall at Ejudge = a ·R for vary-
ing a on HARD.


































Figure 4.4: Recall at Ejudge = a ·R for vary-
ing a on Athome1.


































Figure 4.5: Recall at Ejudge = a ·R for vary-
ing a on Athome2.


































Figure 4.6: Recall at Ejudge = a ·R for vary-
ing a on Athome3.
Figures 4.3 show recall vs. effort on the HARD test collection. Figure 4.3 measures
effort as a function of the number of judgments (Ejudge), where the horizontal axis reports
judgments in multiples a of the number of relevant document R. For example, a · R
documents, where a = 2 means that twice as many judgments have been made as there are
relevant documents. We vary a ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to measure the recall achieved at different
level of effort. The corresponding plots for three Athome collections are found at the end
of the paper in Figures 4.4–4.6.
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Table 4.4: Recall at Ejudge = R for different strategies on different datasets. We bold the
greater value if the difference in recall between sdd and ddd is statistically significant. The
overall is the average result over all the 55 topics from all the four datasets.
Dataset Effort ddd sdd dsd ssd dds sds dss sss
Athome1 1R Judge 0.73 0.72 0.69 0.67 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.63
Athome2 1R Judge 0.69 0.69 0.56 0.58 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.46
Athome3 1R Judge 0.78 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.68 0.65 0.54 0.56
HARD 1R Judge 0.34 0.31 0.28 0.25 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.20
Overall 1R Judge 0.55 0.54 0.50 0.48 0.41 0.41 0.38 0.39
Table 4.5: Recall at Ejudge = 2R for different strategies.
Dataset Effort ddd sdd dsd ssd dds sds dss sss
Athome1 2R Judge 0.90 0.89 0.80 0.80 0.78 0.77 0.79 0.79
Athome2 2R Judge 0.87 0.87 0.75 0.76 0.63 0.63 0.65 0.65
Athome3 2R Judge 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.79 0.77 0.74 0.74
HARD 2R Judge 0.53 0.50 0.41 0.36 0.33 0.30 0.28 0.32
Overall 2R Judge 0.72 0.71 0.62 0.60 0.55 0.53 0.52 0.54
Table 4.6: Recall at Ejudge = 4R for different strategies.
Dataset Effort ddd sdd dsd ssd dds sds dss sss
Athome1 4R Judge 0.97 0.97 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.85 0.86 0.85
Athome2 4R Judge 0.95 0.95 0.87 0.88 0.79 0.78 0.79 0.79
Athome3 4R Judge 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.82 0.81 0.82 0.82
HARD 4R Judge 0.71 0.65 0.59 0.55 0.51 0.46 0.41 0.42
Overall 4R Judge 0.83 0.81 0.76 0.74 0.69 0.65 0.64 0.64
In general, when effort is measured in terms of judgments only (Ejudge), we find that the
training on and selecting documents to be superior to other methods regardless whether
the reviewer judged documents (ddd strategy) or sentences (sdd strategy), across all eight
combinations, for all four datasets, for all a. We also find that training on sentences with
the selection of documents (dsd and ssd) strategies to be worse than the strategies that
training on documents and selecting documents (ddd and sdd) on all datasets, but superior
to the other four strategies: dds, dss, sds, and sss. The overall comparison of judgments
effort for all the eight combinations is that {ddd|sdd} > {dsd|ssd} > {dds|sds|dss|sss}.
These results suggest that training using documents and selecting the highest-ranking
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document from the document-rank list to review (ddd and sdd) will lead to superior results
over other strategies, regardless of whether sentences or documents are presented to the
reviewer for feedback. At the same time, the choice of using sentences (sdd) or documents
(ddd) for relevance feedback has very little impact on the recall that can be achieved for a
given number of assessments.
Table 4.7: recall[sdd]-recall[ddd] at effort = a · Ejudge (95% Confidence interval).
Dataset a=1 a=2 a=4
Athome1 (-0.025, 0.006) (-0.012, 0.003) (-0.009, -0.0003)3
Athome2 (-0.008, 0.014) (-0.005, 0.003) (-0.007, 0.002)
Athome3 (-0.043, 0.016) (-0.015, 0.008) (-0.005, 0.011)
HARD (-0.074, 0.020) (-0.071, 0.007) (-0.122, 0.009)
Overall (-0.037, 0.006) (-0.034, 0.002) (-0.056, 0.003)
The actual recall achieved by each strategy at multiples of R is reported in Table 4.4
(1R), Table 4.5 (2R), and Table 4.6 (4R). In each table, we compare the ddd and sdd
methods and if the difference in recall is statistically significant, we bold the greater value.
We measure statistical significance with a two-sided, Student’s t-test and significance is
for p-values less than 0.05. For example, in Table 4.6, when effort is equal to the four
times of number of relevant documents (4R) and measured by the number of assessments
(4R Judge) on Athome1, the ddd (recall=0.97) and sdd (recall=0.97) methods are different
at a statistically significant level.
The most interesting observation to be made from Tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 is that when
effort is measured in number of judgments Ejudge, sdd and ddd are usually equivalent.
For Athome1, Athome2, and Athome3, both sdd and ddd can achieve nearly 0.90 recall
when Ejudge = 2R. In other words, the precision of both strategies are approximately
0.45 on these three datasets. However, for HARD dataset, the effectiveness of sdd and
ddd for achieving high recall is lower. ddd can only achieve 0.71 recall at Ejudge = 4R.
Nevertheless, there is still no significant difference between sdd and ddd on HARD dataset.
Correspondingly, we also show the confidence interval of the difference between ddd
and sdd for different effort measurements Ejudge with various values of a in Table 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Recall at Esent = a ·R with vary-
ing a on HARD.


































Figure 4.8: Recall at Esent = a ·R with vary-
ing a on Athome1.


































Figure 4.9: Recall at Esent = a ·R with vary-
ing a on Athome2.


































Figure 4.10: Recall at Esent = a · R with
varying a on Athome3.
4.4.2 Results based on the Esent and Eλ
Figures 4.7 show recall vs. effort for the HARD test collection. It measures effort as
a function of the number of sentences read (Esent). We also vary a from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 to
compare recall achieved at different level of effort Esent. The corresponding gain curves
3The mean difference between recall[sdd] and recall[ddd] equals 0.0046 and p = 0.037 at effort =
4 · Ejudge on Athome1.
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of recall at different Esent for Athome1, Athome2, and Athome3 datasets are shown in
Figures 4.8 – 4.10.
When effort is measured in terms of sentences read only (Esent), all of the sentence-
level feedback strategies in which reviewer judges documents {sdd, ssd, sds, sss} achieve
much higher recall than the document-level feedback strategies in which reviewer judges
sentences {ddd, dsd, dds, dss} for a given level of effort, as measured in terms of the number
of sentences reviewed. Among the four sentence-level feedback strategies, sdd is superior,
and the relative effectiveness among the sentence-based strategies is consistent with the
result when effort is measured by the number of assessments. The overall ranking of
four sentence-level feedback strategies evaluated by number of sentences read is {sdd} >
{ssd} > {sds|sss}. What this means is that for essentially the same number of judgments,
we can achieve the same level of recall by only judging the best sentence from a document
— we do not need to examine the entire document to judge its relevance.
Table 4.8: Recall at E0.5 = R, and Esent = R for different strategies on different datasets.
We bold the greater value if the difference in recall between sdd and ddd is statistically
significant. The overall is the average result over all the 55 topics from all the four datasets.
Dataset Effort ddd sdd dsd ssd dds sds dss sss
Athome1
1R 0.5 0.48 0.72 0.51 0.67 0.24 0.63 0.26 0.63
1R Sent 0.42 0.72 0.44 0.67 0.17 0.63 0.19 0.63
Athome2
1R 0.5 0.36 0.69 0.27 0.58 0.05 0.47 0.04 0.46
1R Sent 0.29 0.69 0.22 0.58 0.03 0.47 0.02 0.46
Athome3
1R 0.5 0.40 0.76 0.41 0.76 0.30 0.65 0.16 0.56
1R Sent 0.35 0.76 0.34 0.76 0.27 0.65 0.14 0.56
HARD
1R 0.5 0.15 0.31 0.13 0.25 0.01 0.19 0.05 0.20
1R Sent 0.11 0.31 0.09 0.25 0.00 0.19 0.04 0.20
Overall
1R 0.5 0.29 0.54 0.28 0.48 0.11 0.41 0.11 0.39
1R Sent 0.24 0.54 0.22 0.48 0.09 0.41 0.08 0.39
Table 4.8 (1R), Table 4.9 (2R), and Table 4.10 (4R) show the actual recall achieved by
each method at different effort. These tables report effort as Esent and a equal combination
of number of judgments and number of sentences read (recall@Eλ, where λ = 0.5). If the
difference between ddd and sdd in recall is statistically significant, we also bold the greater
value. We measure statistical significance with a two-sided, Student’s t-test and significance
is for p-values less than 0.05.
We also calculate the 95% confidence interval for the difference of recall@E0.5 = a · R
between ddd and sdd. We find that recall@Eλ = a · R is significantly better for sdd than
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Table 4.9: Recall of different strategies at E0.5 = 2R and Esent = 2R
Dataset Effort ddd sdd dsd ssd dds sds dss sss
Athome1
2R 0.5 0.63 0.89 0.63 0.80 0.36 0.77 0.37 0.79
2R Sent 0.55 0.89 0.58 0.80 0.28 0.77 0.28 0.79
Athome2
2R 0.5 0.51 0.87 0.38 0.76 0.10 0.63 0.08 0.65
2R Sent 0.41 0.87 0.31 0.76 0.05 0.63 0.05 0.65
Athome3
2R 0.5 0.55 0.88 0.59 0.86 0.39 0.77 0.22 0.74
2R Sent 0.46 0.88 0.50 0.86 0.32 0.77 0.18 0.74
HARD
2R 0.5 0.21 0.50 0.18 0.36 0.02 0.30 0.07 0.32
2R Sent 0.17 0.50 0.14 0.36 0.01 0.30 0.06 0.32
Overall
2R 0.5 0.40 0.71 0.37 0.60 0.16 0.53 0.15 0.54
2R Sent 0.33 0.71 0.32 0.60 0.12 0.53 0.12 0.54
Table 4.10: Recall at E0.5 = 4R and Esent = 4R
Dataset Effort ddd sdd dsd ssd dds sds dss sss
Athome1
4R 0.5 0.72 0.97 0.71 0.92 0.49 0.85 0.55 0.85
4R Sent 0.66 0.97 0.66 0.92 0.38 0.85 0.40 0.85
Athome2
4R 0.5 0.64 0.95 0.51 0.88 0.18 0.78 0.18 0.79
4R Sent 0.54 0.95 0.41 0.88 0.10 0.78 0.09 0.79
Athome3
4R 0.5 0.67 0.91 0.72 0.90 0.50 0.81 0.30 0.82
4R Sent 0.59 0.91 0.63 0.90 0.41 0.81 0.23 0.82
HARD
4R 0.5 0.29 0.65 0.26 0.55 0.05 0.46 0.08 0.42
4R Sent 0.22 0.65 0.19 0.55 0.02 0.46 0.07 0.42
Overall
4R 0.5 0.50 0.81 0.47 0.74 0.24 0.65 0.22 0.64
4R Sent 0.43 0.81 0.40 0.74 0.17 0.65 0.16 0.64
ddd for all values of a when λ = 0.5. We show the confidence interval of the difference
between ddd and sdd for different effort measurements Esent and Eλ with various values of
a in Tables 4.11 and 4.12.
To get a better sense of when sdd becomes superior to ddd, we varied λ from 0 to 1 by
step size 0.05 and plotted in Figure 4.11 the 95% confidence interval for the difference of
recall@Eλ = a ·R between ddd and sdd. As can be seen, once the cost of reading sentences
starts to have some weight where λ = 0.05, sdd becomes superior to ddd. The recall[sdd]-
recall[ddd] became larger with the increase of λ.
For single assessment on each document d, we can simplify the effort Eλ=0.05 for doc-
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Table 4.11: recall[sdd]-recall[ddd] at effort = a · Esent (95% Confidence interval).
Dataset a=1 a=2 a=4
Athome1 (0.178, 0.42) (0.181, 0.508) (0.107, 0.514)
Athome2 (0.308, 0.508) (0.352, 0.574) (0.266, 0.545)
Athome3 (0.292, 0.537) (0.244, 0.605) (0.148, 0.499)
HARD (0.121, 0.279) (0.222, 0.41) (0.297, 0.516)
Overall (0.242, 0.348) (0.307, 0.428) (0.306, 0.442)
Table 4.12: recall[sdd]-recall[ddd] at effort = a · E0.5 (95% Confidence interval).
Dataset a=1 a=2 a=4
Athome1 (0.121, 0.344) (0.127, 0.393) (0.041, 0.445)
Athome2 (0.210, 0.360) (0.227, 0.401) (0.163, 0.390)
Athome3 (0.250, 0.373) (0.246, 0.394) (0.178, 0.349)
HARD (0.092, 0.225) (0.193, 0.365) (0.249, 0.445)
Overall (0.194, 0.290) (0.247, 0.356) (0.238, 0.365)
ument d as Eλ=0.05 = 1 + 0.05 · (Esent − 1). As mentioned in Table 4.3, the position of
the first relevant sentence in the relevant document is always larger than 2.0. Based our
assumption that the reviewer read the document sequentially from the beginning to the
first relevant sentence, we can infer Esent ≥ 2.0. To make this more concrete, if the number
of sentences reviewed Esent for d is more than 1, sdd can use less effort than ddd to achieve
the same level of recall. In other words, if the time to judge a document is substantively
more than judging a sentence, sdd is more effective than ddd.
4.5 Conclusion
This simulation study suggests that an active learning method can identify a single sentence
from each document that contains sufficient information for a user to assess the relevance
of the whole document. The best-performing active learning method selected the highest-
scoring sentence from the highest-scoring document for assessment, based on a model
trained using entire documents whose labels were determined exclusively from a single
sentence.
If we compare the recall achieved by different strategies at a given number of assess-
ments, there is no significant difference between the best-performing sentence-level rele-
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Figure 4.11: recall[sdd]- recall[ddd] at Eλ = aR,where a ∈ {1, 2, 4} by varying λ from 0 to
1 by step size 0.05 (95% Confidence interval). Eλ = Ejudge where λ = 0 and Eλ = Esent
where λ = 1. With the increase of λ, recall[sdd] became significantly larger than recall[ddd]
for all values of a.
vance feedback strategy and the best-performing document-level relevance feedback strat-
egy. Under the weak assumption that the user can review a sentence more quickly than
an entire document, the results of our study suggest that a system in which only sentences
were presented to the user would achieve very high recall more quickly than a system in
which entire documents were presented.
However, the relevance feedback process in this study was simulated. The synthetic
labels used to simulate the relevance feedback on sentences were imperfect, but of compa-
rable quality, according to the calibrated recall and precision, to what has been observed
for human users [Voorhees, 2000]. We tried to measure the review effort needed to achieve
high recall using several different evaluation apparatuses, which were also imperfect.
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Chapter 5
Effective User Interaction for
High-Recall Retrieval
In the previous Chapter 4, the simulation studies suggest that even a single extracted sen-
tence may be adequate for CAL to perform well. In addition, past research has shown that
human assessors are able to assess the relevance of documents faster by judging shorter doc-
ument excerpts (e.g., extractive summaries) compared to judging full documents [Smucker
and Jethani, 2010]. In addition, with regard to the accuracy of judgments, there is no
significant loss for judging short document excerpts in place of judging full document.
However, to our best knowledge, no existing controlled user study has been conducted
to study whether just using document excerpts for relevance feedback in CAL is able to
achieve high recall. In order to test the hypothesis that judging short document excerpts
can reduce assessment time and effort to achieve high recall, we conducted a 50-person
controlled user study. We designed a high-recall retrieval system (HiCAL) on the basis of
the BMI implementation of continuous active learning (CAL). The HiCAL system could
display either short document excerpts or full documents for human assessors to judge. In
addition, we tested the value of adding a search engine into CAL. In the controlled user
experiment, participants were asked to try to find as many relevant documents as possible
within one hour.
In this experiment, we hypothesize that users will be able to find a larger number
of relevant documents if they judge short excerpts instead of full documents within a
limited time frame. In addition, we examine the effects of allowing users to compose their
own queries and search documents (interactive search and judging) from search engine.
Interactive search may help users find relevant documents when the CAL system has trouble
finding relevant documents, Those judged document from interactive search can then be
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fed back into the CAL algorithm to build a better classifier and further find other relevant
documents.
We base our high-recall retrieval system on Cormack and Grossman’s state-of-the-
art autonomous technology-assisted review (AutoTAR) method described in Algorithm 3.
AutoTAR is a version of Continuous Active Learning (CAL) [Cormack and Grossman,
2014], which is an iterative relevance feedback process.
Our experimental system provides a configurable version of CAL with different options.
One version of CAL can only show a paragraph-length document excerpt for judging. The
other versions of CAL show the document excerpt by default and further allow the user to
click to view the full document. In addition, our system could be configured to only allow
users to use CAL for judgments. And our system could also be configured to allow users
to switch to a search engine to retrieve relevant documents.
Based on these different configurable options, our CAL experimental system had in
total four variations to support the 2× 2 factorial experiment. One factor was the display
of the document in the CAL component: a document excerpt alone or an excerpt plus the
ability to click and view the full document. The other factor was whether or not the users
were allowed to use a search engine. Any relevance judgments made from the search were
fed back to the CAL’s machine-learned classifier. Although BMI has shown its superior
effectiveness in many tasks, the comparison between a CAL system alone and a system
that combines CAL and manual searching has not been conducted in a controlled user
study prior to this paper, to the best of our knowledge.
We had 50 participants involved in the experiment using our HiCAL system. For each
of system variations, the participants need to find as many relevant documents as possible
for a given search topic within one hour. Both the search topics and documents were from
the TREC 2017 Common Core Track [Allan et al., 2017]. To evaluate performance of
different variations, we used several performance measures to compare various aspects of
different high-recall applications. We observed that:
• For the primary target of finding a larger number of relevant document or achieving
higher recall, CAL with only paragraph-length excerpts outperformed the version of
CAL that only allowed users to view full documents.
• Giving users the ability to interactively query a search engine, did not help users find
a larger number of relevant documents. For some evaluation measures, the ability to
conduct searches even hurt performance.
• Any value of the ability to view full documents or interactively search was offset by
the significant time cost of using these time-consuming interactive features.
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In the remainder of the chapter, we detail our experiment, present and discuss our results,
and then conclude the chapter.
5.1 HiCAL: A System for High-Recall Retrieval
(b) Navigation Buttons
Users can click on the magnifying 
icon to switch to the Search compo-
nent or the light bulb icon to move 
to the CAL component. The archive 
icon takes the user to a page that 
contains a list of all judgments 
made, where users can export their 
judgments to different formats.
(c) Document Title
The title of the document from the 
data collection
(d) Paragraph Excerpt
A selected paragraph by the modi-
fied CAL model. The model selects 
the most-likely relevant paragraph 
from the document as a summary 
of the document. 
(a) Topic Description
Clicking on the text will display a 
pop-up of the topic statement of 
what is considered relevant. Users 
can also create their  own topics 
and  their statements. 
(h) Keyboard shortcuts
Users can make their judgments 
using any of the pre-defined key-
board shortcuts.
(g) Judging buttons
Three buttons corresponding to 
3-level relevance scale, not rele-
vant, relevant and highly relevant
(f) Highlight keywords
Users can highlight keywords by 
entering them in the search bar. 
A list of all previously made judgments from 
the CAL interface. Users can modify their ex-
isting judgments by clicking on any of docu-
ment titles. Once clicked, the document will 
be displayed again to the user.(e) Show full document
Users can view the full document 
content if they wish. The content 
will be displayed below the para-
graph.
(i) Undo Judgments
Figure 5.1: CAL user interface in the HiCAL system. The title, date, document id and a
specific paragraph of the document is shown to user for judging. The user can click on the
“Show full document” button to view the full document. The “Latest judgments” button
enables users to review their previous 10 assessments and modify their judgments. Three
judgment buttons are provided for making relevance judgments. A keyword highlight
feature is provided where the user can enter keywords to highlight them.
In order to conduct the controlled user study, we implemented a high-recall-information-
retrieval system named HiCAL 1. The core part of our HiCAL system is an implementation
of continuous active learning (CAL). As mentioned in the Section 2.2.2, CAL is an iterative
1https://github.com/hical
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relevance feedback method by which the user continuously judge documents selected by a
machine learned classifier. CAL selects the most likely relevant documents for assessment
based on the order of relevance probability.
The CAL system has two possible configurations. In the first configuration, CAL shows
a document’s title, date, and a selected paragraph from the document. This configuration
is shown in Figure 5.1. In the second configuration, CAL is the same as the first but
allows the user to click to view the entire document. The full document is displayed
below the paragraph excerpt by clicking to view the full document For both configurations,
once the user has determined the document’s relevance, the user can then click the three
judgment buttons on the right hand side to submit the relevance judgment. After receiving
the judgment, CAL retrains its relevance model, reranks the data collection, and then
displays the next most likely relevant unassessed paragraph or document to user. In our
implementation of CAL, we select documents by ranking all paragraphs in the collection
and selecting the paragraph most likely to be relevant from the set of unjudged documents.
As we detail in Section 5.1, we carefully implemented CAL and improved it efficiency
so that there was no noticeable delay from submitting a judgment to receiving the next
document to judge. Therefore, the users were able to review the stream of documents
continuously without any delay.
As shown in Figure 5.1, a 3-level relevance scale: non-relevant, relevant, and highly-
relevant is provided for relevance judgments. As noted by Harman [2011][Section 2.4.3,
page 39], NIST assessors prefer a three-level judgment scale over binary decisions (i.e.,
relevant and non-relevant) because it makes decision making easier. In our analyses of
results, both relevant and highly-relevant judgments were treated the same as relevant.
We also provide keyboard shortcuts for judging in addition to the buttons. “s” is the
keyboard shortcut to label non-relevant document. “r” is the keyboard shortcut to label
relevant document. “h” is the keyboard shortcut to label highly-relevant document. A
keyword highlight feature is also provided so that user can use the “Ctrl + F” shortcut to
highlight the input keywords. User can separate multiple keywords by spaces to highlight
each of them simultaneously.
In some cases, a user might make a judgment mistake and want to change a previous
CAL judgment, our interface provides means for the users to view and modify their latest
10 CAL judgments. In the back-end, our system also records all the previous judgments
made from the users.
Our HiCAL system can show CAL alone or can also provide a search engine for user to
query. Figure 5.2 shows the search engine user interface in HiCAL. The users can compose
their own queries and control the number of returned documents (10, 20, 50, or 100) with
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(b) Navigation buttons
To navigate between Search, CAL, 
or archive to export all judgments.
(c) Search bar
The title of the document from the 
data collection. Users are also able 
to specify phrases ("new york") or 
require words (+france) in their 
search result.
(d) Relevance Indicator
An indicator of the relevance judg-
ment made by the user for the 
document. Any document that has 
been judged by either Search or 
CAL will have this vertical bar in-
dicator.
(a) Topic Description
Clicking on the text will display a 
pop-up of the topic statement of 
what is considered relevant.
(g) Show full document
Users can view the full document 
content by clicking on the search 
result. The full document content 
will be displayed in a popup.
(f) Judging buttons
Three buttons corresponding to 
3-level relevance scale, not rele-
vant, relevant and highly relevant.
(e) Number of Results
The number of search results re-
turned by the search engine. Users 
can choose to return 10, 20, 50, or 
100 documents per query.
(h) Highlight keywords
Users can highlight keywords by 
entering them in the search bar. 
(i) Keyboard shortcuts
Users can make their judgments 
using any of the pre-defined key-
board shortcuts.
Figure 5.2: The search user interface in the HiCAL system. Users may judged documents
directly from the search results or via clicking on a result to view and judge the full
document. The interface has a description of the topic, a search bar, an option to select
the number of results returned (default is 10), and three judgment buttons. The first result
shown in the SERP is assessed “Highly Relevant”, the second is “Relevant” and the third
result is “Not relevant“. Pagination is not supported for the SERP.
10 results being the default. Similar to some commonly used commercial search engine (i.e.,
Google or Bing), a search engine results page (SERP) is shown to user after retrieving the
documents. Users can directly judge the relevance of a document based on its snippet from
the SERP. Any already judged document instantly shows the user’s judgment in the SERP,
and the user can freely change their previous judgments if so desired. In addition, users are
also able to click on each result from the SERP to view the full document content. When
clicking on a result, a full document view interface also pops up. Users are provided with
the same judging interface and keyword highlighting tool as in the CAL interface. From
the search interface, users have the freedom to choose which documents to judge or not. In
addition, similar to other search engine, we also provide search operators for helping users
to compose their specific queries. Users can specify phrases in their queries with double
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ALGORITHM 5: Paragraph-Level Continuous Active Learning
Step 1. Treat the topic statement as a relevant document and add this document
into the training set;
Step 2. Temporarily augment the training set with 100 random documents from the
corpus, assuming their label as “non-relevant” ;
Step 3. Train a logistic regression classifier using the training set;
Step 4. Discard the 100 random documents added in Step 2 from the training set;
Step 5. Score all the paragraphs from all unjudged documents using the newly
trained classifier;
Step 6. Present the highest-scoring paragraph p for assessment, and record the
judgment as the label for paragraph’s corresponding document d;
Step 7. Add the labelled document d to the training set;
Step 8. Repeat steps 2 through 7 until some stopping criteria is satisfied.
quotes (“”) and can require the presence of a word with a plus sign (+).
When the system variation includes search interface, users are able to freely switch
between CAL interface and search interface at any time. Two buttons on the top left
corner of the interface can be clicked to switch between different interfaces.
Judgments collected from the search interface are fed into the same set of judgments
made from the CAL interface. Thus, the machine learning classifier in CAL will be re-
trained based on all existing judgments. Moreover, the CAL interface will not show already
judged documents to the user. While search may help find new relevant documents, it might
also help CAL when CAL seems to get stuck and fail to find new relevant documents [Cor-
mack and Grossman, 2015a].
We next detail the implementations of CAL and the search engine.
Implementation of paragraph-level CAL
For our CAL implementation, we modified the CAL algorithm used in the baseline model
implementation (BMI) [Roegiest, Cormack, Grossman and Clarke, 2015] to enable the
paragraph-level relevance feedback. The corresponding framework of paragraph-level CAL
algorithm is shown in Figure 5.3. The rankings were performed on a paragraph-level instead
of documents. In each iteration of CAL, the classifier ranks all the paragraphs and selects
the highest-scoring paragraph from unassessed documents for assessor to judge. It should


























Figure 5.3: The paragraph-level relevance feedback Continuous Active Learning framework.
label of judged paragraph is used to label the document containing this paragraph. The
details of the modified algorithm are listed in Algorithm 5.
For each document, we extracted the paragraphs wrapped by the 〈p〉〈/p〉 tags. In total,
around 30 million paragraphs were extracted from the collection, with an average of 16.7
paragraphs per document. The document’s title, date, and ID were also extracted for
logging and displaying purposes. The title, date, and ID of a document are shown in CAL
and search interface by default.
BMI used the unigram word-based tf-idf as document feature vectors for training the
classifier and ranking documents. A word is considered to be any sequence of two or more
alphanumeric characters not containing a digit, that occurs at least twice in the corpus.
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All the words in the corpus are stemmed using the Porter stemmer. In out experiments,
we keep the stopwords.
tf-idf = (1 + log(tf )) · log(N/df ) (5.1)
As shown in the Equation 5.1, We calculated the tf-idf weight for each word in para-
graphs and documents separately. tf is the term frequency, N is the total number of
documents in the corpus, and df is the document frequency. When calculating the tf-idf
weight for paragraphs, we use the same values of N and df used for documents. We use
the popular SVM-light sparse data format to store the tf-idf features.
For each feature vector of document d and paragraph p, we normalized the tf-idf weight














We used the same hyperparameters as BMI for training the logistic regression clas-
sifier in Sofia-ML2: –learner-type logreg-pegasos –loop-type roc –lambda 0.0001 –iterations
200000.
In our experiment, the topic statement mentioned in Step 1 of Algorithm 5 is the
concatenation the title and description of the topic. This topic statement is treated as
a synthetic relevant document for training the initial classifier. Note that the classifier is
trained on the documents and then ranks on the paragraphs in order to select the paragraph
most likely to be relevant. An assessment on a paragraph p is considered to be the same
as the assessment on document d it is part of.
The original BMI algorithm is implemented in Bash, which is suitable for simulations
but inefficient for practical use. In addition to the algorithmic modifications, we reim-
plemented BMI in C++. The details of the implementation is described in [Abualsaud,
Ghelani, Zhang, Smucker, Cormack and Grossman, 2018].
Training the classifier and scoring the entire data collection is resource intensive. The
original BMI implementation performed this step after receiving a batch of judged judg-
ments. The batch size of each iteration increased exponentially. By doing so, the com-
putation time for training and ranking can be saved. Our new C++ implementation is
2https://code.google.com/archive/p/sofia-ml/
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able to efficiently train the model and re-score the whole data collection whenever a new
assessment is made from the user.
The original BMI implementation suffered from the heavy reliance on file I/O and sub-
optimal intermediate operations. The classifier needs to load the document or paragraph
features from hard disk for every iteration. To enable fast processing and use of efficient in-
termediate data structures, we stored all the feature vectors of paragraphs and documents
in memory, and parallelized the computations across paragraphs and documents.
A key difference between Algorithm 5 and our actual implementation is the asyn-
chronicity of steps 6 and 7 with the rest of the algorithm. Steps 3 through 5 have a
user-noticeable latency which can negatively impact user experience. Instead of waiting
for the assessments to be processed, we simply reuse the scores computed in Step 5 and
present the next unassessed highest-scoring paragraph to the assessor. Meanwhile, classifier
retraining and paragraph rescoring are operated in the background. Under our experiment
setup, the steps 3 through 5 can be executed in less than 2 seconds. Since most users take
more than 2 seconds to make a judgment, they always perceive the impact of their last
judgment as soon as they perform their next judgment.
Implementation of Search
For the search engine, we processed the LDC New York Times Annotated Corpus [Sand-
haus, 2008] by extracting its guid, title, date, and text body from each document. To
extract these fields, we used the provided Java NYTCorpusDocumentParser class that is
packaged with the collection. We then split each document into sentences using a java port
of the sentence splitter [Munoz and Nagarajan, 2001] packaged as part of an early version
the Wikipedia Miner software [Milne, 2014].
We indexed each document’s title and body using Indri [Strohman et al., 2005] and
then stemmed words with the Krovetz stemmer. The retrieval model uses Indri’s default
parameters. To build the document snippets, we retrieve the top 2 scoring sentences from
a document, concatenate them, and then truncate them to a maximum of 75 words.
The details of implementing the search interface of HiCAL system is described in
[Abualsaud, Ghelani, Zhang, Smucker, Cormack and Grossman, 2018].
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5.2 Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe our experiment settings in detail. We next describe the search
topics and document collection, the study design, the study procedure, and other details
of the experiment including how we measured performance and determined statistical sig-
nificance.
5.2.1 Search Topics and Documents
We used the TREC 2017 Common Core Track [Allan et al., 2017] test collection for our
search topics and documents. The Core Track provided in total 250 topics. 50 of them
were assessed by NIST assessors and were provided with NIST qrels (gold standard). We
used the 50 NIST assessed topics as opposed to the full set of 250 topics. The track’s task
was ad-hoc retrieval of documents from the New York Times dataset [Sandhaus, 2008],
which includes over 1.8 million news articles.
Submitted runs were either manual or automatic runs, based on whether manual inter-
vention is used. Runs without any type of human intervention in the query construction
process are considered to be Automatic runs, while Manual runs involve human interven-
tion (often in the form of manual judgment of documents). If an automatic run involves
the use of judgments from previous tracks (i.e., Robust Track 2004), it is considered an
“Automatic-Routing” run.
The topics used were originated and modified from the TREC 2004 Robust Track [Voorhees
et al., 2005]. This allowed teams to train relevance models based on the existing relevant
assessments (qrels) for these topics. Thus, both manual and automatic runs are further
classified by whether or not the runs made use of these existing qrels.
We ourselves participated in the Common Core track 2017 [Zhang, Abualsaud, Ghelani,
Ghosh, Smucker, Cormack and Grossman, 2017]. We ourselves used an early variant of
our high-recall system to find and label relevant documents. Based on our own judgments,
we submitted several manual runs. According to our usage experience with this prototype
system, we modified it for the controlled user experiment that we report in this paper. We
collected relevance judgments for 50 topics using only the first 10 study participants. The
preliminary results from 10 users were submitted to the track as a run. By submitting this
run, we hoped to increase the chance that the documents that our participants reported
as relevant would also be judged by the NIST assessors. And these user found relevant
documents can be part of the construction of the test collection. To reduce issues of
bias, we were careful to make sure the first 10 study participants used each of the system
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variations. We finished running the full experiment with the remaining 40 participants
after the track submission deadline. The judgments from the remaining 40 users were not
used to create any of our submitted runs. We are careful to exclude our submitted runs
and other related runs from our university when it matters to the analysis of experiment
results in Section 5.3.2.
When we displayed search topics to participants on the system interfaces, we used hand
edited versions that combined the topic’s description and narrative. The reason for doing
this both is to make the topic more clear and to shorten the amount of text displayed to
the participant. Regardless of the retrieval system variation used by the participant, the
participants all saw the same hand edited topic descriptions.
For the topic statement used in P-CAL for training the initial classifier mentioned in
Step 1 of Algorithm 5, we concatenate the title and description provided by NIST as the
topic statement instead of our hand edited topic descriptions.
5.2.2 Study Design










50 participants used four different variations of our high-recall retrieval system to find
as many relevant documents as possible within one hour. All these system variations
incorporated a modified continuous active learning (CAL) model derived from the TREC
Total Recall Track’s baseline model implementation (BMI). In this study, two factors were
investigated and each of them had two levels, i.e., a 2 × 2 factorial design. The first
factor determined whether participants using the CAL interface of the system would judge
a paragraph-length excerpt of a document or given the ability to click to view the full
documents. The other factor determined whether or not search was made available to the
participants. Judgments made from the interactive search were fed into training set. The
CAL system then could use these judgments from both search and CAL interfaces to learn
the relevance model.
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Table 5.1 summarizes the 2× 2 factorial design. Throughout the rest of the paper, we
will refer to each of the treatments by their shorthand:
• CAL-P: CAL with paragraphs and no search;
• CAL-D: CAL with full documents;
• CAL-P&Search: CAL with paragraphs and search;
• CAL-D&Search: CAL with full documents and search
Each participant completed 5 tasks, and each of these 5 tasks was associated with a
unique search topic. For 4 tasks among the 5 tasks, the participant used one of the four
system variations as per Table 5.1 to find as many relevant documents as possible within
one hour. For the fifth task, the participant judged the relevance of 60 sampled documents.
These 60 document were randomly selected based on their likelihood of being relevant as
determined by a relevance model trained base on our own judgments. We call this as the
reference treatment. For this treatment, we showed participants the full document and
the participants had to judge the document’s relevance one by one until finishing judging
all 60 documents. This judgment mode is similar to many traditional relevance judging
tasks. There was no time limit for this reference treatment. We use this treatment to
compare user behaviour on a traditional relevance judging task to user behaviour on the
other four treatments. The results of this comparison is described in Chapter 6. By the end
of the experiment, each system variation had been applied once to each of the 50 topics.
In order to cover all 5 treatments on each topic, we created a balanced study design
as follows. We first divided the 50 topics into 10 blocks of 5 topics each. For each block
of 5 topics, we created a 5 × 5 Graeco-Latin square. The rows of the square were users
and the columns were task numbers. The five topics and five treatments were assigned
to each cell of the squares, and then the squares were randomized. After running the
experiment, we discovered that the topics were not randomly shuffled into groups of 5
but were instead assigned to groups in their numeric order. While there might exist
some association between topics and their given number, we do not think this lack of
randomization is a concern.
By balancing the design, we ensured that:
• Each user was assigned five tasks such that no two tasks had the same topic or
treatment. Therefore, each user covered all the 5 treatments.
• Each topic was paired with all 5 treatments. Therefore, across all users, each topic
was covered by 5 different treatments.
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5.2.3 User Study Procedure
After receiving ethics approval from our university’s office of research ethics, we recruited
study participants using posters and emails to various student lists.
After signing their consent form to participate in the study, each participant went
through an in-person tutorial. The tutorial covers the installation of our HiCAL system on
their own computers and instructions on how to use various features of the system. As part
of the tutorial, we instructed participants to follow Voorhees’ definitions of graded relevance
which includes non-relevant, relevant, and highly relevant [Voorhees, 2001a]. Following the
convention of TREC relevance, we told participants that a document should be labelled as
relevant if any portion of it is relevant. We also told participants to be consistent in their
judgments and not to adjust their notion of relevance. We warned participants to not just
rely on keywords for making judgments. In some cases a document might contain a lot of
keywords, it could be non-relevant.
We picked two topics from the TREC 2004 HARD Track [Allan, 2004] to give partic-
ipants practice making graded relevance judgments. For one topic, participants judged 6
documents (i.e., 2 relevant documents, 2 highly relevant documents, and 2 non-relevant
documents). The participants discussed with the researcher any differences between their
judgments and the NIST judgments. For the second topic, the same process was followed,
but only a paragraph-length excerpt from document was shown to the participants.
When it came to assessment effort, we asked participants to “work as fast as possible
while maintaining your accuracy.” We made clear that 4 tasks were requiring 1 hour of
work and a timer in the backend was used to record their active judgment time. Nothing
they would do would cause the session to end before an hour of work was completed. In
particular, we told participants to not submit random judgments and we would check their
judgment quality. Indeed, the system would not run out of documents until all 1.8 million
documents in the collection had judgments.
The tutorial also included a practice task to help participants familiarize with the
system. Both search and CAL interfaces were thoroughly explained. Each participant
used both interfaces to find relevant documents during the practice task. One of the
non-NIST judged Common Core topics was used for this practice.
We informed participants that during some tasks, both search and CAL would be
available to utilize and they could switch between the two as they wished. We made it
clear to participants that the purpose of the study is to try to retrieve as many relevant
documents as they can using the methods provided.
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After the tutorial, participants then proceeded with five assigned tasks on their own.
We asked participants to try and finish all 5 tasks within 5-7 days. During the study,
participants could choose to take a break or continue their progress whenever they wanted.
We encouraged the participants to try finishing one task without take any break in the
middle.
The participants were able to work on their own computers in whatever locations or
environment they preferred. We made this choice mainly because it would be too difficult
to schedule six hours of work for 50 participants in a limited period of time. Any variation
across the participants is random and does not effect the results because we carefully
balanced the experiment design. Allowing participants to work on their own also gives us
a sense of how crowd-sourced workers might perform at this task.
Because participants work on their own computer, our system is engineered to monitor
their activity and only count their active working time. If the participant did not make
any mouse movements, mouse clicks, or keyboard clicks within two minutes, the system
would pop-up a dialog box and remind the participant to return to the task. The timer
continues to record time until the participant close the pop-up dialog box. We did not
count those inactive periods towards a participant’s total time on task.
For the four tasks that required participants to work for one hour, we had participants
keep working on the task until one hour’s worth of active work has been reached. Unfortu-
nately, our software allowed some participants to work in excess of one hour on some tasks.
To make sure we only measured performance within one hour, we truncated user activity
to one hour. As part of this truncation, we also treated any gaps between recorded events
greater than 5 minutes as inactive, and we removed these gaps from the user’s total time.
When participants started the full user study, they first answered a demographics ques-
tionnaire. Then they performed their 5 search tasks (see Section 5.2.2). Each task included
a pre- and a post-task questionnaire. After completing all five tasks, we had participants
answer an exit questionnaire to collect their feedback and overall experience. Once finished,
participants returned to be paid $100 for their participation.
5.2.4 Participants
Before conducting the 50 person full study, we completed a pilot test with two partici-
pants to discover any potential problems or concerns. After the pilot test, 50 participants
completed the study.
Out of the 50 participants, 1 participant did not answer our demographics questionnaire.
Participants’ age ranged between 18 and 42 years old (mean = 24.8). There were 31 male
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and 18 female participants. Of these participants, 42 of them were from science, technology,
engineering, or math, 5 from arts, and 2 did not specify their major.
5.2.5 Performance Measures
As discussed in the Section 2.1, there are many tasks that require high-recall retrieval. We
consider that they can be categorized into two classes. The first are tasks such as eDiscovery
and systematic review. The second is test collection construction for information retrieval
evaluation.
For all of our measures, the documents judged by the user as relevant are considered to
be the result set. Although there may exist some values in examining the documents judged
non-relevant, our study participants were trying to avoid finding non-relevant documents.
In addition, some users only mark relevant documents from search engine and they do not
provide any useful non-relevant judgments.
Tasks such as eDiscovery and systematic review usually contain two passes of relevance
judging. The first pass could be conducted by someone qualified to identify relevant ma-
terial, such as junior assessors. The second pass would be conducted by an expert who
examines the judgments from the first pass and makes a final determination about which
documents are relevant. For example, in systematic review, a lead researcher might guide
graduate students to the task of finding all relevant research papers. The graduate students
give the lead researcher the documents judged relevant. The lead researcher then examines
each document and makes the final decision on which documents are relevant and should
be included in the review.
Both eDiscovery and systematic review tasks want to find all relevant documents. Any
missing relevant document could result in legal issues for eDiscovery or could affect the
conclusions made by a systematic review. Based on the two passes of review process, a
good first performance measure is simply the number of relevant documents found and
reported by the user, Urel. Given that different search topics have different numbers of
relevant documents, it can be helpful to normalize the number of relevant documents user
found. Therefore, we use recall as our normalized measure of performance. Recall is the





where Urel is the set of documents judged by the user as relevant, and R is the set of
relevant documents as defined by NIST assessors (gold standard). The NIST assessors act
as the experts who determine the final relevance of those user judged relevant documents.
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In the cases where two passes are needed to find relevant documents, each non-relevant
document that is labelled as relevant by the first pass wastes the time of the final reviewer
in the second pass. Therefore, we measure the precision of the set of documents returned





F1 is a useful standard measure that combines both recall and precision and captures
the tradeoff between them:
F1 =
2× recall × precision
recall + precision
. (5.5)
The task of IR test collection construction, in most cases, also requires to find all
relevant documents. Assessment error made in judging and missing relevant documents
affect not only the values of effectiveness measures, but also affect the ability to correctly
rank different retrieval systems. We collect the runs submitted to the 2017 TREC Common
Core track. We eliminate the runs we submitted to the track as well as related runs from
another group at our university [Zhang, Abualsaud, Ghelani, Ghosh, Smucker, Cormack
and Grossman, 2017; Grossman and Cormack, 2017]. We compare the ranked list of these
runs using the relevance judgments produced by our study participants to the ranked list
produced with the NIST qrels. For measuring the retrieval effectiveness or quality of a
run, we use mean average precision (MAP).
As described in Section 2.3.1, the most common measures of ranking correlation are
Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient, τ , and Yilmaz, Aslam and Robertson [2008]’s τAP .
The τAP measure places more weights on high scoring runs. We use Urbano and Marrero
[2017]’s implementation of τAP .
In some cases, it is possible to rank systems well enough but produce scores that are very
different from the score produced by the NIST qrels. To measure the difference between
MAP scores from user judgments with MAP scores from NIST qrels, we compute the root
mean squared error (RMSE):
RMSE =
√∑n
i (nist.mapi − t.mapi)2
n
, (5.6)
where there are in total n runs, nist.mapi is the MAP score for the i-th run evaluated
by NIST qrels, and t.mapi is the MAP score produced by the relevance judgments from a
given variation (treatment) t of our high-recall retrieval system.
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5.2.6 Statistical Significance and Modeling
We used generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMMs), as implemented in the lme4 [Bates
et al., 2015] package in R [R Core Team, 2014], to measure the statistical significance of
our results. The GLMM is an extension of generalized linear models to include both fixed
and random effects (hence mixed models). We treat our study participants and the search
topics as random effects. The independent variables (factors) of our experiment were fixed
effects. The two factors were whether CAL was with only paragraph-length excerpts or
with the option to view full documents, and whether or not a search engine was available.
The dependent variables are the various performance measures described in Section 5.2.5.
We analyze the significance of each factor by building a complete model with all factors
and random effects and then a model without the factor of interest separately. We then
compare these two models using a likelihood ratio test that reports a p-value.
5.3 Results
In the study, participants used four treatments of our high-recall retrieval system to find
as many relevant documents as possible within one hour. On the condition that our study
participants only able to work for one hour, we did not expect them to achieve high recall
on average. The most essential analysis in this experiment is the effect of each of the two
factors (independent variables) on the performance measures (dependent variables).
Our first experimental factor was whether the CAL component showed a paragraph-
length excerpt to participants for assessment or whether the CAL component would not
only show the excerpt but also allow the participants to click to view the full document. Our
second experimental factor was whether or not the CAL system would be augmented with
a search engine. Judgments made from the search engine are used to train the relevance
model in CAL.
In this section, we will refer to the 4 variations of our system by these shorthands: CAL-
P, CAL-D, CAL-P&Search, and CAL-D&Search (see Table 5.1). As for the reference
treatment, we regard this treatment as a traditional relevance judging task. We describe
the comparison of user behaviour on this treatment with other 4 treatments in Chapter 6.
5.3.1 Main Results
Table 5.2 is a key/primer to help understand our tables of performance measures for those
unfamiliar with this style of reporting. The table format mirrors the 2× 2 factorial experi-
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Table 5.2: Key/primer for reading Tables 5.3 and 5.5.
Search Available

































p value (Full doc vs. Paragraph)
ment design of Table 5.1. For each combination of factors, we report the mean performance
over 50 search topics. In addition, we report the marginal means of each factor, i.e., the
mean performance for a factor regardless of the other factor. In the lower right hand
corner, the overall mean of all the 4 treatments is reported. In our analysis, we are partic-
ularly curious about the effect each factor has on the performance measures, As described
in Section 5.2.6, we report the p-values from likelihood ratio tests to determine if a given
factor produces a statistically significant difference in the measured outcome.
Our first performance measure is the number of self-reported relevant documents found
by study participants or Urel. Table 5.3a shows these results. In this case, both factors yield
statistically significant differences. Only showing a paragraph-length excerpt in CAL can
help find significantly larger number of relevant documents being reported by participants.
Likewise, a CAL-alone system without search interface is significantly superior than a
CAL system that includes search interface. Participants using CAL-P found on average
97.9 relevant documents within one hour, which is a almost 50% improvement over the
next best result for CAL-P&Search with 65.4 relevant documents found.
In some scenarios, high-recall retrieval operates with a first pass by one set of junior
reviewers to find relevant documents, and a second pass where the relevant documents
from the first pass are further verified by an expert. Table 5.3b reports a similar scenario









No 58.3 97.9 78.1∗
p < 0.001
Yes 51.4 65.4 58.4
Marginal means
(CAL types)
54.8 81.6∗ Overall Mean
68.2p < 0.001
(a) Mean Number of User Reported Relevant Documents
Search
Available





No 26.5 42.3 34.4
p = 0.065
Yes 27.8 33.4 30.6
Marginal means
(CAL types)
27.2 37.8∗ Overall Mean
32.5p < 0.001
(b) Mean Number of User Found NIST Relevant Documents
Search
Available





No 0.20 0.27 0.24
p = 0.108
Yes 0.23 0.25 0.24
Marginal means
(CAL types)
0.22 0.26∗ Overall Mean
0.24p = 0.002
(c) Mean Recall
Table 5.3: The main results of comparing four system variations. We have marked with a
∗ the differences that are significant at p < 0.05.
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NIST assessors. If a document is labelled as relevant by both our participants and NIST
assessors, this document is a user found NIST relevant document. If a document is not
assessed by the NIST assessors, we assume it to be non-relevant. Shown in the Table 5.3b,
CAL with paragraph-length excerpts has statistically significant better performance over
CAL with the option to show full documents (p < 0.001). The availability of search engine
hurts performance. However, it is not a statistically significant effect (p = 0.065). We
observe that search slightly helped CAL with full document available while it caused a
large decrease in performance for CAL with paragraphs.
Given that different topics have different number of relevant documents, we should
normalize each topic according to the number of relevant documents on it. Otherwise,
the number of relevant documents found would be skewed to the topics which have a
high proportion of relevant documents. We did the normalization by computing recall,
which Table 5.3c shows. Again, CAL with paragraphs is superior to CAL with documents
(p = 0.002). For recall, we found a statistically significant interaction effect between the
CAL and search factors (p = 0.04). As with the number of user found NIST relevant
document, search has helped CAL with documents and hurt CAL with paragraphs in
terms of recall.
5.3.2 Ranking of IR Systems
Table 5.4: Performance measures for the task of test collection construction (see Sec-
tion 5.2.5). Shown are Kendall’s τ , τAP , and the RMSE computed based on scoring the
TREC 2017 Common Core runs with mean average precision. We compare the 4 high-
recall system variations / treatments (see Table 5.1) with their qrels versus the NIST qrels.
Shown in brackets are 95% confidence intervals.
treatment τ τAP RMSE
CAL-P 0.70 [0.54, 0.80] 0.58 [0.43, 0.70] 0.12 [0.11, 0.14]
CAL-D 0.52 [0.32, 0.69] 0.43 [0.27, 0.61] 0.11 [0.09, 0.13]
CAL-P&Search 0.45 [0.26, 0.64] 0.38 [0.19, 0.56] 0.10 [0.08, 0.12]
CAL-D&Search 0.47 [0.27, 0.63] 0.39 [0.21, 0.57] 0.08 [0.06, 0.10]
Another important use of high-recall retrieval systems is to evaluate different IR sys-
tems using the relevance judgments. Each set of judgments produced by our four system



































CAL−P  Qrels vs. NIST Qrels



































Automatic w/o old qrels
Automatic with old qrels (Routing)
Manual
Tau = 0.7
Tau AP = 0.58
RMSE = 0.12
Figure 5.4: MAP evaluated by qrels from CAL-P compared against MAP evaluated by
NIST qrels over runs from the TREC 2017 Common Core Task.
using mean average precision (MAP). We excluded our runs and related runs from our
university [Zhang, Abualsaud, Ghelani, Ghosh, Smucker, Cormack and Grossman, 2017;
Grossman and Cormack, 2017]. Table 5.4 reports Kendall’s τ , τAP , and root mean squared
error (RMSE) for each treatment’s judgment set when compared with NIST’s judgment
set. We also report bootstrap BCa 95% confidence intervals for each measure. Again, we
see that CAL with paragraphs and without search (CAL-P) performed the best at ranking






































CAL−D  Qrels vs. NIST Qrels






































Automatic w/o old qrels
Automatic with old qrels (Routing)
Manual
Tau = 0.52
Tau AP = 0.43
RMSE = 0.11
Figure 5.5: MAP evaluated by qrels from CAL-D compared against MAP evaluated by
NIST qrels over runs from the TREC 2017 Common Core Task.
paring the MAP scores measured from different judgment sets are shown from Figure 5.4
to Figure 5.8.
5.3.3 Secondary Results
Besides the primary results we report in Section 5.3.1, we also observe some other inter-









































CAL−P&Search  Qrels vs. NIST Qrels









































Automatic w/o old qrels
Automatic with old qrels (Routing)
Manual
Tau = 0.45
Tau AP = 0.38
RMSE = 0.1
Figure 5.6: MAP evaluated by qrels from CAL-P&Search compared against MAP evaluated
by NIST qrels over runs from the TREC 2017 Common Core Task.
user assessment behaviours from other perspective.
Table 5.5a reports the mean precision for each treatment, but these figures need to be
explained with caution. The Figure 5.9 showed that precision of CAL with paragraphs,
and CAL with documents were effectively the same, but Table 5.5a shows CAL with full
documents available has a better precision at a statistically significant level. The issue here
is that precision is being measured over different sets and amounts of judgments. In high-









No 0.50 0.45 0.48
p = 0.006
Yes 0.57 0.52 0.54∗
Marginal means
(CAL types)










No 0.24 0.31 0.28
p = 0.063
Yes 0.28 0.29 0.29
Marginal means
(CAL types)










No 0.53 0.52 0.52
p = 0.091
Yes 0.57 0.57 0.57
Marginal means
(CAL types)
0.55 0.55 Overall Mean
0.55p = 0.935
(c) Mean Precision at Min. Number of User Reported Relevant Docs.
Table 5.5: The secondary results of comparing four system variations. We have marked





































CAL−D&Search  Qrels vs. NIST Qrels













































Automatic w/o old qrels
Automatic with old qrels (Routing)
Manual
Tau = 0.47
Tau AP = 0.39
RMSE = 0.08
Figure 5.7: MAP evaluated by qrels from CAL-D&Search compared against MAP evalu-
ated by NIST qrels over runs from the TREC 2017 Common Core Task.
stage and be harder as the retrieval process continues. CAL with paragraphs allows users
to make judgments much faster and thus explore deeper of the documents collection. As
the prevalence of relevant documents experienced by the user decreases, it is possible to
expect the user to falsely assess non-relevant documents as relevant at higher rates.
To more fairly compare the precision of different treatments, we report the mean pre-
cision measured on a reduced judgment set in Table 5.5c. We consider only the first k





























Reference  Qrels vs. NIST Qrels




































Automatic w/o old qrels
Automatic with old qrels (Routing)
Manual
Tau = 0.62
Tau AP = 0.5
RMSE = 0.19
Figure 5.8: MAP evaluated by qrels from reference treatment compared against MAP
evaluated by NIST qrels over runs from the TREC 2017 Common Core Task.
a given topic, k is the minimum total number of relevant documents that participants
reported across all the four treatments. We noticed there was no statistically significant
difference for precision at k judgments with or without the option to use search engine,
and with or without the ability to view full documents.
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To consider the tradeoff between recall and precision, we report the average F1 in
Table 5.5b. CAL with paragraphs is better than CAL with documents at a statistically
significant level. While search improves precision, the increase of precision is not able to
offset the loss of recall. As with recall, search improves the F1 of CAL with documents
but hurts CAL with paragraphs, and there is a statistically significant interaction effect
between CAL and search (p = 0.03).
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Figure 5.9: Average number of participant found NIST relevant documents vs. number of
self-reported relevant documents for the first 50 self-reported relevant documents.
Since the option to use search engine hurts the number of NIST relevant documents
found and hurts the recall of CAL-P, the question arises whether this decrease in perfor-
mance is because of excessive wrong assessments during search or because of the lower rate
of judgments caused by search. To answer this question, we examined the rate at which
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participants found NIST relevant documents compared to the rate at which participants
found self-reported relevant documents. To see how these rates changed as participants
made judgments, for each participant we computed the cumulative number of NIST rele-
vant documents found vs. the number of self-reported relevant documents found. We then
averaged the cumulative number of NIST relevant documents across participants at each
number of self-reported relevant documents for the participants who at least had that many
self-reported relevant documents. Thus, as the number of self-reported relevant documents
increases, there are fewer participants in the average. Figure 5.9 shows this analysis. The
slope of each curve in Figure 5.9 is the precision of each treatment.
In Figure 5.9, the first thing noticeable is that both CAL-P and CAL-D have almost
the same precision (the slope of curve). As participants report finding relevant documents,
the fraction of NIST relevant documents are nearly the same for CAL-P and CAL-D.
The second thing we observe is that when search is available, the precision performance
improves regardless of what type of the CAL is. Thus we can conclude that search hurts
CAL with paragraphs because it slows down the rate of judgment rather than somehow
hurting the quality of the judgments.
Providing users with an ability to view documents in CAL slows down their rate of
judgment, and so does providing them with search. However, the ability to search improves
precision especially in the early stage of judgment. Thus if a user is to work slowly with
CAL-D, the user is better to use CAL-D&Search. While search helps the precision of CAL-
P, the large decrease in rate overwhelms the small increase in precision. Thus, the user is
better with CAL-P alone rather than with CAL-P&Search for finding a larger number of
relevant documents.
Figure 5.4 to Figure 5.7 show the scatter plots comparing the macro average precision
(MAP) scores evaluated by relevance set from four different treatments with the MAP
scores evaluated by the gold standard NIST qrels. We report common measures of ranking
correlation: Kendall’s τ , τAP , and root mean squared error (RMSE) for MAP scores. Dif-
ferent from τ , τAP places more weight on high scoring runs [Yilmaz, Aslam and Robertson,
2008; Urbano and Marrero, 2017]. RMSE in Equation 5.6 measures the difference between
MAP scores t.map from each treatment’s judgments with MAP scores nist.map from NIST
qrels.
From Figure 5.4, we found that MAP scores from the CAL-P judgment set achieved the
highest τ and τAP rank correlation with the MAP scores produced from NIST qrels. This
result is consistent with the results in Table 5.3 where we found that CAL with documents
is worse than CAL with paragraphs in terms of number of relevant document found. Nev-
ertheless, MAP scores produced by the CAL-D&Search had the lowest RMSE compared
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to MAP scores from NIST qrels. The addition of using search engine appeared to help
run scores on average align with the scores produced with the NIST qrels (lower RMSE).
We hypothesize that search may be able to find some high value relevant documents that
CAL had not yet found within on hour. All system treatments had trouble producing
good scores for the automatic runs that used existing qrels (routing runs). Future work is
needed to better understand the issues with scoring the routing runs.
It it worth to note that the judgment set from reference treatment can yield a quite
high correlation with NIST qrels shown in Figure 5.8. Both τ = 0.62 and τAP = 0.5 are
higher than that of CAL-D, CAL-D&Search, and CAL-P&Search. However, as defined in
our experiment, only 60 documents were sampled for judgments in reference treatment.
We hypothesis that these 60 sampled documents could represent the distribution of relevant
documents well. Therefore, it can effectively evaluate different retrieval systems and yield
reasonable rankings. We leave the test of this hypothesis for future work.
5.4 Conclusion
We conducted a controlled user study with 50 participants. The participants used four
variations of a high-recall retrieval system built around an implementation of continuous
active learning (CAL) to find as many relevant documents as possible within one hour.
For the CAL component, we tested whether it is better for participants to be restricted to
viewing a machine-selected paragraph-length excerpt or for participants to have the ability
to view a full document. We found that a single excerpt was better than a full document
for our primary measures of performance. We tested also whether giving users the ability
to use a search engine would help or hurt performance. We observed that having access to
search hurts performance, but this difference was not always statistically significant.
High-recall information retrieval (HRIR) makes high reliance on the user. A state-of-
the-art HRIR system has the user provide relevance feedback on a stream of documents
until some stopping criteria is met. In restricting user interaction to the viewing and
judging of short document excerpts, our study participants were able to find a larger
number of relevant documents with one hour than other versions of our system that gave
the participants more freedom to examine full document content and to search for relevant
documents. There may be cases in which users refuse to be so limited and require that
they be able to see full documents as needed. In these cases, it appears that making search
available to users would actually improve performance when performance is measured in
terms of recall or F1. We did see an increase in the precision of the system variation when
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search is available, and thus carefully limited usage of search early in a high-recall task
may be beneficial, but we leave testing of this idea for future work.
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Chapter 6
Assessing Behaviour in High-Recall
Retrieval
In Chapter 5, we conducted a 50-person controlled user study to test the hypothesis that
assessing shorter document excerpts will find a larger number of relevant documents within
a limited time frame than assessing full documents. We also tested the value of integrating
a search engine with CAL. We found that users were able to find a significantly larger
number of relevant documents by assessing shorter document excerpts. The ability to
use a search engine and to view full documents slowed users down and resulted in lower
performance. In this chapter, we dig into user behaviour to try to understand how these
user interactions slow down users’ assessments. With this aim, we compared the time
spent on assessing each document under different system variations. In some treatments
of our experiment, users were given the freedom to use a search engine or to view the full
document. Investigating the usage and behaviour of using a search engine and viewing
full documents can help us better understand how users utilize these features and spend
their time. After the user study, we also asked for users’ feedback on each system-provided
feature (e.g., keyword highlighting, judgment shortcuts or search interface). Analysis of the
users’ subjective feedback regarding these system features can help us understand users’
preferences, and further improve our high-recall retrieval system.
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6.1 Evaluating User Assessment Behaviour
6.1.1 Assessment Speed
In the previous section, the experimental results suggested that participants would find a
greater number of relevant documents by judging the relevance of documents on the basis
of viewing only paragraph-length excerpts rather than full documents. In addition, we
found that a CAL system without search performs as well as or better than a CAL system
augmented with interactive searching. We can infer that allowing participants to view full
documents slows down their rates of making assessments. Likewise, because the number of
relevant documents found decreases when search is available, we can also infer that people
on average find relevant documents at a slower rate via searching than via CAL.
In this section, we further measure the time spent on each judgment and the time
required to find each relevant document using different treatments. Table 6.1a shows the
time required to make a single assessment using four system variations and the reference
treatment. For each topic, we calculated the time spent on a document by dividing one
hour by the number of judgments using a specific treatment. Then, for each treatment, we
averaged the time over 50 topics. We report both the median time and the average time
with a 95% confidence interval over 50 topics.
The results show that the time cost to judge a document using CAL-P is the lowest
within four system variations. Using CAL-P, participants took an average of only 22.7
seconds to submit each relevance judgment while they took an average of 56.8 seconds
using CAL-D. Adding search to CAL can further slow down the rate of finding relevant
documents. With CAL-P&Search, participants spent an average of 35.4 seconds on each
judgment. CAL-D is so slow that adding search does not even slow it down further, using
CAL-D&Search, participants spent 54.1 seconds on each judgment. The median time per
single assessment shows the same trend as the mean time.
We also measured the judgment time participants spent on assessing documents from
the reference set. The average time spent on reference set is close to the time spent using
CAL-D or CAL-D&Search. Each judgment using the reference treatment took an average
of 50.0 seconds. The judgment mode of reference treatment is similar to that of traditional
judging, in which an assessor takes around one minute to make a single judgment.
Table 6.1b shows the median and mean time required to find a user-reported relevant
document. For each topic, we calculated the time by dividing one hour by the number
of user-reported relevant documents and then, for each topic, averaged the time over 50
topics. The results show that using CAL-P, participants spent the lowest median time
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Treatment Median time (s) Mean time (s)
CAL-P 19.2 22.7 [18.6, 26.8]
CAL-D 48.4 56.8 [45.0, 68.6]
CAL-P&Search 32.2 35.4 [29.2, 41.6]
CAL-D&Search 48.3 54.1 [43.7, 64.5]
Reference 44.9 50.0 [40.6, 59.3]
(a) Time to make a judgment.
Treatment Median time (s) Mean time (s)
CAL-P 48.0 97.8 [28.0, 167.5]
CAL-D 90.1 122.2 [90.7, 153.6]
CAL-P&Search 65.5 92.2 [66.9, 117.5]
CAL-D&Search 92.3 112.0 [91.1, 132.9]
Reference 136.5 187.2 [148.7, 225.7]
(b) Time to find a user-reported relevant document.
Treatment Median time (s) Mean time (s)
CAL-P 128.6 337.0 [134.3, 539.7]
CAL-D 200.6 557.2 [298.3, 816.0]
CAL-P&Search 138.7 351.8 [156.0, 547.6]
CAL-D&Search 163.6 238.6 [177.1, 300.1]
Reference 256.1 498.3 [349.0, 647.6]
(c) Time to find a NIST relevant document.
Table 6.1: Median and mean time per judgment/relevant document using different treat-
ments.
(48.0 seconds) to find a user-reported relevant document. Adding the ability to view full
documents (CAL-D) resulted in a judgment time of 90.1 seconds and using a search engine
(CAL-P&Search), 65.5 seconds. However, the resulting mean time using each treatment
differs from the median time. The CAL-P&Search produced the lowest mean time (92.2
seconds) for finding a user-reported relevant document while CAL-P’s mean time was 97.8
seconds. If we take the 95% confidence interval into consideration, we find that the time
differences between all these four treatments are not significant. The big difference between
mean time and median time (mean > median) suggests that the distribution of time is
skewed to one side. In this case, some participants took a large amount of time to find
user-reported relevant documents.
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We also measured the time required to find a NIST relevant document. For each topic,
we calculated the time by dividing one hour by the number of user-found NIST relevant
documents and then, for each treatment, averaged the time over 50 topics. Table 6.1c
shows the median and mean time results. Similar to the results in Table 6.1b, CAL-P
achieves the lowest median time (128.6 seconds). Using CAL-D took 200.6 seconds and
using CAL-P&Search took 163.6 seconds. The resulting mean time using each treatment
differs from the median time. But there is still no statistically significant difference in the
mean time to find a NIST relevant document using different treatments.
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Figure 6.1: Judging time (minutes) vs. recall, using different treatments.
Figure 6.1 shows the recall achieved at different points of time during one hour using
different treatments. Every 5 minutes, we measured the recall achieved on each topic and
then, for each treatment, averaged the recall at a given point in time over all 50 topics.
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The results show that CAL-P always helps participants achieve higher recall within one
hour compared to other system variants. CAL-P&Search and CAL-D&Search rank second
and third, respectively. CAL-P&Search performs slightly better than CAL-D&Search. In
the first 10 minutes, CAL-P&Search achieved almost the same effectiveness as CAL-P and
even outperformed CAL-P from the 5- to 10-minute mark. In contrast, CAL-D has the
lowest recall throughout almost the whole process. CAL-D achieved higher recall than
CAL-D&Search in first 10 minutes but became less effective after 10 minutes. The ability
to view full documents slowed down the rate of finding relevant documents.
Combining the results of Figure 6.1 and Figure 5.9, we can infer that CAL-P is the most
effective system variant for helping participants find relevant documents within a limited
time frame. Conducting searches does increase the precision of participants’ judgments.
However, search takes more time to find a relevant document than simply judging short
document excerpts selected by CAL. For the purpose of achieving high recall within a
limited time frame, the higher precision of judgments achieved by using searches does not
cannot help participants achieve higher recall.
6.1.2 Usage of Viewing Full Documents in the CAL Model
Our experimental results support our hypothesis that users working for a given amount of
time would find a greater number of relevant documents by viewing only paragraph-length
excerpts rather than full documents. The only difference between CAL-P and CAL-D is
that CAL-D allows the user to view the full document in addition to the paragraph-length
document excerpt. Given that we expect judgment quality based on full documents to be
as good as or even better than judgment quality based on paragraphs, it is apparent that
allowing assessors to view full documents slows down their rate of judging. In this section,
we analyze user behaviour when viewing full documents in the CAL model of CAL-D
and CAL-D&Search. To do so, we measured the frequency with which users viewed full
documents in CAL and to what extend viewing full documents slowed down assessment
rates compared to just assessing short document excerpts.
As shown in Table 6.2, we found that users on average made 73% (CAL-D) and 63%
(CAL-D&Search) of total judgments using CAL by viewing the full document. This shows
that users like to view the full document in most cases. For those assessments based on
viewing the document excerpt only in CAL, users spent on average 13.2 (CAL-D) and
12.3 seconds (CAL-D&Search) on assessing each excerpt. In contrast, for the assessments
made by clicking to view the full document in CAL, users spent on average 52.7 (CAL-
D) and 44.1 (CAL-D&Search) seconds on making a judgment. In short, viewing a full
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document cost significantly more time than viewing just a paragraph-length excerpt. We
also measured the decision time users took from reading an excerpt to clicking on the
view full document button. Decision time was on average 12.5 (CAL-D) and 9.9 (CAL-
D&Search) seconds. Time spent on making this decision was almost the same as the time
spent on each document excerpt, which means that users read the document excerpt first


















CAL-D 0.73 [0.64, 0.82] 13.2 [9.2, 17.2] 52.7 [44.9, 60.5] 12.5 [8.0, 17.0]
CAL-D&Search 0.63 [0.53, 0.73] 12.3 [9.2, 15.3] 44.1 [37.0, 51.3] 9.9 [7.3, 12.6]
Table 6.2: Usage of viewing full document in CAL model for CAL-D and CAL-D&Search.
6.1.3 Usage of Search
Our results show that CAL without search performs as well as or better than a CAL
system augmented with interactive search and judging. Because the number of relevant
documents found decreases when search is available, it is clear that people on average find
relevant documents at a slower rate via interactive search than via CAL. In this section,
we analyze search usage on the CAL-P&Search and CAL-D&Search treatments. We try
to understand the frequency of using interactive search when search is available, and how













CAL-P&Search 0.29 [0.21, 0.37] 0.40 [0.31, 0.49] 60.2 [49.9, 70.5] 24.2 [20.6, 27.8]
CAL-D&Search 0.39 [0.30, 0.48] 0.44 [0.34, 0.53] 64.7 [52.2, 77.2] 47.1 [37.1, 57.1]
Table 6.3: Frequency of using search in CAL-P&Search and CAL-D&Search. Comparison
of assessment time per document between using search and using CAL.
Under the treatments CAL-P&Search and CAL-D&Search, a search interface was pro-
vided to users. By summing up the active time spent on the search interface, we found
that users on average spent 40% (CAL-P&Search) and 44% (CAL-D&Search) of total
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time on the search interface, as shown in Table 6.3. Accordingly, users made 29% (CAL-
P&Search) and 39% (CAL-D&Search) of total judgments using search. We also found that
9 participants in CAL-P&Search and 10 participants in CAL-P&Search did not make any
judgments using search.
We also measured separately the average time of making a judgment using the search
interface and of using the CAL interface. The average time for making an assessment
using search is 60.2 seconds (CAL-P&Search) and 64.7 seconds (CAL-D&Search). In con-
trast, the time to make an assessment by judging paragraph-length excerpts from CAL is
significantly shorter, only 24.2 seconds for CAL-P&Search. When the option to view full
documents is available, the time to make an assessment from CAL is 47.1 seconds (CAL-
D&Search), which is still shorter than assessment time using search. From these results,
we can infer that each judgment using search takes more assessment time than judgments
made from document excerpts or from full documents selected by CAL.
Treatment # Unique Queries # Switches # CAL Sessions # Search Sessions
CAL-P&Search 5.1 [3.2, 6.9] 4.8 [3.5, 6.0] 3.0 [2.4, 3.6] 2.8 [2.2, 3.5]
CAL-D&Search 4.5 [3.2, 5.8] 3.8 [2.8, 4.8] 2.5 [2.0, 3.0] 2.3 [1.8, 2.9]
Table 6.4: Search interface usage for CAL-P&Search and CAL-D&Search.
As shown in Table 6.4, users on average made 5.1 (CAL-P&Search) and 4.5 (CAL-
D&Search) unique queries using the search engine within one hour. They made 4.8 (CAL-
P&Search) and 3.8 (CAL-D&Search) switches between the CAL interface and the search
interface. We regard a user staying on and using one interface after each switch as one
session. Users used the CAL interface and search interface for 3.0, and 2.8 sessions, respec-
tively, in CAL-P&Search, and 2.5 (CAL) and 2.3 (search) sessions, in CAL-D&Search.
For the judgments made using the search interface, we classified two types, according
to their sources. The first type of judgment is made directly from the SERP. Users judge
the document snippet returned by the search engine and then make a judgment directly
on SERP. We found that users on average made 15.2 (CAL-P&Search) and 16.3 (CAL-
D&Search) judgments on SERP. As shown in Figure 5.2, users are also allowed to view
the full document by clicking the search result on SERP. Therefore, the second type of
judgment is the assessment made by clicking on the result from SERP and viewing the
entire document. Users made 17.0 (CAL-P&Search) and 19.8 (CAL-D&Search) judgments
by viewing the full document returned by SERP.
Figure 6.2 shows the fraction of participants who used search at a given timestamp for
treatments CAL-P&Search and CAL-D&Search. At every minute mark, we recorded the
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Figure 6.2: The fraction of participants using search during the one hour task.
fraction of participants using search. Then we averaged the fractions over all 50 partici-
pants. The results show that users conducted searches during the whole one-hour task. At
the beginning of each task, around 50% of participants were using search to make judg-
ments. The fraction of participants using search drops as time increasing. At the end of
each task, only around 30% of participants were using search. Participants used the search
interface slightly more on CAL-D&Search compared to CAL-P&Search.
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6.2 Measuring Judging Performance
In our experiment, we used the assessments from NIST assessors to evaluate the judgments
made by users using different treatments. While we know that NIST assessors sometimes
make mistakes [Smucker and Jethani, 2011b], by comparing different treatments with the
same standard, we eliminated the effect of such mistakes. In the first pass, the users found
and judged documents using each of our different high-recall system variations. In the
second pass, NIST assessors rejudged the documents selected during the first pass and
made the final decisions on the labels. We found that some differences exist between NIST
assessors’ judgments and users’ judgments. Users and NIST assessors label documents
differently. Judgment performance using different treatments can be compared with the
NIST judgments. In this section, we measured the judgment performance of each treatment




Relevant (Pos.) Non-Relevant (Neg.)
Relevant TP = True Pos. FP = False Pos.
Non-Relevant FN = False Neg. TN = True Neg.
Table 6.5: Confusion matrix based on judgments from users and NIST assessors.
The task of relevance assessment can be viewed as a subtask of signal detection yes/no
theory. The true positive rate (hit rate) shown in Equation 2.8 and false positive rate (false-
alarm rate) shown in Equation 2.8 are two well-established methods of measuring judgment
performance. In our case, true positive rate or TPR measures the proportion of NIST
assessors labelled relevant (positives) that are correctly identified by participants. TPR has
the same value as recall, which is equal to |TP |/(|TP |+|FN |), where |TP |+|FN | = |Pos|.
The false positive rate or FPR measures the proportion of NIST assessors labelled non-
relevant (negatives) that are wrongly labelled by participants as positive. FPR is equal to
|FP |/(|FP | + |TN |), where |FP | + |TN | = |Neg|. TP, TN, FN, and FP are defined in
Table 6.5.
Based on TPR and FPR, we can model the user’s ability to discriminate between non-
relevant and relevant documents. We use the measure d′ to characterize the assessor’s
ability to discriminate [Smucker and Jethani, 2011a]:









No 0.43 0.39 0.41
p = 0.097
Yes 0.37 0.36 0.37
Marginal means
(CAL types)
0.40 0.38 Overall Mean
0.39p = 0.454
(a) False Positive Rate (FPR).
Search
Available





No 1.10 0.94 1.02
p = 0.122
Yes 1.29 1.07 1.18
Marginal means
(CAL types)
1.19 1.01 Overall Mean
1.10p = 0.055
(b) User’s ability to discriminate (d′).
Search
Available





No -0.29 -0.06 -0.18
p = 0.669
Yes -0.25 -0.11 -0.18
Marginal means
(CAL types)
−0.27∗ −0.08∗ Overall Mean
-0.18p = 0.004
(c) User’s criterion c.
Table 6.6: We have marked with ∗ the differences that are significant at p < 0.05.
where z is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution
which converts the TPR or FPR to a score. A higher d′ value indicates a greater ability
to discriminate. Users with different TPR and FPR might have the same d′. For example,
User A with a TPR of 0.73 and a FPR of 0.35 has the same d′ = 1 as User B with a TPR
of 0.89 and a FPR of 0.59 [Smucker and Jethani, 2011a].
We also computed user’s criterion c, as shown in Equation 6.2. For this calculation,
the user selects a criterion for relevance judgment. When the user’s confidence regarding





(z(TPR) + z(FPR)) (6.2)
where z is the same score function used in Equation 6.1. A negative criterion means that
users are more likely to make false positives in order to avoid missing relevant documents.
In other words, users with negative c are more liberal in making judgments. A positive
criterion signifies that users are conservative in making assessments in an attempt to avoid
false positives.
For the computation of d′ and c, rates of 0 or 1 for TPR or FPR will lead to infinities.
The values of 0 or 1 will be very probable when these rates are estimated based on very
small samples. We follow a standard correction used by Smucker and Jethani [2011a]
to avoid infinities. Estimated TPR (eTPR) and estimated FPR (eFPR) are defined in
Equation 6.3 and Equation 6.4, respectively. For computing d′ and criterion c, we used
eTPR and eFPR instead of TPR and FPR.
eTPR =
|TP |+ 0.5




|FP |+ |TN |+ 1
(6.4)
TPR has the same value as recall. The results of recall or TPR are shown in Ta-
ble 5.3c. We calculated the FPR of the judgments produced using each treatment. As
shown in Table 6.6a, CAL-D has the highest FPR and CAL-P&Search has the lowest.
CAL with paragraphs has lower FPR compared with CAL with full documents, but not at
a statistically significant level. Likewise, CAL with the ability to search helps reduce FPR
but not at a significant level.
The results of d′ yielded by different treatments are shown in Table 6.6b. Of the four
treatments, CAL-D&Search has the highest d′ (1.29) and CAL-P has the lowest d′ (0.94).
The ability to search and the option to view full documents both helped improve the ability
to discriminate d′ but not at a statistically significant level.
The results of criterion are shown in Table 6.6c. We found that all four treatments
yielded negative criterion values. CAL-D has the lowest c and CAL-P has the highest c .
The ability to view full documents significantly reduced the criterion of users. CAL with
full documents has c of −0.27 while CAL with document excerpts has c of −0.08. Users are
more liberal in making assessments when they are given the ability to view full documents.










No 33.1 58.7 45.9∗
p = 0.009
Yes 35.1 45.7 40.3
Marginal means
(CAL types)
34.1 52.2∗ Overall Mean
43.2p < 0.001
(a) System retrieved NIST relevant documents.
Search
Available





No 0.26 0.42 0.34
p = 0.009
Yes 0.30 0.37 0.34
Marginal means
(CAL types)
0.28 0.39∗ Overall Mean
0.34p < 0.001
(b) System recall recallsys.
Table 6.7: Performance achieved from system side.
We observed that the factors of viewing full documents and using search yielded effects
on user performance of judgment in aspects such as relevance criterion and ability to
discriminate. User criterion and ability to discriminate further affect the number of relevant
documents found and the recall achieved. Using Equation 5.3, we measured the recall of
each system variation by computing the number of user-found NIST relevant documents.
We found that some relevant documents retrieved by the system were judged as non-
relevant by users. These false negatives do not contribute to recall.
We used the system recall recallsys defined in Equation 6.5 to measure the performance
of each system variation by minimizing the assessing effect of users. We tried to compute
and compare which system variation retrieves and presents the greatest number of NIST
relevant documents to users. Although the user judgment plays an important role in the
relevance feedback process, we calculated system recall in order to minimize effects of user






|TP |+ |FN |
|R|
(6.5)
where Sret is the set of documents retrieved by each system variation and presented to users
and R is the set of NIST-defined relevant documents. In the CAL interface, the documents
in Sret are returned by the CAL model. In the search interface, the documents in Sret are
returned by the search engine and judged by assessors. If a document is returned by our
search engine but not assessed by a user, it is not included in Sret. Sret ∩ R is the set of
system-retrieved NIST relevant documents.
The results for system-retrieved NIST relevant documents and system recall are shown
in Table 6.7a and Table 6.7b, respectively. Of the four system variations, CAL-P is able
to find a greater number of system-retrieved NIST relevant documents and achieve higher
recall. Both the ability of viewing full documents and the ability to search significantly
reduced the number of system-retrieved NIST relevant documents found. CAL with para-
graphs achieved significantly higher system recall than CAL with full documents. However,
search neither helped nor hurts system recall.
6.4 Analysis of User Feedback and Preference
In our controlled study, participants were required to answer a questionnaire after each
task. We asked about their overall experience using the different system variations and
their preference regarding different system features.
In this section, we compare user feedback regarding the different variants of our system.
At the end of the study, we asked participants which system variant they preferred. 48%
of study participants preferred CAL-D&Search over the more restrictive variants. In other
words, our participants wanted full control of a highly interactive system. This preference
runs counter to the finding that their performance was highest when their interactions were
limited to producing relevance judgments on paragraph-length excerpts.
We asked participants for their feedback on each of the system features in Table 6.8.
We used a 5-point scale to rate each feature. The results are shown in Figure 6.3. The
keyword highlighting feature is the most popular, with 86% of users indicating that it was
somewhat useful or very useful. Users preferred to use most system features.
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Table 6.8: Features of the HiCAL system rated by participants.
Feature Description Example
Keyword Highlighting








Ability to use a search engine to




Display of topic statement of
what is considered relevant
Figure 5.1a, 5.2a
Undo Judgments




Ability to view a full document
rather than merely a paragraph summary
Figure 5.1e
Advance Search
For the search engine, the ability to
specify phrases (“new york”) or
require words (+france)
Figure 5.2c
Table 6.9: Percentage of participants preferring a given system variant.




















































Figure 6.3: Percentage of user preference for different system features.
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Chapter 7
Volume Estimation Using Sampling
Strategy
When to stop assessment is also a crucial problem for high-recall retrieval task. Given a
large dataset and a limited assessment budget, assessing every single document to achieve
high recall is not practical and realistic. In the CAL process, we find that it becomes even
harder to find relevant documents as the number of CAL iterations increase. In many cases,
knowing the number of relevant documents in the dataset helps assessors to determine
when enough relevant documents have been found. And stopping further assessments
helps reduce excessive unnecessary judgments. One way to address this problem is to
estimate the volume of relevant documents in the dataset. We refer to this issue as the
volume estimation problem.
This chapter describes a method to accurately and efficiently estimate the number of
relevant documents in a collection for a given topic. How would we do this both accurately,
such that our estimate is as close as possible to the actual number, and efficiently, with
as little assessment effort as possible? The existing active learning techniques for high-
recall retrieval provide a baseline. We can count the number of assessments to find all the
relevant documents via continuous active learning methods. Alternatively, we could just
randomly sample from the collection to estimate the prevalence and infer the volume. The
question is: can we do better than either approach?
The contribution of this paper is the development and evaluation of a technique for
volume estimation based on continuous active learning and sampling. The intuition of our
method contains two main steps. The first step is to use active learning methods to find
all the “easy-to-find” relevant documents. And then the second step is to use sampling
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methods to estimated the number of relevant documents in the remaining collection. The
switch point between the first step and the second step is called as “switchover” point or
knee point, which can be understood as the “knee” in an effort vs. recall gain curve. The
idea is to take advantage of active learning to find all the easy-to-find relevant documents
until the knee point, and then use sampling techniques to estimate the remainder of the
collection.
We use a simple and effective technique for detecting this knee point and explore three
different sampling methods past the knee. We conduct experiments on several TREC
provided datasets and a collection of tweets. The results show that our best strategy yields
more accurate estimation (with the same assessment effort) than several alternatives.
7.1 Volume Estimation Approaches
Suppose we would like to estimate the number of relevant documents for a given topic in
a particular data collection consisting of D documents.
A simple and näıve approach might be to randomly sample (without replacement)
documents from the collection and assess them for relevance. We can approximate this as
a Bernoulli process, for which the volume estimate RT is:
RT = (RE/E) ·D (7.1)
where RE is the number of relevant documents after examining a total of E documents.
This algorithm is not complete since that we still need to know how many samples E
to draw before sampling. We discuss how to tackle this issue in our paired experimental
methodology Section 7.2.
An alternative simple way is to use an existing active learning based high-recall retrieval
method such as the BMI (Section 3.4). By this way, we simply find all the relevant
documents, which is a trivial way to determine the volume. However, the problem of
using continuous active learning is that the BMI does not provide an established stopping
criterion.
By relying on the effectiveness of BMI, we can first apply BMI to find and judge A
documents. As shown in the results of TREC Total Recall track, the BMI based methods
were able to find relevant documents with high precision in the beginning stage. During
this human-in-the-loop relevance feedback process, we first explore some fraction of the
collection that has a higher rate of relevant documents. And we discover RA documents
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among A judgments. This value RA provides a lower bound on the number of relevant
documents in the collection. We can ensure that this data collection contains at least
RA relevant documents. However, the problem is that we don’t know how many relevant
documents there are in the residual collection which has not been reviewed. Even so, we
can still estimate an upper bound using the rate at which we’re finding relevant documents
in the BMI process, and extrapolate to the remainder of the collection. However, this
makes a inaccurate estimation since that active learning method usually rank documents
more likely to be relevant before documents less likely to be relevant. Therefore, the rate
of relevant documents in the active learning process is usually much higher than the rate
in the residual collection. Therefore, such an inference would yield an unrealistically large
overestimate.
One solution to extrapolate the residual collection is sampling. This requires to further
answer two questions: First, how to determine the knee point (i.e., the value of A)? Second,
how to sample the residual collection and estimate the prevalence after the knee point?
We tackle these two questions in turn.
Let us suppose that we sample S documents to be judged: we can estimate the preva-
lence of relevant documents and then infer the total number of relevant documents left in
the residual collection RS. We can estimate the total number of relevant documents by
adding this value to RA, the number of relevant documents we found during the active
learning process.
The contribution of this approach is the development of this two-phase volume estima-
tion technique that integrate sampling with active learning method. Below, we describe
simple techniques for setting A, the amount of assessment effort to expend in active learning
process, and S, the amount of effort to expend in random sampling.
7.1.1 Find the Knee
In our approach, we employ the BMI described in Section 3.4 augmented by the following
the knee-finding method proposed by Cormack and Grossman [2016a]. In each iteration,
the BMI selects a batch of documents for human assessments. The batch size is exponen-
tially increasing as the number of iterations growing. After receiving relevance feedback
for each batch of documents, we can measure the gain curve based on the number of rele-
vant documents found. In this case, the y axis of the gain curve is the number of relevant
documents found.
At the end of each iteration of BMI, we have two numbers that correspond to the total
number of relevant documents found and the total number of documents judged so far.
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Figure 7.1: Detection of the knee point in the gain curve.
Figure 7.1 shows how we detect the knee point. A candidate knee point is selected as
follows: find a point on the gain curve with maximum perpendicular distance from a line
between the origin point (x = 0, y = 0) and the current point of the curve. Let p0 be the
slope of the line from the origin point to the candidate knee point, p1 be the slope of the
line from the candidate knee point to the current point, and the slope ratio ρ = p0
p1
. The
candidate knee point can be determined if these two criteria are satisfied:
1. the number of documents examined so far from the active learning process exceeds
1000 (to ensure that the active learning process has surpassed the beginning “ramp
up” stage);
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2. ρ > 6, if at least 150 relevant documents have been retrieved; or ρ > 156 − r, if
r < 150 relevant documents have been retrieved.
The second clause in the second criterion is a special case for handling topics with
low prevalence of relevant documents. The parameters for this technique were tuned on a
private dataset [Cormack and Grossman, 2016a].
Note that to be precise, we don’t actually discover the knee point until we’ve passed
the actual knee point (the current point is always beyond the knee point), but the intuition
nevertheless holds. The actual switchover point where we stop active learning process and
start sampling corresponds to the point where we discovered the knee. However, we still
use “stopping at the knee” to explain our method.
7.1.2 Sampling Strategies
Based on the knee-finding algorithm described in the previous section, we apply the BMI
until the knee point has been found. As noted, we actually stop at the “current” point
shown in Figure 7.1. At that point, we have judged A documents and found RA relevant
documents. The next question is: how to extrapolate the residual collection that we have
not yet explored? In our experiment, three sampling strategies are presented:
Negative Binomial Sampling. In this approach, document are sampled from the resid-
ual collection until M relevant documents have been found. This sampling process requires
us to judge S documents. Each sample can be characterized as a Bernoulli trial, and thus
the sampling process can be modeled by a negative binomial distribution (or Pascal dis-
tribution). Each Bernoulli trial has two potential outcomes that are success and failure.
In our experiment, success represents that the sampled document is judged relevant and
failure means that sampled document is judged non-relevant. Under this interpretation,
the minimum variance unbiased estimator for p̂, the probability of success (i.e., probability
of a document being relevant) is given as:
p̂ =
r − 1





where r is the number of relevant documents found (which we set to M), and k is the
number of non-relevant documents in our sequence of observations [Johnson et al., 2006].
Note that the total number of judgments in sampling S = r + k.
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From Equation 7.2, our estimate of the total number of relevant documents, RT , is as
follows:
RT = RA + (D − A)
(M − 1)
(S − 1)
, for M > 1. (7.3)
In our experiments, we tried varying M ∈ {2, 4, 8}. Higher values of M reduce the variance,
but at the same time cost more assessment effort. The total effort is A+S for this approach,
where S is the total number of judged documents to find M relevant documents.
The Horvitz-Thompson Estimator. In some cases, some topics have only few relevant
documents. It might require a lot of assessment effort to find M relevant documents in
the residual collection where the prevalence of relevant documents is low. Therefore, using
negative binomial sampling for estimating those low-prevalence topics could be expensive.
An alternative method is to use the classifier trained in BMI to score all documents in
the residual collection, thus ranking all remaining documents in the descending order of
relevance. The classifier in BMI is derived from the current point, and thus it is trained
upon all the existing judgments. The more-likely-to-be-relevant documents are ranked
prior to the less-likely-to-be-relevant documents.
We apply a standard estimation method called the Horvitz-Thompson Estimator (HT
estimator) [Tillé, 2006] to estimate the total superpopulation in a stratified sample. First,
we compute a distribution over all documents in the residual collection. The probability of
each document being sampled is proportional to its probability of relevance (as estimated by
the classifier in BMI). This renormalized distribution is referred as the inclusion probability.
Defined in Equation 7.4, πi refers to the probability that document i will be sampled. In
our experiment, we use the relevance score scorei of document i generated from the logistic
regression classifier which is also used in BMI. We normalize the relevance score to [0, 1] via
πi = 1/(1 + exp(−scorei)). The Horvitz-Thompson Estimator estimates the total number
of relevant documents RT :




where Yi is an indicator variable for relevance for each of the n sampled documents. The
value of Yi is 1 (relevant) or 0 (non-relevant) for a given document i. RA is the number of
relevant document found in the active learning phase. Note that this method does not form
a complete algorithm because the stopping criterion is still missing. The HT estimator does
not tell us how many samples n we need to draw. Here again, we address this issue in our
paired experimental methodology in the below section.
Stratified Sampling. To address the downside of the HT estimator where a well es-
tablished stopping criterion is needed, a novel stratified sampling strategy is used. This
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stratified sampling method also ranks the residual collection based on the relevance score
after when the knee point is detected. This sampling approach proceeds in iterations: in
the i-th iteration, we randomly sample KS = 1000 documents from the next top ranking
K = 10, 000 documents and let assessors judge those documents. Suppose we find Ri
relevant documents, and thus we can then estimate the proportion of relevant documents
for i-th iteration is (Ri/K
S). We can further infer that there are K · (Ri/KS) in the top K
ranked documents. We then proceed to the next iteration and sample another KS docu-
ments from the next K top ranked documents. The above process repeats until we cannot
find any more relevant document from KS sampled documents. Then, the total number of
relevant documents can be estimated as:
RT = RA +
n∑
i=1
K · (Ri/KS) (7.5)
where n is the total number of iterations. RA is the number of relevant documents found
in the active learning process. The total effort expended is A + n · KS, where A is the
number of assessments from the active learning part.
We name this strategy as stratified sampling because we select samples from each
“strata” of K documents, and using the estimated prevalence to infer the number of rel-
evant documents for each strata. We keep repeating this process until we find no more
relevant documents from the selected samples, which allows us to have a stopping criteria
and exit early for low prevalence topics to avoid excessive assessments.
7.2 Experimental Setup
To evaluate and compare our different volume estimation strategies, we used public test
collections from the TREC 2015 Total Recall Track [Roegiest, Cormack, Grossman and
Clarke, 2015]. More specifically, we used three collections: the (redacted) Jeb Bush Emails
(called “Athome1”), consisting of 290k emails from Jeb Bush’s eight-year tenure as the
governor of Florida (10 topics); the Illicit Goods dataset (called “Athome2”) collected
for the TREC 2015 Dynamic Domain Track, consisting of 465k documents from a web
crawl (10 topics); and the Local Politics dataset (called “Athome3”) collected for the
TREC 2015 Dynamic Domain Track, consisting of 902k documents from various news
sources (10 topics). For each topic, a complete set of relevance assessment is provided
by Total Recall Track coordinators. The relevance assessment on documents of these test
collections are derived using continuous active learning method described in the track
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overview paper [Roegiest, Cormack, Grossman and Clarke, 2015]. The details of these test
collection are listed in Chapter 4. In our experiment, some strategies require assessors to
judge the relevance of sampled documents. We simulate the relevance judgment process.
The relevance of a given document is determined by the set of relevance labels.
For the purposes of our study, the provided test collection and corresponding evaluation
methodology has been sufficiently validated for assessing the effectiveness of high-recall
tasks in Total Recall Track 2015. Therefore, these test collections are suitable for our
volume estimation problem. Finally, as a validation set, we evaluated our techniques on
the Twitter collection described by Bommannavar et al. [2016], who exhaustively annotated
nearly 800k tweets from one day in August 2012 with respect to four topics: Apple (the
technology company), Mars (the planet), Obama, and the Olympics. This test collection
exactly satisfied our goal: how much relevant information is there on social media about a
particular topic?
As discussed, the random sampling and the HT estimator approaches are not complete
estimation algorithms since they both lack a stopping criterion. In other words, they do not
tell us how many samples to draw. In contrast, the advantage of negative binomial sampling
and stratified sampling is that each of them have a stopping criterion, where the total effort
can be determined. Therefore, the random sampling and the HT estimate are compared to
negative binomial sampling (N.B.) and stratified sampling in a paired setup. where we
evaluate and compare these techniques at the same level of effort (number of assessments).
This models an A/B testing scenario in which we have two parallel assessors judge the
sampled documents from two different techniques at exactly the same pace. When one
technique terminates, we also stop the other one. At that stop point, we ask the questions
that how do the two estimates compare and which estimate is closer to the actual number
of relevant documents?
Our experimental procedure is as follows: for each topic in a collection, we ran our esti-
mation technique (either negative binomial sampling or stratified sampling) and computed
the total number of assessments. We then ran a paired experiment with either random
sampling or the HT estimator (or both) using exactly the same level of effort. We recorded
the estimated volume for all techniques. For each collection, we report the average (rela-
tive) error across all topics and the root mean square error between the estimated volume
and the actual number of relevant documents. The Athome1 collection was used as our
training set, on which we ran 50 trials of the above procedure to characterize the variation
of estimates. The Athome2, Athome3, and Twitter collections were used as held-out test































































Figure 7.2: Box-and-whiskers plot characterizing 50 trials of each of our techniques on the
Athome1 collection.
The results of 50 trials of our experimental procedure on Athome1 test collection are
shown in Figure 7.2. The average relative error and overall distribution across the 50 trials
str characterized by a standard box-and-whiskers plot. We compared negative binomial
sampling (N.B.), M = {2, 4, 8}, with random sampling using the paired approach described
above. For each comparison, we first evaluate negative binomial sampling and compute
the total number of effort to accomplish the sampling process. Then, the random sampling
approach is severed as a baseline method and compared with negative binomial sampling
at the same level of effort. d We also compared stratified sampling with the HT estimator
and random sampling using exactly the same procedure. Each of these comparisons is
shown by grouped bars (separated by dashed lines) in the Figure 7.2.
As expected, the negative binomial sampling approach becomes more accurate and
robust with increasing values of M (but meanwhile requires correspondingly more effort).
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For reference, the entire Athome1 collection contains 290k documents. When using negative
binomial sampling with M = 8, we on average need to examine nearly a quarter of the
collection. However, we find that negative binomial sampling is more accurate than random
sampling at the same level of effort with respect to all different M values.
We also compare the stratified sampling, HT estimator, and random sampling using
the same level of effort. It is obvious that the stratified sampling approach is superior to
all other techniques. On average, stratified sampling requires nearly half as much effort as
negative binomial sampling with M = 2 but yields much more accurate estimates. In fact,
stratified sampling provides more accurate estimates than negative binomial sampling with
M = 8, at about one fifth of the effort. Stratified sampling also performs better than both
the HT estimator and random sampling at the same level of effort.
Results on Athome2 and Athome3 test collections are shown in Table 7.1. Since these
comprise our held-out test data, we only report the results of a single trial instead of
50 trials. In the table, rows are grouped together in terms of different techniques at
the same level of effort. For example, the rows marked “= sample” denote accuracy
of random sampling with the same number of judged documents as the corresponding
negative binomial or stratified condition. There exists sampling variability for our different
strategies. In our single trial, we observe greater error with M = 8 than with M = 4
using negative binomial sampling. This observation is not inconsistent with the results
in Figure 7.2. The upper bound of negative binomial sampling results has higher relative
error than the lower bound of random sampling results.
Overall, the results on Athome2 (465k documents) are consistent with the results from
Athome1, our training set. Negative binomial sampling becomes more accurate and robust
with increasing M and is more accurate than random sampling with the same level of
effort. In contrast, our stratified sampling technique provides comparable low error rate
but at far less effort, beating both the HT estimator and random sampling methods.
In terms of effort relative to the size of the collection, it appears that the Athome2
topics are a bit more “difficult” compared to Athome1. However, our stratified sampling
approach actually requires less effort (8, 363 judged documents) on a larger collection—
Athome2 compared to Athome1 which takes on average 12, 055.9 judgments.
Results of negative binomial sampling method on the Athome3 collection, which con-
tains 902k documents, are quite poor. Table 7.2 shows the reason: for each topic in that
collection, we list the total number of relevant documents, the effort used in the active
learning part of our procedure, and the number of relevant documents found at that point.
For five of the topics (those in bold), active learning helped find either all or nearly all
the relevant documents, which means that our termination criterion for negative binomial
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Measure Avg Avg Relative Root Mean
Effort Error Square Error
Athome2
Neg. Binomial (M = 2) 80925 0.016 0.021
= sample 80925 0.094 0.122
Neg. Binomial (M = 4) 122527 0.014 0.023
= sample 122527 0.052 0.062
Neg. Binomial (M = 8) 181407 0.015 0.020
= sample 181407 0.045 0.060
Stratified 8363 0.026 0.042
= HTEstimator 8363 0.051 0.070
= sample 8363 0.410 0.621
Athome3
Neg. Binomial (M = 2) 482237 0.041 0.105
= sample 482237 0.045 0.079
Neg. Binomial (M = 4) 546379 0.011 0.030
= sample 546379 0.042 0.073
Neg. Binomial (M = 8) 597489 0.023 0.058
= sample 597489 0.032 0.064
Stratified 3168 0.053 0.113
= HTEstimator 3168 0.100 0.200
= sample 3168 0.867 1.119
Twitter
Neg. Binomial (M = 2) 24160 0.261 0.233
= sample 24160 0.222 0.240
Neg. Binomial (M = 4) 39162 0.106 0.090
= sample 39162 0.046 0.041
Neg. Binomial (M = 8) 40295 0.007 0.036
= sample 40295 0.179 0.181
Stratified 22687 0.047 0.048
= HTEstimator 22687 0.093 0.092
= sample 22687 0.170 0.218
Table 7.1: Results of various volume estimation techniques on the Athome2, Athome3, and
Twitter collections.
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Topic Rel Docs Knee Stop Effort RelAtKnee
athome3089 255 1105 254
athome3133 113 1105 112
athome3226 2094 3478 2022
athome3290 26 2316 26
athome3357 629 1526 599
athome3378 66 1105 66
athome3423 76 1232 40
athome3431 1111 1232 1106
athome3481 2036 3478 1924
athome3484 23 1105 23
Table 7.2: Relevant documents identified and effort when BMI terminates for Athome3.
sampling (e.g., with M = 2, 4, 8) is never met. And hence, the sampling process forces us
to examine the entire collection and try to find relevant document that does not exist. In
contrast, with stratified sampling we examine 1000 of the top 10,000 ranked documents,
find zero relevant, and terminate. The stratified sampling only takes 3,168 judgments to
stop and achieves comparably low error rate.
Of course it would be reasonable to add in a termination condition in the negative bino-
mial sampling case (e.g., stop after K documents if we haven’t found a single relevant one).
But then we’re just duplicating the initial iteration of the stratified sampling approach.
We leave this idea for future work.
The bottom group of Table 7.1 shows our results on the Twitter collection. Once again,
we report results from a single trial. Overall, the findings are consistent with the other
collections: our stratified sampling technique clearly yields more accurate estimates than all
other techniques while requiring less effort. This gives us some degree of confidence that
our algorithms, developed on email (Athome1), can be generalized to entirely different
collections (e.g., tweets). We have no explanation as to why negative binomial sampling
with M = 4 gives worse estimates than comparable random sampling, or why comparable
random sampling with M = 8 gives such poor results. We purposely decided against error
analysis in order to preserve the sanctity of this validation set.
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7.4 Conclusion
Estimating the number of relevant documents in a collection is critical to the high-recall
retrieval problem. Our results reflect that actually finding the relevant documents is a good
approach to counting and then estimating the total volume. However, our best strategy
reflect that we should first identify the “easy to find” documents and then extrapolate
on the rest collection via sampling. Among different sampling strategies, stratified sam-
pling yields more accurate and robust results with the same level of effort. Our approach
establishes a baseline for future work on an important real-world application.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, we have investigated judging short document excerpts for relevance feedback
in continuous active learning to achieve high recall while reducing assessment effort. We
designed and implemented a high-recall retrieval system, called HiCAL. We evaluated
the effectiveness of the HiCAL system by separately conducting a simulation study and
a controlled user study. We also explored factors that could affect the effectiveness of
achieving high recall, such as giving users the ability to search and view full documents.
We also investigated the problem of when to stop assessment during the continuous active
learning process to avoid excessive assessment.
8.1 Summary
We first approached the high-recall retrieval task by participating in the Total Recall
Track 2015 [Roegiest, Cormack, Grossman and Clarke, 2015]. The Total Recall Track
organizers provided participants with a version of AutoTAR called the BMI, and used the
BMI as the baseline method. We augmented the BMI implementation with seed document
selection, feature engineering, and query expansion. On the basis of this modified BMI,
we submitted corresponding runs to the Total Recall Track for evaluation. The results
indicated that no submitted runs were able to consistently beat the BMI over different
datasets. The superiority of BMI in high-recall tasks was further validated on Total Recall
Track 2016 [Grossman et al., 2016] and CLEF 2017 eHealth lab task [Anagnostou et al.,
2017].
We also investigated using document excerpts as relevance feedback in CAL to achieve
high recall. In our simulation study, we integrated sentence-level relevance feedback into
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BMI. For each document selected by BMI, the simulated assessor reviewed a single sen-
tence instead of the full document to make the assessment. In addition, we compared
sentence-level feedback strategies with document-level feedback strategies on three differ-
ent dimensions. The three dimensions are (1) let the assessor assess a single sentence or
the full document to label the document; (2) select the best sentence or the best document
from the highest-scoring document or the highest-scoring sentence, respectively; (3) retrain
the classifier by adding the labelled document or the labelled sentence into the training set.
For each dimension, there exists a binary choice, and thus, in total, eight combinations.
The results of this simulation experiment show that the sentence-level relevance feedback
method achieves almost the same level of recall as the document-level relevance feedback
method based on the same number of judgments (the number of documents reviewed).
To validate the hypothesis that reviewing document excerpts for relevance feedback
can reduce assessment time and effort for achieving high recall, we conducted a 50-person
controlled user study. We designed and implemented a high-recall retrieval system (Hi-
CAL), which applies continuous active learning (CAL). 50 users used different variants of
the HiCAL system to find as many relevant documents as possible within one hour. The
HiCAL system could display either full documents or short document excerpts for rele-
vance assessment. In addition, the HiCAL system integrated a search engine with CAL, so
that users could use interactive search and judging to find relevant documents. The results
from the user study reveal that users can find a larger number of relevant documents by
viewing document excerpts within one hour. The option to view full documents and to
use interactive search slowed down users’ assessments and resulted in a lower number of
relevant documents.
Finally, we investigated how to estimate total volume of relevant documents for a
specific topic. We combined CAL with a sampling method to perform estimation. First,
CAL was used to find as many relevant documents as possible until the knee point at which
the majority of relevant documents had been found. Then, sampling methods were used
to sample documents and estimate the proportion of relevant documents in the residual
collection. We compared several sampling methods and found that the stratified sampling
method yields the most accurate and robust estimation at any level of effort.
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8.2 Future Work
8.2.1 User Study for Higher Recall within Longer-Time Span
For Chapter 5, we conducted a controlled user study, in which 50 users judged as many
relevant documents as possible within one hour using our HiCAL system. The best per-
formed strategy —CAL-P—achieved on average 0.27 recall over 50 topics within one hour.
Apparently, it is difficult to achieve very high recall within just one hour of work. There-
fore, we could let participants work longer and judge more documents for each task, thus
potentially achieve higher recall. Then, we could compare different methods by measuring
the amount of time required to achieve a certain level of high recall.
The reason for not being able to achieve high recall could also be due to the assessment
disagreement between participants and NIST assessors. We measured recall according
to the number of documents labelled relevant by both participants and NIST assessors.
If a NIST-labelled relevant document is labelled as non-relevant by our assessor (False
Negative), this document is not contributing to recall. Therefore, if there exist False
Negatives, high recall cannot be achieved even when all the relevant documents have been
retrieved and presented to the assessors. We leave answering this question for future work.
8.2.2 Use and Evaluation of Highly Relevant Documents
In our user study, participants were able to label relevant documents as highly relevant
or relevant. We did not distinguish the highly relevant documents from the relevant doc-
uments in our experiments. However, highly relevant documents can be used as extra
information to help improve the CAL model, since they usually contain stronger signals
about relevance than the relevant documents. In each iteration of CAL, we could adjust
the weights for highly relevant documents when retraining the classifier. We could also
modify the pairwise loss function in logistic regression when comparing highly relevant
documents with relevant documents. A pair is correct if the score for a highly relevant
document is higher than that of a relevant document. If a relevant document is ranked
higher than a highly relevant document, we would penalize this pair.
On the other hand, if the NIST assessors were to provide the graded relevance labels for
documents, we could also discriminate highly relevant documents from relevant documents
when evaluating the results. In some cases, it might be more tolerable to miss some relevant
documents than to omit highly relevant documents. Therefore, we could reward the system
which is able to find a larger number of highly relevant documents, and penalize a system
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that omits many relevant documents. How to assign different weights to highly relevant
documents and to relevant documents to evaluate recall remains a problem.
8.2.3 Search vs. CAL in the Long Run
Interactive search and judging can significantly improve precision according to our user
study. More specifically, we found that search helped participants more precisely find
relevant documents compared to CAL, especially in the first stage of assessment. However,
participants spent more time to find relevant documents using search. Therefore, there is
a trade-off between precision and time cost when using search to find relevant documents.
We already know that CAL usually reaches a plateau when the proportion of relevant
documents begins to drop significantly. CAL might get stuck at a particular point and be
unable to find any new relevant documents for a long time. At that point, search might
be able to help the assessor find relevant documents and explore more relevance space.
We assume that suitable switches between search and CAL might help achieve high-recall
retrieval.
8.2.4 Effects of Judgments on Ranking Correlation of Runs
In Section 5.3.2, we found that judgments from search reduced the RMSE of MAP scores
compared to NIST qrels when scoring the TREC 2017 Common Core runs [Zhang, Abual-
saud, Ghelani, Ghosh, Smucker, Cormack and Grossman, 2017; Abualsaud, Cormack, Ghe-
lani, Ghenai, Grossman, Rahbariasl, Smucker and Zhang, 2018]. But judgments without
search achieved higher τ compared to the MAP scores from NIST qrels. We hypothesize
that search can help participants find some special relevant documents that cannot be
found by CAL. These high-value relevant documents might help align the MAP scores and
produce closer MAP scores compared to NIST qrels.
In addition, we found that no treatments produce close MAP scores for the Routing
runs (automatic runs using existing old qrels). Some relevant documents found by Routing
runs might not be found by our system; thus judgments from human assessors cannot rank
those runs correctly. These questions demand further analysis.
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